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 1 Case No. 19STCV12592 

DECLARATION OF WILLIAM “BILLY” MITCHELL 
 

James E. Gibbons (State Bar No. 130631) 
   jeg@manningllp.com 
MANNING & KASS 
ELLROD, RAMIREZ, TRESTER LLP 
801 S. Figueroa St, 15th Floor 
Los Angeles, California 90017-3012 
Telephone: (213) 624-6900 
Facsimile: (213) 624-6999 
Attorneys for Plaintiff, WILLIAM JAMES MITCHELL 
 
 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, CENTRAL DISTRICT 

 

WILLIAM JAMES MITCHELL, 
 

Plaintiff, 
 

v. 
 
TWIN GALAXIES, LLC, 
 

Defendants. 
 

 Case No. 19STCV12592 
[The Hon. Gregory W. Alarcon, Dept. 36] 
 
 
DECLARATION OF WILLIAM “BILLY” 
MITCHELL IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANT'S ANTI-SLAPP MOTION 
 
Action Filed: 4/11/2019 

 

 

I, William “Billy” J. Mitchell, declare as follows: 

1. I am a party in the above-entitled action.  I have personal knowledge of the facts set 

forth herein, except as to those stated on information and belief and, as to those, I am informed 

and believe them to be true.  If called as a witness, I could and would competently testify to the 

matters stated herein.  I make this declaration in Opposition to Defendant Twin Galaxies' Special 

Motion to Strike. 

2. My name is Billy Mitchell. I am the Plaintiff in this case, and I bring this lawsuit 

against Twin Galaxies for defamation and false light originating from its public statements of 

April 12, 2018. I am a professional videogame player, mostly known for achieving world records 

on Pac-Man and Donkey Kong. Twin Galaxies defamed me by issuing a press release claiming as 

a fact that I did not achieve my Donkey Kong records on “original unmodified” hardware. A link 

to the statement that was published on Twin Galaxies' web site can be found at 

https://www.twingalaxies.com/showthread.php/176004-Dispute-Jeremy-Young-Arcade-Donkey-
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Kong-Points-Hammer-Allowed-Player-Billy-L-Mitchell-Score-1-062-

800?p=964048&viewfull=1#post964048, last accessed on June 22, 2020. I am also attaching a 

true and accurate printout of the statement as Exhibit 62. The statement was also distributed to the 

public through Twin Galaxies; Facebook and Twitter platforms, where it garnered millions of 

impressions and resulted in articles from news outlets such as The New York Times, The 

Washington Post, Variety, and other mainstream media outlets. The statement branded me as a 

cheater, or at the very least, heavily implied so with innuendo which forced the public to interpret 

it as such. The following sets forth my factual testimony.  

BACKGROUND, CAREER, AND PROOF OF FALSITY 

3. I started my videogame career in November 1982 in Ottumwa, Iowa, where I 

competed in the Twin Galaxies “Life Magazine” competition. At this event, I scored 874,300 

points on the arcade game “Donkey Kong,” which became the first official world record on the 

game. Throughout the 1980’s, I achieved other records on games such as Ms. Pac-Man, Donkey 

Kong Jr., Centipede, BurgerTime, and Pac-Man. I achieved these records in public venues under 

the observation of Twin Galaxies personnel, including the former owner of Twin Galaxies, Walter 

Day. A true and correct copy of the declaration of Walter Day is attached hereto as Exhibit 1.  

4. In my time away from videogames, I undertook several business ventures. My most 

successful start-up occurred in my hot sauce company called “Rickey’s Hot Sauce.” I started the 

company in 1980, building it into a successful small business in the State of Florida. I continued to 

grow the company from 1980 to the present day.  

5. After a hiatus from videogames, I returned to professional play in July 1999. On 

the weekend of July 1, 1999, I traveled to “Funspot” in Weirs Beach, New Hampshire. I traveled 

with the intent to achieve the first “Perfect Pac-Man Game.” On July 3, 1999, under the 

observation of Funspot staff and third-party witnesses, I achieved the first “Perfect Pac-Man 

Game,” which became the new world-record, and it brought me significant attention and notoriety.  

6. Until 2014, Twin Galaxies adjudicated records through two methods: 1) on-site 

referee adjudication and 2) videotape adjudication. Twin Galaxies verified my Pac-man record 

through on-site referee adjudication via the Funspot Arcade staff. Following this adjudication, I 
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provided a videotape for archival, which the Twin Galaxies owner, Walter Day, personally 

reviewed. Then, NAMCO, the Japanese company who created Pac-Man, adjudicated my record 

via videotape. All these videogame authorities unanimously approved it. The following exhibits, 

which are attached hereto as Exhibits 2-8, provide even more evidence for this record. These 

exhibits are as follows: Exhibit 2 – Declaration of Thomas Fisher; Exhibit 3 – Declaration of 

Corey Sawyer; Exhibit 4 – Declaration of Ken Sweet; Exhibit 5 – Declaration of Randy Lawton; 

Exhibit 6 – Funspot Press Release; Exhibit 7 – Weirs Times Press Release; and Exhibit 8 – 

NAMCO Pac-Man Museum Plaque.  

7. Shortly after, NAMCO invited me to its headquarters in Japan to confirm my 

achievement. On September 17, 1999, on behalf of the Japanese Amusement Machine and 

Manufacturing Association, NAMCO proclaimed me as the “Video Game Player of the Century.”  

8. The following paragraphs, numbered 9 to 31, review the records which encompass 

the Twin Galaxies “investigation” and subsequent defamatory statement issued by them on April 

12, 2018. However, the “Perfect Pac-Man” record retains equivalent relevance for reasons set 

forth later in this declaration. The evidence further disproving the Twin Galaxies statements 

continues through the “PROOF OF FALSITY” section of this declaration. (See Page 6 “Proof of 

Falsity”).  

9. In the early 2000’s, I shifted my attention to Donkey Kong. On or about December 

28, 2004, I achieved a Donkey Kong high-score of 1,047,200 points at Arcade Game Sales – an 

experienced vendor of arcade machines in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. I achieved this score inside the 

company showroom on a legitimate Donkey Kong arcade machine which contained an original 

unmodified PCB, and Arcade Game Sales publicly acknowledged this fact to Twin Galaxies 

before the defamatory statements.  

10. On January 13, 2007, I officially agreed to join the film known as The King of 

Kong: A Fistful of Quarters. This “documentary” followed a fellow Donkey Kong player’s 

journey to the world record score, and it intentionally skewed the truth to present me as an 

antagonist for the purpose of entertainment. Nevertheless, people naturally discovered the film’s 
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fictitious nature over time, and today, people recognize it as a “docu-drama” which dropped facts 

in favor of entertainment.  

11. Despite its fictitious nature, the film miraculously succeeded, and it transcended the 

gaming world into a cultural phenomenon. The film heavily embraced my business, calling me a 

“Hot Sauce Mogul” on the front cover, and shooting scenes within my company warehouse and 

family restaurant. The film forever linked my status as a professional videogame player to my 

entrepreneurial ventures, and it became part of my sales pitch. As a result, the Twin Galaxies 

statement naturally imposed special damages upon my company in congruence with my reputation 

as a professional gamer. (See page 34, “SPECIAL DAMAGES”).  

12. In January, 2007, I wanted to retake the Donkey Kong world record in preparation 

for the release of The King of Kong: A Fistful of Quarters. As a result, I notified Twin Galaxies of 

my goal. Then, I accepted an invitation to a 1980’s themed convention hosted by the Florida 

Association of Mortgage Brokers, scheduled for July 2007 (“Mortgage Brokers” and “Mortgage 

Brokers Convention”). At the convention, I planned to attempt the record.  

13. Twin Galaxies strictly outlined the adjudication process for my record attempt. It 

outlined that the attempt required 1) on-site referee adjudication and 2) hardware verified by the 

Senior Engineer at Nintendo (the creators of Donkey Kong). Obviously, I complied with both 

demands. Twin Galaxies assigned two referees for the record attempt, Mr. Todd Rogers and Ms. 

Kimberly Mahoney. Then, in June 2007, Twin Galaxies facilitated the hardware verification with 

the Senior Engineer at Nintendo, Mr. Wayne Shirk. Twin Galaxies personally coordinated the 

verification, ensuring that I never gained access to the hardware in order to indisputably secure the 

veracity of the attempt. After verification, Shirk mailed the hardware directly to the Mortgage 

Brokers, who input it into the Donkey Kong machine before locking the machine entirely. At no 

point did I gain access to the hardware. 

14. I arrived at the Mortgage Brokers Convention on Thursday, July 12, 2007. I failed 

in my first day of attempts on Friday, July 13. Then, on Saturday, July 14, I achieved the new 

Donkey Kong record of 1,050,200 points. Todd Rogers and Kimberly Mahoney immediately 
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documented the record and confirmed it. Attached hereto as Exhibit 9 and Exhibit 10 are the 

sworn declarations of Todd Rogers and Kimberly Mahoney, respectively.  

15. Also, numerous disinterested third-party eye-witnesses provided sworn declarations 

to the veracity of this record. This includes the Convention Chairs of the Mortgage Brokers, 

Valerie Saunders and Sheila Kiniry, as well as casual convention attendee Richard Mallion. 

Attached hereto as Exhibits 11-13 are 1) Exhibit 11 – Declaration of Valerie Saunders; 2) 

Exhibit 12 – Declaration of Sheila Kiniry; and 3) Exhibit 13 – Declaration of Richard Mallion.  

16. Following my record, the Mortgage Brokers returned the hardware to Shirk for re-

verification, and Shirk confirmed that the hardware remained legitimate throughout the 

performance. Following this re-verification, Shirk mailed me the hardware through UPS, and to 

this day, I retain the box of this final shipment with the associated shipping label and tracking 

number. Attached hereto as Exhibit 14 is a true and correct photo of the Nintendo Hardware 

Verification UPS Box. Lastly, the former Twin Galaxies owner, Walter Day, and the Mortgage 

Brokers provided sworn declarations to the hardware verification from Shirk. (See again – 

Exhibit 1, Exhibit 12, and Exhibit 13).  

17. Following this achievement, I took a hiatus from videogames until 2009. In early 

2010, after months of practice, I decided to attempt the Donkey Kong record once more. In order 

to ensure indisputable veracity of my record, I wanted to achieve my record in a public setting 

under the observation of Twin Galaxies personnel, exactly as the record achieved from the 

Mortgage Brokers Convention. As a result, I sought out a credible venue for my attempt, and I 

found it in Boomers Arcade in Ft. Lauderdale, FL.  

18. Upon contacting Boomer’s Arcade, I learned that it did not possess a Donkey Kong 

machine. Therefore, I asked Arcade Game Sales to provide a Donkey Kong machine. They 

accommodated my request by contacting Enzo Celani – a local arcade machine vendor. Celani 

only possessed original arcade hardware, and his 30 year reputation remains beyond reproach, so I 

approved this source. Celani agreed to provide a legitimate Donkey Kong arcade machine. And, 

despite the allegations, Celani maintains that his machine contained original unmodified hardware, 
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and that it returned in the same legitimate condition in which he loaned it to me. Attached hereto 

as Exhibit 15 is a true and correct copy of the Declaration of Enzo Celani. 

19. The machine traveled from Enzo Celani to Boomers Arcade through the Route 

Manager of Arcade Game Sales, Matt Furgal. Furgal delivered the machine sometime before 

Friday, July 30, 2010. He then placed it within Boomers Arcade at the direction of its manager, 

Joe Tortorella. Furgal and Tortorella ensured that the machine possessed the correct hardware and 

necessary settings for my attempt. These two individuals also witnessed my record achievement. 

The declarations provided by Matt Furgal and Joe Tortorella are attached hereto as Exhibit 16 and 

Exhibit 17 respectively.  

20. After failing on Friday, July 30, I achieved a new Donkey Kong world record of 

1,062,800 points on Saturday, July 31. Again, Twin Galaxies assigned two of its personnel to 

perform on-site verification of my record, and these personnel were Todd Rogers and Kimberly 

Mahoney once more. (See Exhibit 9 and Exhibit 10). For clarity, Twin Galaxies verified this 

record through on-site referee adjudication.  

21. On Monday, August 2, 2010, Furgal picked up the machine from Boomers Arcade 

and subsequently returned it to Celani, which concluded the event. Celani confirmed that the 

machine returned in the same state as he loaned it – with original unmodified Donkey Kong 

hardware. (See Exhibit 15). 

22. Following the aforementioned events, I retired from Donkey Kong competition in 

late 2010. I decided to focus on building my businesses and supporting my family. However, I 

remained active as an ambassador for competitive gaming, who made paid public appearances at 

videogame conventions and festivals. I remained retired from professional competition until 2018.  

PROOF OF FALSITY 

23. Through the facts incorporated into paragraphs 3 to 21, and the expansions set forth 

herein, the Twin Galaxies statements are false. In addition to my own refutations, the founder and 

former owner of Twin Galaxies, Walter Day, disavows the claims. Day provided a sworn 

declaration containing the full account of his conclusive testimony against the Twin Galaxies 

allegations, and this declaration further outlines that Twin Galaxies was aware of his testimony but 
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deliberately omitted it from their evidentiary body. (See Exhibit 1). Moreover, in September 2019, 

Guinness World Records (“GWR”) launched its own investigation that resulted in the reversal of 

its previous removal of my records, which originally occurred as a result of the Twin Galaxies 

allegations. On June 18, 2020, GWR publicly announced the full reinstatement of my Pac-Man 

and Donkey Kong records. The Guinness World Records Reinstatement Announcement is 

attached hereto as Exhibit 18. (See also, https://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/news/2020/6/a-

statement-from-guinness-world-records-billy-mitchell-621053), last accessed June 21, 2020. 

24. First, my Pac-Man and Donkey Kong records occurred in public venues under the 

observation of Twin Galaxies personnel, numerous arcade industry experts, and third-party eye-

witnesses. To this day, almost 20 eye-witnesses provided sworn declarations to the fact that I 

performed my records on original unmodified hardware. In contrast, ZERO eye-witnesses testify 

that I achieved my records on unoriginal modified hardware, as claimed by Twin Galaxies. This is 

because the accusations never occurred and hence nobody witnessed it. I incorporated these 

declarations in the exhibits throughout paragraphs 3 to 22.  

25. Second, as previously outlined, I complied with former Twin Galaxies owner 

Walter Day’s request to verify my hardware with the Senior Engineer at Nintendo, Wayne Shirk. 

It is patently impossible for hardware verified by the videogame’s creator (Nintendo) to be 

illegitimate.  Furthermore, I never accessed the hardware before or after the performance, and 

hence I never possessed the opportunity to commit the allegations. I attached a brief which 

thoroughly outlines the process of the hardware verification with the associated real and 

testimonial evidence. (See Exhibit 19). 

26. Third, the Twin Galaxies allegations contradict common sense. For the allegations 

to be true, it would not only require me to lie, but also the dozens of individuals involved in my 

records. This includes Arcade Game Sales, the Mortgage Brokers, Boomers Arcade, casual 

spectators, and the Twin Galaxies personnel themselves. In other words, it would require three 

conspiracies involving three different groups of people in three different locations at three 

different times for these allegations to be true. This amounts to roughly 20 different individuals, 
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and it would require these individuals to now lie under threat of perjury to the Courts of the United 

States over a videogame score. This is simply not true.  

27. Fourth, Twin Galaxies never provided evidence for “how” I committed these 

egregious allegations. It possesses no witnesses, photos, videos, or any factual evidence to support 

its dubious technical accusations. It never will produce any such evidence, because its allegations 

are false and never occurred.   

28. Fifth, as outlined further in this declaration and the associated exhibit, Twin 

Galaxies lost the chain of custody over my videotapes for over ten-years to Mr. Dwayne Richard. 

Richard, who provided them the now alleged videotapes, historically expressed his “master plan” 

to “take [me] down.”  He also asked Mr. Richard Vavrence to help him “fake an [emulation] 

score,” and Vavrence publicly testified of this incident during the Twin Galaxies investigation.  I 

told Jason Hall about it, but Hall ignored it. There is a probable likelihood that these now alleged 

tapes are false representations of my performance, which were edited by Richard. The “Chain of 

Custody Brief,” which thoroughly expands upon this paragraph with the relevant exhibits, is 

attached hereto as Exhibit 20.   

29. Sixth, an extensive statistical analysis from expert witness Robert Lakeman, who is 

an eight-time Donkey Kong World Record holder and the most knowledgeable Donkey Kong 

player in history, demonstrated two facts: 1) the gameplay on these alleged videotapes exhibit 

gameplay from a legitimate Donkey Kong Arcade machine, and 2) that no motive for these 

accusations exists, because no competitive advantage occurs on the alleged videotapes. Lakeman’s 

statistical analysis concluded that “I do not see a reason why Billy would need to even use 

[emulation], or save states to film both games with this style of play.” A true and correct copy of 

Robert Lakeman’s Expert-Witness Analysis is attached hereto as Exhibit 21. 

30. Lastly, as shown throughout this declaration, several individuals disproved 

numerous technical allegations set forth by Twin Galaxies and its community. Twin Galaxies has 

displayed a track record of incorrect technical assessments, and one should proceed with caution 

in believing any of its allegations. This declaration reviews three separate occurrences where Twin 

Galaxies asserted a technical fact, and it was disproven.  

8
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THE TWIN GALAXIES “INVESTIGATION”  

31. On February 2, 2018, I learned that Twin Galaxies member Jeremy “Xelnia” 

Young issued a dispute against my Donkey Kong records, which alleged that I cheated by using 

emulation. Several individuals informed me that Young operated the “Donkey Kong Forum” – an 

internet forum which discusses videogames. Because this was false, I prepared to fight the 

allegations from Young.  

32. In the period between February 3 and February 5, 2018, I learned the following 

facts. 1) Twin Galaxies lost the chain of custody over ALL of my world record videotapes, 2) 

Twin Galaxies lost the chain of custody over ALL of the documentation associated with the 

videotapes, such as the submission forms and the eye-witness declarations provided by the Twin 

Galaxies referees, and 3) Mr. Dwayne Richard held custody of the videotapes. Richard has spent a 

decade defaming me across the internet, and he historically expressed intentions to “take [me] 

down” (See Exhibit 20).  

33. As a result, I immediately knew that one of the two following solutions explained 

this circumstance, 1) the technical allegations by Young were bogus, and original unmodified 

Donkey Kong hardware CAN generate the output on these alleged videotapes, or 2) Mr. Richard 

falsified my videotapes to frame that I cheated. No matter the truth, no imaginary third option 

existed, because I achieved my records legitimately according to the outlined adjudication rules. 

Sometime between February 3 and February 6, I called Jason Hall, and I denied the allegations to 

him directly, clearly stating that I achieved my records on legitimate hardware. 

34. The next week, from February 6 to February 13, 2018, I accepted numerous 

interview requests, where I denied the allegations publicly. For example, one interview occurred 

on “Empire Media – The XCAST” where I said, “My easy answer is that I’ve never played on 

[emulation].”  

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6JSzpjo8Oe0, last accessed May 8, 2020. 

35. During the same week, Arcade Game Sales and its manager, Robert Childs, opened 

their Ft. Lauderdale retail store to anyone with expertise who believed they could provide the 

9
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solution to Young’s allegations. In this time, numerous people visited Arcade Game Sales to offer 

advice, such as Mr. Robert Childs and Mr. Neil Hernandez. 

36. On February 14, 2018, Jason Hall officially engaged Mr. Chris Gleed as his 

“third-party” investigator, who possessed no qualifications beyond that of a casual videogame 

hobbyist. (See Jason Hall Declaration – Exhibit A, Page 435). At the time, I did not yet know that 

Gleed was a long-time member of the “Donkey Kong Forum” and friend of Jeremy Young. 

Therefore, Hall directly chose a member of the accusatory group for a “third-party.” Furthermore, 

I later learned that from the outset of the allegations, Gleed immediately expressed his conclusion 

that I was guilty of cheating and my scores should be removed. On February 2, 2018, Gleed 

publicly concurred with Young’s accusations, writing “Great Work [Jeremy]! I wholeheartedly 

support the resulting decisions.” Attached hereto as Exhibit 22 is Chris Gleed’s February 2, 2018 

statement. In context, the decision of Jeremy Young referenced the allegation that I was a cheater 

who deserved to lose all of my records. Gleed’s biased position and conflict of interest revealed 

itself on multiple occasions throughout the investigation, which I highlight herein. 

37. On February 15, 2018, Mr. Carlos Pineiro entered Arcade Game Sales to offer his 

advice about the technicalities of the allegations. Pineiro claimed that he formerly worked as a 

technician at SEGA (Videogame Production Company) and Pineiro confidently ensured Arcade 

Game Sales that he could solve the confounding technical allegations against me. Shortly 

thereafter, I visited Arcade Game Sales to meet Pineiro, and I thanked him and everyone else for 

their compassion.  

38. Although I thanked these people, I must state the following facts. 1) I never 

solicited these individuals for their assistance; they participated upon their own initiative. 2) I 

never paid these individuals for assistance, and I never compensated them in any other manner. 3) 

I continuously reiterated to them that nobody spoke on my behalf. I told them that I was the only 

person who speaks on my behalf.  

39. Throughout this overall time span, I became aware and increasingly familiar with 

the Twin Galaxies Dispute Thread (“Dispute Thread”) – the public forum where Jason Hall claims 

to have posted all information relevant to the Twin Galaxies “investigation.” I learned that the 
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Dispute Thread possessed 1) no moderation of user conduct, 2) mostly anonymous posts with no 

evidentiary content, and 3) almost exclusively the vitriol of individuals with personal animosity 

towards me, who possessed no expertise about the issue and desired to see me harmed no matter 

the falsity of the allegations. For example, I will name several of these individuals. 

40.  (1) Former Twin Galaxies referee Robert Mruczek, whom the previous Twin 

Galaxies administration banned for abusive conduct, expressed direct hatred for me, compared me 

to convicted sexual assaulter Bill Cosby, and falsified testimony to imply that I used money to 

corrupt my way to success. On June 18, 2020, Mruczek spoke of me, saying “I hope someone 

decks him a good one.” Robert Mruczek’s statements demonstrating personal animosity towards 

me are attached hereto as Exhibit 23. (2) Former Twin Galaxies employee Wolff Marrow, whom 

I’ve never met, compared me to convicted serial killers. Wolff Marrow’s statement demonstrating 

personal animosity towards me is attached as Exhibit 24. (3) Twin Galaxies member Wes 

Copeland called for the removal of my records seven months before the current allegations even 

arose. A true and correct copy of Wes Copeland’s statement is attached hereto as Exhibit 25. 

However, these examples only scratch the surface. Jeremy Young’s community from the Donkey 

Kong Forum flooded the Dispute Thread, and it resulted in a cesspool of individuals with pre-

ordained conclusions expressing hatred for me 24-hours a day. Twin Galaxies never attempted to 

moderate the conduct of their community.  

41. Understanding these facts, I determined that the Dispute Thread was a witch hunt, 

and I decided that I would not participate in the “kangaroo court” set forth in it. To the contrary, I 

chose to engage Twin Galaxies directly to defend myself. The Twin Galaxies motion calls the 

Dispute Thread a “lively public debate.” However, the most cursory unbiased analysis of its 

contents would prove this factually false. The Twin Galaxies motion and Jason Hall’s declaration 

also heavily imply that I never attempted to defend myself, simply because I never posted in its 

Dispute Thread. However, this is also false, and it omits the multiple-hour phone calls and text 

message communications between me and Jason Hall, where I vigorously defended myself from 

these accusations. The following paragraphs explain these facts.  
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42. I later learned that on February 22, 2018, Twin Galaxies received a shipment from 

Mr. Dwayne Richard. The shipment contained several videotapes, all of which Richard alleged 

belonged to me. A true and correct photo of the videotapes is attached as Exhibit 26. Hall 

immediately attributed the 1,047,200 point and 1,050,200 Donkey Kong videotapes to me. 

However, for some reason, Hall ignored the “6 [HOUR] PERFECT GAME PAC-MAN,” which 

Richard publicly asserted was my Pac-Man world record videotape. At the time, I paid little 

attention to Hall’s decision to ignore the videotape of my Pac-Man record. However, as shown 

later, I eventually learned that Hall decided to deliberately hide the videotape from public scrutiny 

to bury evidence in my favor.  

43. On or about February 24, 2018, I engaged in my first significant contact with 

Twin Galaxies. I spoke in a phone conversation with Jason Hall. In this phone call, I complied 

with Hall’s requests and answered his questions. He questioned me on three main topics. Firstly, 

Hall asked if the videotapes over which Twin Galaxies lost the chain of custody belonged to me. I 

stated that the videotapes did not possess my physical appearance nor my audio, and considering 

his source’s personal animosity for me, I did not know. Secondly, Hall questioned me about a 

“statistical analysis” presented by Wes Copeland, which alleged that I used emulation to falsify 

my performance. I reiterated that I did not falsify my records, and therefore any analysis asserting 

such was false. Lastly, Hall asked me to join the Dispute Thread, because “it would go a long way 

in appeasing the people.” I told Hall that these individuals would only be appeased by a public 

humiliation of me, and that they already concluded me as guilty. I specifically told Hall that I “will 

not enter a kangaroo court,” and if he possessed questions or inquiries, I will comply with them 

through direct communication. 

44. After Hall’s questions, I initiated my defense to the allegations. I immediately told 

Hall that my records occurred in public venues under the observation of Twin Galaxies personnel 

and third-party eye-witnesses. I urged Hall to interview these Twin Galaxies personnel and eye-

witnesses who would easily deny the allegations. However, Hall immediately refused my entreaty, 

stating that he “doesn’t care about what anybody says.”  
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45. Then, I explained that the previous Twin Galaxies administration verified my 

hardware with the Senior Engineer at Nintendo. (See Exhibit 19).  I also asserted that I still 

possessed the box which the Engineer utilized to return the hardware to me. This included the UPS 

tracking number and shipping label. (See Exhibit 14). Therefore, I clearly played on original 

unmodified equipment. However, Hall refused to investigate these facts as well, claiming he 

“didn’t care.” Although I did not record the phone call for obvious legal reasons, Hall repeated 

these words to the public on March 23, 2018, stating “[Twin Galaxies] does not care about 

[verified hardware], or any other non-relevant item to the dispute claim”.  Jason Hall’s March 23, 

2018 statement is attached as Exhibit 27. (See also, Jason Hall Declaration, Exhibit A, Page 851.) 

Hall never explained how the Senior Engineer at Nintendo’s verification of my hardware was 

somehow “non-relevant” to the veracity of my records.  

46. Prior to this phone call, I did not yet suspect that Twin Galaxies, especially Jason 

Hall, possessed a pre-ordained conclusion about the allegations against me. However, this phone 

call provided the first alarming moments of the Twin Galaxies “investigation.” I continued to 

request Hall to review the evidence cited in Paragraphs 44 and 45; however, he never complied.  

47. On Friday, March 9, 2018, Jason Hall sent me a text message which stated, “Are 

you able to send me the [convertor] board you found that you used to record your performances?” 

A true and correct copy of the March 9, 2018 text message exchange is attached as Exhibit 28.  I 

recognized that Hall intended to perform some type of work, so I complied with Hall’s inquiry. I 

later learned that on Saturday, March 10, at 3:55 PM, Hall posted an “update” to the Dispute 

Thread, stating that “We have found the [convertor] boards in question and have purchased two of 

them.” (See Jason Hall Declaration – Exhibit A, Page 663). This event marked the moment which 

Hall bought the equipment which supposedly “recreated” my recording set-up. Considering Hall 

purchased it on a Saturday, it could not have arrived until at least Tuesday, March 13.  

48. On March 17, 2018, I attended the Donkey Kong World Championships in 

California. Although Twin Galaxies did not to attend the event, its third-party investigator, Chris 

Gleed, was present. I never previously met Gleed, so I approached him for a conversation. After 

introducing myself, I said that “if you have any questions about anything, please ask.” Gleed said 
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“no” and immediately walked away. Later in the day, I attempted to speak with Gleed again, but 

he simply walked away once more. Gleed refused to even engage me in a conversation, and he 

never contacted me before or after this incident. To the contrary, as shown herein, Gleed decided 

to make inflammatory comments about me thereafter. It is very clear that Gleed only sought to 

convict me from the outset.  

49. Also, at the Donkey Kong World Championships, the allegations against me 

became materially impossible. Hall, Young, and the Dispute Thread alleged that I utilized 

“MAME” emulation in my records. However, the specific version of MAME was not created until 

AFTER I achieved my 1,047,200 record. I believed this discovery absolved me of the allegations, 

and proved that the lost chain-of-custody videotapes were altered. However, Jason Hall assisted 

the Dispute Thread in fabricating explanations in an effort to circumvent this fact; nevertheless, 

these explanations failed to refute the discovery. Hall responded by simply ignoring this fact, and 

Hall acted as if it didn’t exist. Attached as Exhibit 29 is The “Girder Finger” Brief, which 

demonstrates and explains the falsity of Hall’s accusation in detail. 

50. On or about March 19, 2018, I received a phone call from Walter Day – the 

former owner of Twin Galaxies. Day informed me that he received a phone call from Jason Hall 

roughly one week prior, where Hall asked him, “How will you feel when I announce that Billy 

cheated?” Day explained that Hall was extremely closed off to anything which opposed this 

allegation, and Day told me that Hall ended the call by saying that “It doesn’t matter what 

anybody else does, I know more about this than anybody, and I have better equipment.” At this 

moment, I fully realized that Hall’s “investigation” deliberately intended to convict me. 

Everything I provided him thus far simply facilitated his final goal. Day provided his testimony 

about this phone call in his sworn declaration. (See Exhibit 1).  

51. In addition to Day’s testimony, I possess other reports corroborating Day’s words, 

although they arrived long afterward. In July 2019, I received a phone call from Mr. Dean Wenzel. 

Wenzel is a videogame enthusiast who spoke to several individuals during the investigation, 

including Wes Copeland. On April 8, 2018, Copeland told Wenzel the following: 

“I’ve been chatting with [Jason Hall] a little bit behind the scenes… I have no idea 
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what [Jason] is going to do. He asked me a very interesting question in my recent 

convo with him: “What does the [Donkey Kong] community think I am going to 

do?” I can tell you this. [Jason] has been pretending to be impartial for the last 

month, including during that 4-hour + [Facebook] livestream. He made up his 

mind a long time ago.” 

Wenzel provided a sworn declaration with the message conversation.  The Declaration of Dean 

Wenzel is attached as Exhibit 30.  

52. On March 21, 2018, Twin Galaxies “third-party” investigator, Chris Gleed, wrote 

about me on the Donkey Kong Forum. He stated: “I really can’t imagine carrying all that weight 

of the wrong-doing around for so many years, and then having it surface and piece-by-piece fully 

exposed.” A true and correct copy of Chris Gleed’s March 21, 2018 statement is attached as 

Exhibit 31. Once again, the “third-party” who supposedly operated without pre-ordained 

conclusions displayed his inherent bias as a member of the group alleging that I am a cheater. Yet, 

Twin Galaxies still retained him as their “third-party” investigator.  

53. During the “investigation,” I requested Hall to contact the former manager of 

Boomers Arcade, Joe Tortorella. Tortorella witnessed my 1,062,800 Donkey Kong record, and he 

presented a disinterested third-party eye-witness account to deny the allegations. In addition, 

Hall’s own community demanded an interview of Tortorella. On March 22, 2018, Twin Galaxies 

member “LMDAVE” posted to the Dispute Thread that: 

“…after Billy broke the Donkey Kong record, they introduce us to the manager at 

the time, Joe [Tortorella]. I'm sure the best manager to speak with about this 

dispute would be the manager at the time, Joe [Tortorella].” (See Jason Hall 

Declaration – Exhibit A, Page 824). 

“LMDAVE” also attached a picture, which displayed Tortorella at the event in question. Other 

users engaged this comment, and it received significant attention. Despite this fact, Hall chose 

to not contact him, clearly because Hall knew that Tortorella would strongly deny the 
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allegations, exactly as every other eye-witness had done. (See Exhibit 17).  

54. On March 22, 2018, Hall conducted a broadcast on Facebook, where he publicly 

reviewed the videotapes which allegedly portray my Donkey Kong records. Hall did not inform 

me about the broadcast, and I did not possess a Facebook account. As a result, I was not able to 

participate. However, the broadcast possessed key moment which conveys Hall’s malice toward 

me. Toward the end of the broadcast, Hall played the Pac-Man videotape from Dwayne Richard, 

which I mentioned in Paragraph 42. Prior to playing the videotape, Hall stated that “I have a 

Perfect Pac-Man sitting here. I don’t know if it belongs to Billy.” 

55. Hall then inserted the tape, and the videotape clearly displayed my Pac-Man world 

record game. Unlike the Donkey Kong videotape, the Pac-Man videotape shows my physical 

appearance, and my audio is present in the footage. At the 15 minute mark, Mr. Glen Updike 

stated, “Hey, look there is [Billy’s] reflection on the screen,” and at the 17 minute mark, Mr. Mat 

McGill noted, “You can hear Billy playing,” meaning that my voice was clearly audible on the 

videotape. Furthermore, several other participants generally asserted that the videotape clearly 

belonged to me. Despite his entire audience pointing out these facts, Hall ignored them, electing to 

answer different questions. After roughly 15 minutes, Hall quietly removed the Pac-Man 

videotape, and never provided public access to it thereafter.  

See: https://www.facebook.com/70797629903/videos/10156194515649904, last accessed May 

9, 2020. 

56. Furthermore, on the Facebook broadcast, Hall directly admitted that The King of 

Kong: A Fistful of Quarters “documentary” is not a truthful film. Hall states that, “There is clearly 

a lot of editing and drama inserted into The King of Kong. It’s not really a documentary.” Others 

told me that Hall called it “Docu-drama” at a different point in the broadcast. The aforementioned 

quote can be heard in the YouTube video: https://youtu.be/Iirf4_jiX0Y?t=2709, last accessed May 

8, 2020. 

57. On or about March 24, 2018, my son who is also named Billy Mitchell, 

questioned Jason Hall about the lost chain of custody videotapes. My son asked Hall: “How do 
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YOU know those are the same [videotapes]…” Hall responded with his allegations, one of which 

stated, “Referees have confirmed that these are the tapes which they viewed at the time of 

adjudication.” In other words, Hall directly admitted to utilizing witness testimony to justify his 

lost chain of custody. Meanwhile, Hall still did not interview any obvious eye-witnesses who 

would easily deny the allegations against me. On this day, I learned that Hall not only refused to 

contact the eye-witnesses, but sought to enlist any witness testimony (not eye-witnesses) that 

would impugn me and justify his goal to convict me. A true and correct copy of the Hall’s 

statement is attached as Exhibit 32.  

58. On March 30, 2018, Twin Galaxies released an article titled, “Twin Galaxies 

Explores Capturing Equipment used in Billy Mitchell Score.” The article recapped Hall’s initial 

allegations about the convertor board from Paragraph 47. Hall stated that the converter board only 

output a “BLACK AND WHITE or SEMI-MONOCHROMATIC display.” However, within a few 

days, Mr. Neil Hernandez debunked this claim, producing the correct color with the converter 

board. “The Color Brief,” which explains and demonstrates the falsity of Hall’s claim is attached 

hereto as Exhibit 33. See also https://www.twingalaxies.com/feed_details.php/875/twin-galaxies-

explores-capturing-equipment-used-in-billy-mitchell-score. last accessed May 9, 2020. 

59. On March 31, 2018, Gleed uploaded a YouTube video in the course of his work 

for Twin Galaxies. In the video, Gleed speaks of me, saying: 

“Please Billy, if you wouldn’t mind, go ahead and fess up. I’m tired of spending 

time on this. I’m sure I’m not the only one. I’d think we’d all like to get on with our 

lives at this point.”  

See https://youtu.be/_JF1FPsYolY?t=126, last accessed May 10, 2020. 

To the best of my knowledge, this quote was Gleed’s final inflammatory comment during the 

“investigation,” in which he supposedly served as an unbiased “third-party” investigator. Gleed 

never contacted me for evidentiary inquiry or questioning, and Gleed’s inherent bias as a long-

time member of Jeremy Young’s Donkey Kong Forum revealed itself on multiple occasions 
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throughout the “investigation.” Twin Galaxies’ choice to hire an inherently biased third-party 

investigator simply facilitated its goal to convict me.  

60. On March 31, 2018, I had my second phone call with Jason Hall. At 10:29 PM, I 

texted Hall, asking “Would you have time for conversation tomorrow or tomorrow evening?” Hall 

said, “Sure.” In this conversation, I once again asked Hall to consider interviewing the numerous 

eye-witnesses and to recognize the fact that the Senior Engineer at Nintendo verified my 

hardware. Hall refused my entreaty, reiterating that he “didn’t care.” The call also contained 

conversation about the lost chain of custody videotapes, where Hall admitted that he could not 

find the original videotapes.  

61. Although I knew long before early April 2018 that Jason Hall already made up his 

mind on a specific outcome, I did not give up on defending myself. During this period, I had 

numerous text message and phone conversations with Hall. Hall and I spoke on the phone on 

April 3, April 8, and April 11, 2018. In all three of these exchanges, I continuously denied the 

allegations, and asked him to interview the obvious witnesses and documentation which proved 

my case. Hall refused, and told me numerous times that “it doesn’t matter” and that he “didn’t 

care.” On a few occasions, I responded to Hall’s claims by saying, “A judge and a jury will care, I 

promise it.” 

62. On April 5, 2018, Hall clearly and obviously began to position himself in 

anticipation for legal retaliation to his planned announcement. He began to imply that I hadn’t 

attempted to defend myself, despite the fact that this was patently false. He texted me phrases such 

as “Hey Bill, as stated numerous times, you have not been under any obligation to provide any 

information regarding any of your scores that have been previously adjudicated and accepted by 

[Twin Galaxies].”  

63. In my response to Hall, I fully understood the purposes of his words. I told Hall 

that, “I understand what you’re saying and I want you to understand that I am realizing that you 

are positioning yourself very comfortably in case there is any action or backlash taken against you. 

An attorney could not have written it any better…”  
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64. On April 11, 2018, I texted Jason Hall asking, “Can you please look over the 

Perfect Pac-Man tape in your possession that is said to be mine…” I requested Hall to review this 

videotape, because I wanted access to the public record of my Pac-Man achievement. However, 

Hall refused, stating that, “That’s outside of the scope of the current dispute work being done. We 

only look at actual dispute case assertions.” Most notably, Hall did NOT deny that the tape 

belonged to me; however, he clearly would not allow it to become publicly accessible.  The April 

11th Text Message Exchange is attached as Exhibit 60.  

65. On April 12, 2018, at 1:00 p.m. PST, Twin Galaxies published its public press 

release which alleged as a statement of fact that I did not utilize an “original unmodified PCB” 

(The PCB operates the Donkey Kong machine). In summary, the allegation parallels accusing a 

professional baseball player of utilizing performance enhancement drugs. In both instances, the 

videogame player and the baseball player employ illegal means to gain a competitive advantage. It 

is an allegation of cheating.  

66. Also, to my surprise, Twin Galaxies alleged that it was a FACT that I did not 

utilize an “original unmodified PCB” to achieve my records. Firstly, Twin Galaxies worded the 

primary defamatory statement as a fact: 

“The taped Donkey Kong score performances of 1,047,200 (the King of Kong 

"tape"), 1,050,200 (the Mortgage Brokers score) that were historically used by 

Twin Galaxies to substantiate those scores and place them in the database were not 

produced by the direct feed output of an original unmodified Donkey Kong Arcade 

PCB.” 

Furthermore, the statement also directly calls it a fact, saying [with emphasis in bold]: 

“While we know for certain that an unmodified original DK arcade PCB did not 

output the display seen in the videotaped score performances, we cannot 

definitively conclude that what is on the tapes is MAME.” 

See: https://www.twingalaxies.com/feed_details.php/1047/billy-mitchells-donkey-kong-and-
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all-other-records-removed/4, last accessed May 10, 2020. 

67. Twin Galaxies also accompanied the statement with heavy innuendo that I cheated. 

Firstly, Twin Galaxies imposed heavy sanctions upon me, banning me for life and stripping me of 

all my records, even Pac-Man. The Twin Galaxies rulebook itself associates this punishment with 

“Deliberate cheating or misrepresentation of any kind.” See: 

https://www.twingalaxies.com/wiki_index.php?title=Policy:Activities-That-Can-Get-You-

Banned-For-Life., last accessed May 12, 2020. 

68. In addition, Twin Galaxies provided more innuendo by requesting Guinness World 

Records to remove my Pac-Man records. Guinness World Records, who had not performed due 

diligence in the matter, simply trusted that Twin Galaxies performed a truthful investigation. So, I 

lost all my active Guinness World Records.   

See: https://variety.com/2018/gaming/news/billy-mitchell-pac-man-world-record-

1202752594/, last accessed May 10, 2020. 

69. At the very least, the statement deliberately lied through implication, and Twin 

Galaxies provided heavy innuendo to enforce this implication with the punitive sanctions its 

rulebook associates with “deliberate cheating.”  

70. The following news commentary further proved that people, such as the 

mainstream media, understood the allegation, its implications, and attached innuendo. For 

example, at 05:16 hours, Variety published the story to millions, pulling no punches that: 

“Famed high-score gamer Billy Mitchell, best known for his role 

in “The King of Kong: A Fistful of Quarters” documentary, was 

officially stripped of his “Donkey Kong”  and other video game 

high scores and banned from submitting scores to the world’s 

largest tracker of video game world records following a decision 

that he cheated, Twin Galaxies announced today.” 

See: https://variety.com/2018/gaming/news/king-of-kong-stripped-of-title-
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1202751358/, last accessed June 21, 2020. 

71. Moreover, videogame media outlet Ars Technica published an article titled 

“Cheater! Billy Mitchell Stripped of Scores, Banned from Premiere Scoreboard.” The news 

traveled further from there, making articles in The New York Times, The Washington Post, and 

other major media outlets. As explored in the “SPECIAL DAMAGES” section, I immediately 

suffered monetary losses to my professional videogame career and my relevant businesses.  

See: https://arstechnica.com/gaming/2018/04/premiere-game-scoreboard-bans-billy-mitchell-

in-donkey-kong-cheating-scandal/ , last accessed June 21, 2020. 

72. Lastly, Twin Galaxies made the incredibly false statement that: 

“Most notable was the 3rd party (Carlos Pineiro) that Billy Mitchell engaged to 

help examine the dispute case claims on his behalf, utilizing whatever original 

equipment Billy could provide, whose final finding was consistent with Twin 

Galaxies investigation and others.” 

But I never “engaged [Carlos Pineiro] to help examine the dispute case claims” on my behalf, and 

I did not provide Pineiro equipment or compensation of any form. To the contrary, Pineiro was a 

random individual who entered Arcade Game Sales on his own volition, promising to debunk the 

allegations, and I explicitly told Pineiro that he did not act on my behalf. This Twin Galaxies 

statement is simply a lie. I was kind to Pineiro, and I communicated with him, but his involvement 

with me did not extend beyond cordial communication, much less action on my behalf. Lastly, 

although Pineiro did concur with Twin Galaxies, he also provided a full retraction of his 

conclusions in a sworn declaration notarized by his lawyer on September 10, 2019. Pineiro’s 

retraction declaration is attached as Exhibit 34.  

AFTER THE STATEMENTS 

73. As stated previously, Twin Galaxies’ decision to assert as a fact that I did not 

achieve my records on an “original unmodified PCB” surprised me, and with the heavy innuendo 

provided by their heavy sanctions, and their heavy sanctions were tantamount to calling me a 
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cheater. The entire world perceived it as such.  Although I foresaw the result of their pre-ordained 

investigation before the statement, I never imagine it would issue a public press release framing 

these allegations as facts. It maliciously lied about me in allegations of fact, and as a result, I 

decided to pursue legal recourse. My initial legal counsel advised me to prepare evidence for a 

retraction demand and potential litigation. Therefore, I spent my time, away from work, traveling 

to collect all available evidence. It became a financially exhaustive and time-consuming process, 

which took about 16 months. 

74. On September 9, 2019, my law firm issued Twin Galaxies and Guinness World 

Records a retraction demand for its statements. Attached hereto as Exhibit 35 is a true and correct 

copy of the September 9, 2019 retraction demand. The retraction demand presented about 20 

sworn eye-witness declarations, evidence that the Senior Engineer at Nintendo verified my 

hardware, expert gameplay analyses, and technical analyses. I already cited the pertinent evidence 

in the retraction demand throughout this declaration. 

See:https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lGODhaCGZ_ZLCwMHJS74ZNE0YrI5uD_yjxsTilYb

9Ls/edit?usp=sharing  

75. The retraction demand requested a response within 14 days, which dated the 

deadline as September 23, 2019. However, within 24 hours, I learned that Jason Hall disregarded 

the evidence, because he spent his time gathering people for a meritless class-action lawsuit 

against me. On September 12, Hall posted an email from former Twin Galaxies referee Robert 

Mruczek, which said “[Jason], as discussed last night, if a point is reached where Billy’s legal 

action is squashed, then I would definitely want to be part of that class-action suit against him.” 

Mruczeck’s message to Hall regarding the “class-action” is attached as Exhibit 36. Therefore, I 

knew that Hall did not care about the truth, and by extension, would ignore the demand and its 

evidence.  

76. Nevertheless, Hall continued the fraudulent Twin Galaxies’ “investigation.”  He 

posted testimonial evidence from former referee Robert Mruczek and former referee Greg 

Sakundiak for “evidentiary relevance” to support his lost chain of custody. (See Exhibit 36) 

Attached as Exhibit 37 is the email exchange between Hall and Sakundiak posted by Hall. Hall 
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again posted an email from Mruczek for “evidentiary content” on September 14. Mruczek’s email 

is attached as Exhibit 38. Then, on September 21, Mruczek talked about a recent “lengthy call” 

with Jason Hall, presumably the call where Hall spoke of filing a class-action lawsuit against me. 

Attached as Exhibit 39 is Mruczek’s September 21, 2019 post. In parallel, Hall refused to contact 

the witnesses who provided sworn eye-witness declarations to the veracity of my records.  

77. As expected, Twin Galaxies refused to retract its statements on September 28, 

2019. The letter simply doubled down on its allegations and ignored all evidence contradictory to 

them, including the numerous eye-witness declarations and the verification from the Senior 

Engineer at Nintendo.  

78. However, Guinness World Records responded differently.  

79. Guinness World Records announced the full reinstatement of my records on June 

18, 2020. Guinness World Records reinstated my records based upon the same evidence which 

Twin Galaxies ignored in its original investigation and the retraction demand. (See Exhibit 18).  

80. As a result, I issued Twin Galaxies a second retraction demand on June 18, 2018. 

However, Twin Galaxies again denied it, refusing to tell the truth despite the contradictory 

investigative conclusions from its own 36-year partner, Guinness World Records. The second 

demand letter is attached as Exhibit 41. 

81. Shortly after Guinness World Records reinstated of my records, Ars Technica 

wrote an article titled, “Guinness Reinstates Billy Mitchell’s Pac-Man, Donkey Kong Records.” In 

the article, Jason Hall responded to a request for comment, where he sent a meme of Kermit the 

Frog sipping tea as an adolescent insult, showing how little he cares about the truth and how little 

he cares about the impact Twin Galaxies’ statements have had on me. See: 

https://arstechnica.com/gaming/2020/06/guinness-reinstates-billy-mitchells-donkey-kong-pac-

man-records/ 

82. Lastly, after Twin Galaxies’ response to the initial retraction demand, I noticed that 

it asserted that the alleged videotapes exhibit a “unique display orientation.” Then, I learned that it 

alleged this as a fact toward the end of its “investigation.” However, Jason Hall himself 

contradicts this allegation. On March 22, 2018, Jason Hall stated that [with emphasis in bold]:  
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“The two-bit recorder, actually will output a screen orientation, which is actually 

180 degrees from what you’re seeing here. So then that opened up the whole 

conversation of, well if the screen orientation is this way, it had to have not been a 

Donkey Kong machine, and then of course we investigated the entire process of 

sometimes people install monitors upside-down, so they change the output of the 

actual Donkey Kong PCB to be flipped, so therefore it would be flipped, maybe 

Billy used a machine like that, yada yada yada, so the point of the matter is the 

orientation of this is not a determining factor, we cannot eliminate the 

possibility that an arcade machine produced it.” See: 

https://youtu.be/Iirf4_jiX0Y?t=3558, last accessed May 10, 2020. 

Nevertheless, numerous arcade technicians approached me with solutions for Hall’s new 

allegation, because it is false. Therefore, I asked an arcade technician for a formal write-up to 

debunk these allegations. A true and correct copy of the Orientation Assessment conducted by the 

technician is attached hereto as Exhibit 42.  

MALICIOUS AND RECKLESS INVESTIGATIVE CONDUCT 

83. Under this heading, I set forth all the evidence which clearly and convincingly 

displays Twin Galaxies malice and reckless disregard for the truth. The followings points are: 1) 

failure to contact key eye-witnesses; 2) intentional disregard of evidence in my favor; 3) refusal of 

two separate retraction demands; 4) deliberately burying evidence in my favor; 5) a pre-ordained 

conclusion; 6) employing a clearly biased third party investigator; 7) failure to fact-check 

information; and 8) refusal to provide equal evidentiary access.  

1) Failure to Contact Key Eye-Witnesses 

84. When I achieved my Donkey Kong records, Twin Galaxies sent its own referees to 

adjudicate my records on the spot. These referees were Ms. Kimberly Mahoney and Mr. Todd 

Rogers. To this day, both referees confirm that I achieved my records on original unmodified 

hardware. (See Exhibit 9 and Exhibit 10). However, in its investigation, Twin Galaxies simply 
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decided to not interview these obvious sources who would have easily denied the allegations 

against me. It left me wondering, why did I undergo the Twin Galaxies verification process if it 

would decide to deliberately ignore the evidence upon the outbreak of an investigation? In effect, 

Twin Galaxies disregarded the verification process that it had outlined, and I had complied with 

years earlier, to influence the current “investigation” and facilitate a negative outcome for me.  

85. Furthermore, the decision to ignore obvious sources extended beyond the referees. 

Twin Galaxies also failed to contact the organizations who hosted my records attempts, 

specifically the Mortgage Brokers and Boomers Arcade, who also could have easily denied the 

allegations. (See Exhibit 11, Exhibit 12, and Exhibit 17). In the case of Boomers Arcade, 

participants in the Dispute Thread located the former manager Joe Tortorella, notifying Twin 

Galaxies on March 22, 2018. (See Paragraph 53). Despite having this information, Twin Galaxies 

simply chose to not interview him.  

86. However, Twin Galaxies selectively chose to solely ignore witnesses who proved 

my innocence. As shown in Paragraph 56, Hall admitted to accepting witness testimony to support 

the lost chain of custody videotapes, which by extension supported the allegations against me. 

Again, after I issued a retraction demand in September 2019, Twin Galaxies posted testimonial 

emails from former referees Robert Mruczek and Greg Sakundiak. Although Mruczek and 

Sakundiak did not witness my records, Twin Galaxies utilized their testimony to support the lost 

chain of custody videotapes. (See Exhibits 36 - 39).  

87. There is no debate that Twin Galaxies failed to corroborate its allegations with all 

obvious sources, even its own former referees. Moreover, its decision to selectively accept witness 

testimony against me displays downright malicious intention. 

2) Intentional Disregard of Evidence in My Favor 

88. As reviewed in Exhibit 19, Twin Galaxies verified my hardware with the Senior 

Engineer at Nintendo, Wayne Shirk. Former Twin Galaxies owner, Walter Day, and the Florida 

Association of Mortgage Brokers confirm this fact in their declarations (See Exhibit 1, Exhibit 

11, and Exhibit 12); and, to this day, I still possess the UPS box which the Senior Engineer 
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utilized to return the hardware to me. (See Exhibit 14). I cooperated with the requests not only to 

follow the rules, but also because it indisputably proved the veracity of my record.  

89. However, despite awareness of this fact, Jason Hall disregarded the evidence, 

refusing to investigate it entirely. On March 23, 2018, Hall publicly stated that “[Twin Galaxies] 

does not care about [verified hardware], or any other non-relevant item to the dispute claim.” Once 

again, it left me wondering why Twin Galaxies’ verified my hardware if it would decide to 

disregard this verification upon the outbreak of an investigation. Twin Galaxies’ intentional 

disregard of this obvious evidence, which was facilitated at the request of its former owner, once 

again portrays its clear malice in the “investigation.” 

3) Refusal of Two Retraction Demands 

90. On September 9, 2019, I issued Twin Galaxies AND Guinness World Records a 

retraction demand for its defamatory statements of April 12, 2018. I presented roughly 20 sworn 

eye-witnesses declarations, an expert witness, thorough technical analysis, and irrefutable proof 

that my records received verification from the Senior Engineer at Nintendo. Because my demand 

contained a lot of information, I provided both organizations 14-days to respond.  

91. However, within 48 hours of the retraction demand, Jason Hall posted an email 

exchange with Mr. Robert Mruczek, where Mruczek says “[Jason], as discussed last night, if a 

point is reached where Billy’s legal action is squashed, then I would definitely want to be part of 

that class-action suit against him.” (See Exhibit 36). I learned about this email shortly after, and I 

understood that Hall clearly would not accept the demand, because his attack on me was personal, 

as evidenced by his plan to sue me in a class-action lawsuit. As expected, on September 28, 2019, 

Twin Galaxies denied the retraction demand. It never contacted the witnesses, and it never 

reviewed the documentation presented in it. I know because the witnesses communicated to me 

that they never received contact from Hall.  

92. However, the retraction demand prompted an investigation within Guinness World 

Records. On December 12, 2019, Guinness World Records notified me of its unanimous decision 

to reinstate my records. On June 18, 2020, Guinness World Records posted its official statement. 

(See Exhibit 18).  
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93. Guinness World Records reinstated my records based upon the same evidence 

which Twin Galaxies ignored during its original investigations and also ignored during the 

retraction demand. On June 18, 2020, I issued Twin Galaxies a second retraction demand, 

providing a final opportunity to tell the truth. However, it denied this retraction demand as well. 

The refusal of two separate retraction demands, even in the face of the conflicting conclusion of its 

36-year partner in Guinness World Records, proves that Twin Galaxies possesses undeniable 

reckless disregard.  

4) Deliberately Burying Evidence in My Favor 

94. As reviewed in Paragraphs 42, 54 and 55, Hall possesses my Pac-Man videotape. 

However, unlike the Donkey Kong videotapes, Hall decided to claim that he “did not know” who 

owned the Pac-Man videotape. Hall maintained this position even through a live Facebook 

broadcast, where he played the Pac-Man videotape which displayed my physical appearance and 

voice. Hall’s own Twin Galaxies community noted these facts, saying “Hey look there is [Billy’s] 

reflection on the screen,” and “You can hear Billy playing.” However, Hall ignored these 

comments and all similar comments. Furthermore, on April 11, 2018, I texted Hall, asking for him 

to review the Pac-Man videotape in his possession. Hall refused my request, but he notably did not 

claim he “did not know” the videotape belonged to me (See again – Paragraph 54 and 55).  

95. However, Hall publicly maintained the claim that he “does not know” who owns 

the videotape. Over time, the Twin Galaxies community mounted pressure on Hall to release the 

videotape, demanding full transparency from the company. However, despite the undeniable 

evidence, Hall unbelievably said that “any and all association of that tape with any specific person 

based on that [Facebook] broadcast is based on public speculation and has not been proven by 

anyone as definitive.” 

See: https://www.twingalaxies.com/jace-hall/wall/7423/how-many-still-stand-/page/5#comments, 

last accessed May 10, 2020. 

96. With the pressure mounted by the Twin Galaxies community and the personal text 

message exchange, it is simply impossible for Hall to “not know” the videotape belongs to me. 

However, it leaves two important questions: “Why would Hall hide the videotape?” and “Why 
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does this matter?” Hall hid the Pac-Man videotape for two reasons: 1) The videotape would have 

provided me undisputed evidence to publicly refute the Twin Galaxies allegations; and 2) I would 

have utilized the videotape as evidence for Guinness World Records to justify a reinstatement of 

my Pac-Man record. Hall clearly wanted to avoid any public relations nightmares for Twin 

Galaxies, and as a result, he elected to bury the videotape from the public eye.  

97. This evidence matters, because it substantially proves that Hall possessed deeper, 

more malicious intentions than the verification of my records. It portrays that Hall did not simply 

act on a claim he believed was truthful, but that he possessed an overarching intention to ruin my 

career and bury any evidence which opposed that goal. If Hall truly only cared for the truth, then 

he would not have hidden the evidence from public scrutiny. One can clearly infer through this 

objective evidence that Hall desired to suppress all evidence in favor of me and deprive me of the 

ability to combat the Twin Galaxies allegations on any level.  

5) A Pre-Ordained Conclusion 

98. Jason Hall’s declaration states that specifically his failure to replicate the “images 

and artifacts” on the lost chain of custody videotapes led to his assertion that I did not utilize an 

“unmodified Donkey Kong Arcade system.” (See Paragraph 46). However, Hall resolved to issue 

his allegations BEFORE his attempt to replicate the “images and artifacts.” On or about March 12, 

2018, Hall called Walter Day to ask, “How will you feel when I announce that Billy cheated?” 

Meanwhile, Hall simultaneously ordered the equipment to test his allegations on Saturday, March 

10, 2018. (See Jason Hall Declaration – Exhibit A (Page 663, published on March 10, 2018, 15:55 

Hours).  

99. Hall could not have received the equipment and performed all of his tests between 

March 10 and March 12, because the company could not have shipped the equipment to Hall on a 

weekend. Furthermore, the testing required substantial work which could not have occurred prior 

to his phone call with Day, and Hall posted his initial failures to produce the “images and 

artifacts” on March 30, 2018, in the article titled “Twin Galaxies Explores Capturing Equipment 

used in Billy Mitchell Score.” The fact that the initial update occurred over two weeks later 

confirms these facts.  
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See again: https://www.twingalaxies.com/feed_details.php/875/twin-galaxies-explores-

capturing-equipment-used-in-billy-mitchell-score, last accessed May 11, 2020. 

100. Furthermore, two other unique sources corroborate Hall’s pre-ordained conclusion. 

As reviewed in Paragraph 51, in July 2019, I received a text message conversation from Mr. Dean 

Wenzel, who provided messages from Twin Galaxies member Wes Copeland who stated that 

[with emphasis in bold]: 

“I’ve been chatting with [Jason Hall] a little bit behind the scenes… I have no idea 

what [Jason] is going to do. He asked me a very interesting question in my recent 

convo with him: “What does the [Donkey Kong] community think I am going to 

do?” I can tell you this. [Jason] has been pretending to be impartial for the last 

month, including during that 4-hour + [Facebook] livestream. He made up his 

mind a long time ago.” 

Again, in April 2020, I spoke with former Twin Galaxies employee Glen Updike, who worked for 

the company during the investigation. Updike confirmed that Hall concluded his investigation 

long before the announcement on April 12, 2018. Specifically, Updike stated that Hall concluded 

the investigation “before the Facebook livestream.”  

6) Selection of an Openly Biased Third-Party Investigator 

101. In its investigation, Twin Galaxies selected a long-time member of the accusatory 

group, Jeremy Young’s Donkey Kong Forum, to shepherd the investigation as a “third-party” 

investigator. Gleed presented a calculated choice for an individual, who even before his selection 

expressed the conclusion that I was guilty. On February 2, 2018, when the allegations initially 

broke out, Gleed posted to the Donkey Kong Forum, stating “Great work [Jeremy!]… I 

wholeheartedly agree with the resulting decisions.” (See Exhibit 22). In context, Gleed approved 

the conclusion that I was guilty and deserved to lose my records. Not so coincidentally, Twin 

Galaxies engaged Gleed to begin third-party work on February 14, 2018. (See Paragraph 36). I did 

not meet Chris Gleed until March 17, 2018. As reviewed in Paragraph 48, I met Gleed at the 

Donkey Kong World Championships, I attempted to approach him about the investigation; 
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however, he refused to even engage in a conversation with me. To the contrary, he immediately 

walked away.  

102. After refusing to even speak with me, Gleed expressed very inflammatory and 

biased conduct in the investigation, yet Twin Galaxies still chose to retain him as their “third-

party” investigator. On March 21, 2018, Gleed posted again to the Donkey Kong Forum, stating 

about me that “I really can’t imagine the weight of the wrong-doing for so many years, and then 

having it surface and piece-by-piece getting fully exposed.” (See Exhibit 31). Then on March 31, 

2018, Gleed uploaded a YouTube video where he stated: 

“Please Billy, if you wouldn’t mind, go ahead and fess up. I’m tired of spending 

time on this. I’m sure I’m not the only one. I’d think we’d all like to get on with our 

lives at this point.”  

See: https://youtu.be/_JF1FPsYolY?t=126, last accessed May 11, 2020. 
 

103. In Gleed’s entire period as the “third-party investigator,” he never contacted me for 

evidentiary inquiry or provided me an opportunity to defend myself. Not very surprisingly, Gleed 

concluded his work for Twin Galaxies with his original pre-ordained conclusion that I was guilty. 

Upon the outbreak of litigation, Jason Hall attempted to deny Gleed’s capacity as their “third-

party” investigator; however, Hall cited Gleed as the “third-party” investigator numerous times 

during the investigation, such as the Twin Galaxies article referenced in Paragraph 87. Again, on 

Hall’s Facebook broadcast, he cited Gleed as their third-party investigator, explaining that Twin 

Galaxies even bought equipment for him: 

“Then, if they don’t, in fact if the recordings that we get, that we do and we’re 

having a third party do it too. Chris Gleed is gonna be recording direct feed. We 

bought two of the convertor boards once we could send it out. He’s gonna do it 

too.” 

See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iirf4_jiX0Y&feature=youtu.be&t=13523, last accessed 

May 11, 2020. 
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104. Gleed’s position as a “third-party” investigator represents a single-piece of the one-

sided, pre-ordained investigation from Twin Galaxies. Hall engaged Gleed, who possessed no 

qualification beyond that of a casual hobbyist, in order to present legitimacy to his investigation. 

However, Gleed simply acted a pawn to facilitate the Twin Galaxies sham investigation. 

7) Failure to Fact-Check Information 

105. During the investigation, Mr. Wes Copeland provided Twin Galaxies a 

mathematical analysis which alleged that I edited the videotape of my records with “save-states” – 

a method of gameplay manipulation. Copeland asserted that the mathematical analysis displayed 

too much “luck” in my Donkey Kong games, and the probability of this luck was so low that only 

“save-states” on MAME emulation explained it. Wes Copeland’s Public Statement is attached 

hereto as Exhibit 43.  

106. Twin Galaxies made ZERO effort to fact-check these allegations. To the contrary, 

Jason Hall badgered me on the phone, asserting that it presented strong “circumstantial evidence.” 

During Hall’s Facebook broadcast, Hall spoke of Copeland’s accusations [with emphasis in bold]: 

“If it was played on an emulated platform, the emulated platform potentially allows 

for manipulation of the gameplay. However, the dispute itself is not asserting that 

there has been manipulation of the gameplay with any facts. There is 

circumstantial evidence around that.” See: https://youtu.be/Iirf4_jiX0Y?t=2513, 

last accessed May 11, 2020. 

107. However, Copeland’s analysis was entirely false. A thorough 84-page cross-

examination from my son proved it with clarity. Then, I hired Mr. Robert Lakeman, an eight-time 

Donkey Kong World Record holder, to examine Copeland’s allegations. Lakeman concluded that 

“After reviewing Billy’s gameplay, and reproducing similar games myself, I can honestly say that 

this is legitimate gameplay… I do not see a reason why Billy would need to even use MAME, or 

save states to film both games with this style of play.” (See Exhibit 21).  

108. In this event, Twin Galaxies blindly accepted information posted to their internet 

forum as factual, and it made no effort whatsoever to verify it. Accepting information from 
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random individuals on the internet without a fact-check clearly displays reckless disregard for the 

truth. Furthermore, Copeland possessed personal vendetta against me, calling for the removal of 

my records over 5 months prior to the allegations from Jeremy Young. (See Exhibit 25). This 

should have provided Twin Galaxies even more reason to fact-check Copeland’s allegations. 

However, it instead chose to recklessly accept information on an un-moderated forum as factual, 

and attempt to portray it as a bona fide investigation.   

8) Refusal to Provide Equal Evidentiary Access 

109. During the Twin Galaxies investigation, yet another observer, Mr. David Race, 

took it upon himself to research the allegations against me in an effort to disprove them. After the 

Twin Galaxies statements, Race decided to continue his research. On April 13, 2018, Race 

requested Jason Hall to mail him the alleged Donkey Kong videotapes, because Race wanted to 

examine them. However, Hall refused Race’s entreaty, refusing to relinquish custody of the 

videotapes. Therefore, Race requested Hall to send him copies of the videotapes. However, Hall 

also refused this request. Race pleaded to Hall that both parties deserve equal evidentiary access, 

but Hall simply refused, telling Race that “We have come to our own determination for our own 

purposes.” 

110. Hall refused Race’s request in a deliberate effort to prevent the possibility of 

someone disproving his allegations, and this event portrays Hall’s subjective intent to defame me. 

Race provided me the text message exchange with Hall, which is attached as Exhibit 45.  

FALSIFIED STATEMENTS IN DEFENDANT’S MOTION AND DECLARATION 

111. In the Twin Galaxies Special Motion to Strike and Jason Hall’s declaration, the 

defendant dedicates a sub-section to actual malice, titled “LACK OF MALICE.” (See Motion, p. 

12.) However, every claim in this sub-section is patently false, and in the following paragraphs, I 

personally debunk these claims.  

112. Firstly, in Paragraph 40, Hall claims that, “I personally harbor no animosity or ill-

will toward Billy Mitchell,” and the Twin Galaxies motion states: “This is enough to defeat Billy 

Mitchell’s defamation claim.” (See Motion, p. 14, ¶25.) However, Hall’s personal actions disprove 

his “lack of malice” assertion. After I issued Twin Galaxies a retraction demand in September 
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2019, Hall actively worked with Mr. Robert Mruczek to organize a “class-action suit” against me, 

despite the absence of a legal claim. (See Exhibit 36).  

113. Again, in May 2020, Hall encouraged third-parties to file meritless lawsuits against 

me. Specifically, an internet personality named Benjamin Smith (A.K.A “Apollo Legend”) 

organized a campaign named “Billy Mitchell Will Be Sued.” Smith opened a GoFundMe account, 

raising over $25,000 from his friends and family. However, Smith abruptly cancelled the 

campaign on May 14, 2020, with a YouTube video titled “Billy Mitchell Won’t Be Sued.” In the 

video, Smith reveals that Jason Hall convinced him to start the campaign, but he eventually 

learned from an attorney that the lawsuit possessed no merit. In the video, Smith explains that, “I 

get the feeling I’m being used… Maybe this is what [Jason] wants.” 

See: https://youtu.be/_JF1FPsYolY?t=126, last accessed May 11, 2020. 

114. There is no better evidence of hostility, ill-will, and animosity than encouraging 

third-parties to file meritless lawsuits against another person. It becomes even more compelling 

with his attempts to organize a “class-action suit” against me for issuing a simple retraction 

demand. I presume that Hall sought to financially exhaust me, because on May 10, 2020, Hall 

stated in a text-message to Mr. Tanner Fokkens that, “[Billy] is very likely going to be fighting a 

number of [lawsuits] on many fronts. Extremely expensive.” A true and correct copy of the text 

message exchange is attached as Exhibit 61.  

115. Secondly, in Paragraph 41, Jason Hall alleges that I never attempted to defend 

myself from the allegations. However, the evidence previously set forth in my declaration refutes 

these allegations. For example, I recounted the phone calls between Jason Hall and myself, and I 

prove the occurrence of these phone calls with my text-message communications, attached as 

Exhibit 48. Furthermore, Hall’s deliberate decision to avoid facts which would have led to the 

falsity of the allegations portrayed itself at numerous points of this declaration. For example, Hall 

simply ignored the fact that the Senior Engineer at Nintendo verified my hardware, asserting that 

he “did not care.” Nevertheless, Hall carefully avoids an outright lie by specifically stating that I 

never participated in his un-moderated internet forum with these facts. However, my non-

participation in the forum does not prove Hall acted without actual malice. If Hall was truly 
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committed to a pursuit of the truth, then he would have inserted the evidence himself, but he 

simply chose to “not care.”  

116. Thirdly, in Paragraphs 42 through 44, Jason Hall claims that I formed a technical 

investigative team titled “Team Billy,” who also concurred with his allegations. In Paragraph 43, 

Hall asserts that the team “was led by former Sega technician, Carlos Pineiro.” However, Carlos 

Pineiro testifies that he did NOT represent me, stating that “I did not represent Billy Mitchell in 

the dispute, and my research was not being done on his behalf.” (See Exhibit 34).  

117. Nevertheless, Hall falsifies several other allegations in these paragraphs to support 

his narrative. For example, in Paragraph 42, Hall claims that Mr. Joel West announced that “Billy 

Mitchell had formed an independent technical investigation team (self-titled “Team Billy”) to 

provide evidence in support of the validity of his taped score performances.” To the contrary, 

West did NOT state this. In the link provided by Hall, West simply shared a YouTube video which 

refuted several allegations from Hall. West never stated that I “formed a technical investigative 

team.” Also, in my text-message communications with Hall, I explicitly denied that West acted on 

my behalf. (See Exhibit 48).  

118. Furthermore, in Paragraph 43, Hall states that: 

“After Twin Galaxies concluded its technical investigation, and was preparing to 

come to a final decision, “Team Billy”, requested that I delay the final decision in 

the dispute case until Carlos Pineiro had an opportunity to provide his findings to 

the public evidentiary dispute thread.” Hall continues in Paragraph 44, saying that, 

“I granted this request…” 

However, beyond the fact that no “Team Billy” existed, Hall never granted an extension request, 

and I never asked Hall for an extension. At this point (April 2018), I engaged Hall in numerous 

phone calls and fully understood that he would only ignore the evidence disproving his 

allegations. No extension would change it.  

119. Also, in Paragraph 43, Hall states that, “[Team Billy] was provided direct access to 

Billy Mitchell’s Arcade and recording equipment…” However, I do not own an arcade or 
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recording equipment. I never provided anyone with a venue, equipment, or compensation, because 

I do not possess the means to do so.  

120. In the “LACK OF MALICE” sub-section, Hall rests his claims upon the premise 

that random users on the Twin Galaxies forums speak on my behalf (i.e., Joel West & Carlos 

Pineiro). However, I explicitly denied to Hall that other spoke on my behalf, and he simply 

attempts to weaponize unaffiliated words on the internet.  (See Exhibit 48.) Every claim in this 

section is false, and it presents very disingenuous attempts to misrepresent the truth. 

121. Fourthly, in Paragraph 7, Jason Hall falsely states that Twin Galaxies receives 

recognition from Guinness World Records as a source for world records. To the contrary, 

Guinness World Records removed Twin Galaxies as a trusted source for world records as of its 

2020 Guinness World Records: Gamer’s Edition book. In its 2019 book, it recognized Twin 

Galaxies on the back cover next to Speedrun – the primary trusted source of Guinness World 

Records. Then, in the 2020 book, Guinness World Records removed Twin Galaxies from the 

trusted sources location next to Speedrun. Attached as Exhibit 47 is a true and correct copy of a 

photo of the 2020 Guinness World Records: Gamer’s Edition.  

122. Lastly, the Twin Galaxies Special Motion to Strike intentionally misrepresents the 

Twin Galaxies “voting system” to support its allegations. The motion claims that 211 users “voted 

to adjudicate the score dispute (198 agreeing with the dispute, and 13 disagreeing).” Twin 

Galaxies clearly fabricates this narrative to falsely portray that its decision possessed legitimacy. 

However, Jason Hall himself previously stated that the voting system possesses no influence on 

the adjudication of the score dispute, but “only guarantees that [Twin Galaxies] administration 

MUST review the claim.” On August 28, 2018, Jason Hall posted on Twin Galaxies that:  

“User voting on a dispute claim does NOT determine the outcome. User voting 

only guarantees that TG administration MUST review the claim. Only Twin 

Galaxies administration makes the final decision regarding dispute claims, and it 

does so based entirely in its sole discretion.”  

See: https://www.twingalaxies.com/showthread.php/188840-Dispute-william-rosa-SNES-SFC-
Contra-III-The-Alien-Wars-NTSC-Points-Player-TriForce-Johnson-Score-9-999-999/page41, last 
accessed May 12, 2020. 
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SPECIAL DAMAGES 

 
123. In the Special Motion to Strike, Twin Galaxies falsely claims that if demoted to 

defamation per quod, “it is likely that he will be unable to prove this element [special damages] of 

his defamation claim.” (See Motion, p. 12, ¶14.) To the contrary, as shown in thorough 

documentation, I incurred $951,236 in special damages. Therefore, the defamation claim succeeds 

for this part of the case no matter the per se or per quod determination.  

124. My business as a professional videogame player involves movie appearances and 

public appearances at videogame festivals. Upon the release of the Twin Galaxies press release on 

April 12, 2018, my manager immediately received a cancellation from the Long Island Retro 

Game Festival; this immediately resulted in $5,000 in special damages. Other videogame festivals 

who annually invited me to their festivals ceased contact, such as Classic Game Fest and Chicago 

Pinball Expo. Other events forced me to settle for less money, such as Southern Fried Gaming 

Expo. Furthermore, I lost television deals as a result of the Twin Galaxies statements. I lost a 

television deal for a series called “Chasing Games,” which would have amounted to $30,000. I 

attached my manager’s declaration about these facts as Exhibit 49. With all events considered, I 

lost $133,000 in 2018. The damages continued in 2019, where I lost $68,000. In total, the Twin 

Galaxies Statements cost me $201,000 to my career as a professional videogame player and actor. 

Attached as Exhibit 50 is a summary of the special damages to my videogame career. 

125. In 2007, I starred in “The King of Kong: A Fistful of Quarters” – a fictional 

documentary about videogames. The filmmakers heavily embraced my personal hot sauce 

business, and they showcased it throughout the film. For example, the movie’s front cover directly 

states [with emphasis in bold]: A Middle School Science Teacher and a Hot Sauce Mogul Battle 

for the Guinness World Record on the Arcade Classic, Donkey Kong. A true and correct copy of 

the front cover of The King of Kong is attached as Exhibit 51. Furthermore, the movie contains 

scenes which directly showcase me with my hot sauce (Exhibit 52); me in the hot sauce 

warehouse (Exhibit 53); and me at my family restaurant called “Rickey’s Restaurant” (Exhibit 

54). True and correct copies of still frames of scenes from the film are attached as Exhibits 52-54. 
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126. Also, the producer of The King of Kong: A Fistful of Quarters, Mr. Ed 

Cunningham, confirmed these facts in an interview on February 7, 2008. Cunningham explained 

that:  

“We spend the first twenty minutes of the film talking about how great Billy 

is, that he’s got a great business, that he’s used gaming to influence the rest 

of his life, to seek perfection with his family, and his business.”  

See: https://film.avclub.com/the-king-of-kong-continued-donkey-kong-champ-billy-mi-
1798213302, last accessed May 12, 2020. 
 

127. Understanding these facts, the popularity of the film forever linked my videogame 

achievements to my personal businesses, and I utilized this link to drive my hot sauce sales. Prior 

to the Twin Galaxies statements, my company averaged $800,216 in revenue from 2013 to 2017. 

In 2017, it generated $796,068. A true and correct copy of a summary of Rickey’s Hot Sauces 

Sales from 2017 is attached as Exhibit 55.  

128. As a result of the Twin Galaxies statements, company revenue dropped to $410,267 

in 2018. A true and correct copy of a summary of Rickey’s Hot Sauces Sales from 2018 is 

attached as Exhibit 56. Monetary damages continued in 2019, resulting in $364,435 more in 

special damages. A true and correct copy of a summary of Rickey’s Hot Sauces Sales from 2019 is 

attached as Exhibit 57. The documentation proves $750,236 in special damages to my company. I 

calculated these numbers by simply subtracting the 2017 revenue from the 2018 and 2019 

revenues, respectively.  

129. In total, combining the damages incurred to my videogame career and hot sauce 

company, I suffered $951,236 in special damages. The damages occurred in a booming economy 

and there is no argument that Twin Galaxies bears the responsibility for these special damages.  

FINAL COMMENTS 

130. From the beginning to the end, I cooperated with Twin Galaxies in an attempt to 

absolve myself of the allegations without resort to the judicial system. I attempted to defend 

myself during the original investigation and I attempted to resolve it with a retraction demand. 

However, it deliberately chose to ignore the original rules set before me, specifically the on-site 
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referee verification in public venues and the hardware verification from the Senior Engineer at 

Nintendo. Then, it chose to refuse the retraction demand without even acknowledging these facts 

in its response. Twin Galaxies bears the sole responsibility for this lawsuit. It simply needed to tell 

the truth. However, it refuses to do so.  

131. One may ask, “Why would Twin Galaxies do it?” The answer is simple. It all 

occurred in an effort to generate internet “clicks,” attention, and revenue for Twin Galaxies. Twin 

Galaxies received only 75,000 site visits in August 2017. From August to January, it created a 

public spectacle out of the Todd Rogers investigation, which raised its monthly site visits to 

roughly 1,000,000. Coincidentally, it initiated an investigation against me just days after, which 

rose its average site visits to 2,500,000 in April 2018. Attached as Exhibit 58 is a true and correct 

copy of a graph showing the Twin Galaxies Website Traffic from August 2017 to April 2018.  

132. Moreover, Rogers provided me the text message conversations between him and 

Jason Hall from the “investigation” into his records. In the messages, Hall directly proves that he 

views these “investigations” as an opportunity to obtain money and publicity for Twin Galaxies. 

For example, in the messages, Hall says to Rogers: 

“I would like to put together a grand event where you can discuss your thoughts. People 

are endlessly fascinated by you and this. I can make sure that it will be economically worth 

your time” 

Although Rogers refused to participate, Hall continued to display his financially motivated 

mindset around the “investigation,” offering lucrative financial prospects to Rogers: 

“Yes, and your strategy is making it so we may be able to find up to $25,000 to 

$50,000 to pay you to silence them. I’m shooting for something like that. If we set 

a date for the attempt, I can build toward it with mini-documentaries, interviews, 

hype.” 

Again, Hall also stated: 

“So, I guess all I am waiting for is you to tell me that you are willing to make the 

attempt. Then, you and I just need to pick a date. From there, I will do all the work 

and I will be seeking real money in sponsorship that can be shared with you. At the 
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very least $10,000. I wouldn’t ask you to do this for less than that amount.” 

133. Furthermore, Hall displayed his goal to generate internet “clicks” with these 

“investigations.” Hall, speaking of the Dispute Thread, told Rogers to “Stir the pot. It just 

increases your fame and builds anticipation for the event in general.” However, Rogers refused 

Hall’s request. As a result, Hall posted content to the Dispute Thread on his own volition, saying 

he was “stirring the pot.” At another point, Hall expresses his excitement for the attention drawn 

toward Twin Galaxies, stating that, “This thread is sucking every doubter in for permanent 

documentation.” Obviously, Hall’s intention to “stir the pot” occurs because it draws people to his 

website. It generates “clicks” and publicity, and by extension, monetary benefits. This is how 

Jason Hall views these “investigations.” I have attached all the quoted messages in Exhibit 59, 

shown in the order presented herein.  

134. Also, upon reviewing Jason Hall’s declaration, I noticed that in Paragraph 19, Hall 

provides a web address for “the dispute claim process.” Then, I noticed that the link states, 

“Created by TWIN GALAXIES on 3-12-2020.” In other words, Hall literally created this web 

address which did not previously exist in an effort to defend his malicious investigation. 

135. Lastly, Twin Galaxies continuously misrepresents this lawsuit as retaliation for its 

refusal to recognize my records. I am suing Twin Galaxies for its assault on my public reputation 

and character in its public press release of April 12, 2018, where it lied in a statement of fact that I 

did not achieve my records on an “original unmodified PCB” – an action tantamount to saying that 

I cheated. Without the lies that it performed a thorough and fair investigation, and that its results 

were indisputable fact, then I would have never incurred monetary damage or filed a lawsuit. Twin  
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Galaxies obviously retains the privilege to recognize or not recognize any high-score. However, it  

doesn’t need to publicly slaughter reputations through false statements to invalidate a record, and 

it does not possess a privilege to do so.  

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 

foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on this 22nd day of June, 2020, in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. 

 

  
 Billy Mitchell 
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Walter Day Declaration

I, Walter Day, declare that:

1. I am an individual over the age of 18 and I make this declaration on factual information

surrounding the Billy Mitchell high-score dispute. I make this declaration based on facts known

to me personally to be true, and if called as a witness to testify to them, I would do so.

2. My name is Walter Day. I am the founder and former owner of Twin Galaxies. I owned the

company from 1982 to 2014, when I sold it to Jason Hall. I spent my 32 years of ownership

facilitating organized videogame competition, and in that time, I created partnerships with other

videogame adjudicators, such as the International Video Game Hall of Fame and Guinness

World Records; I still remain partnered with both organizations to this day.

3. Throughout my career, I naturally acquired substantial knowledge about Mitchellth ldgaY

records, including the Pac-man and Donkey Kong records in question. On September 9, 2019, I

sent Guinness World Records a letter i^iaZY rWalter Day O Letter to Guinness World Records(s

where I outlined my testimony about the undeniable falsity of the Twin Galaxies allegations. I

attached this letter as EXHIBIT A, and I will allow it to operate as my rJgdd[ d[ @Vah^in.s

Therefore, I will provide other pertinent facts in this declaration, specifically the Twin Galaxies

Adjudication Ruleset from 1982 to 2014 and my knowledge about the Twin Galaxies

investigation.

TWIN GALAXIES RULESET, 1981 q 2014

4. From 1982 to 2014, Twin Galaxies adjudicated records through two methods: on-site referee

adjudication and video adjudication. In the 1980s, Twin Galaxies solely operated through on-site

referee verification, because players rarely possessed video equipment. In the 1990s, we

introduced video adjudication, so players could participate from their homes remotely.

2
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5. On-site referee adjudication occurred through the command and control of Twin Galaxies. We

assigned a Twin Galaxies referee, sometimes more than one referee, to observe a record attempt.

M]Z Ml^c AVaVm^Zh gZ[ZgZZ Xdc[^gbZY i]Z k^YZd\VbZth ]VgYlVgZ( hZii^c\h( VcY di]Zg gZaZkVci

factors. The referee adjudicated the record attempt as it occurred, acting as a direct eye-witness.

If the player achieved a new high-score, then the record received immediate acceptance. If a

record received on-site referee verification, then it did not require a videotape for archival.

6. Video adjudication allowed players to submit high-scores from remote locations. The player

simply attempted a record on video, complied with the outlined rules for the videogame, then

sent the video to Twin Galaxies. We adjudicated the record through the videotape.

PRE-ORDAINED CONCLUSION

7. On February 2, 2018, I learned about the allegations against Mitchell. I decided to honorably

refrain from public comment in order to Vaadl DVhdc BVaath VYb^c^higVi^dc id ^ckZhi^\ViZ i]Z

situation. Since I knew Mitchell was innocent, I possessed no doubt that the allegations would be

dropped. However, at the very least, I expected a phone call from Hall, assuming he would

inquire about my testimonial facts for evidentiary consideration.

8. On or about March 13, 2018, roughly one month prior to the Twin Galaxies decision, I received

the expected phone call from Jason Hall. After a short and civil conversation, Hall changed the

topic to the Billy Mitchell investigation. However, to my surprise, Hall did NOT seek my

testimony. To the contrary, he asked me, rBdl lill you feel when I announce that Billy

[Mitchell] cheated?s In other words, Hall concluded his verdict already. I told Hall that it would

negatively affect me, because I knew the allegations were false. C Vg\jZY V\V^chi BVaath

allegations by citing numerous testimonial facts set forth within Exhibit A, and I stressed that

since I met Mitchell, he never expressed interest in emulation. However, Hall unbelievably
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disregarded my testimony, and he did not report it in his evidentiary findings. BVaath W^VhZY VcY

negative nature toward Mitchell in this phone call cannot be overstated.

9. Moreover, Hall claims that he based his conclusion upon the failure to gZegdYjXZ i]Z rVgi^[VXihs

dc G^iX]Zaath VaaZ\ZY k^YZdiVeZh7 Hall stated this in his declaration (See Paragraph 46).

However, Hall called me before ]Z ViiZbeiZY id gZegdYjXZ i]Z rVgi^[VXihs dc i]Z VaaZ\ZY

videotapes. On March 30, 2018, Twin Galaxies provided an update of its investigation titled,

rMl^c AVaVm^Zh ?meadgZh =Veijg^c\ ?fj^ebZci jhZY ^c <^aan G^iX]Zaa LXdgZ*s This article

provided the first update in their attempts to gZegdYjXZ i]Z rVgi^[VXih(s and it occurred nearly two

weeks after my conversation with Hall. Through this evidence, I can personally testify that Hall

determined his conclusions before even testing his allegations. The article can be found here:

https://www.twingalaxies.com/feed_details.php/875/twin-galaxies-explores-capturing-

equipment-used-in-billy-mitchell-score

INTENTIONAL DISREGARD OF EVIDENCE IN FAVOR OF MITCHELL

10. Throughout the investigation, Twin Galaxies intentionally disregarded the obvious evidence

disproving the allegations, or at the very least, deliberately ignored it. Firstly, it failed to

corroborate the allegations against Mitchell with any and all obvious sources. It ignored the

referees who adjudicated G^iX]Zaath gZXdgYh( Todd Rogers and Kimberly Mahoney; it ignored the

disinterested third-party eye-witnesses; and it ignored the third-party organizations involved in

the records, specifically the Florida Association of Mortgage Brokers and Boomers Arcade.

Furthermore, Hall disregarded my own testimony from our phone conversation, omitting it from

his evidentiary findings until the initiation of legal proceedings on September 9, 2019.

11. While Hall ignored the obvious eye-witnesses, he sought out any testimonial claims which

supported the allegations against Mitchell. Specifically, Hall sought out testimonial evidence that
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legitimized the videotapes he was using because as the custodian of video game world records he

had failed to maintain custody of the evidence submitted when these records were set. In fact,

Twin Galaxies had lost the chain of custody of these tapes for at least a decade prior to his

investigation. When he acquired Twin Galaxies, Hall was not in possession of the tapes and did

not seek to obtain them from the original Twin Galaxies archive in New Hampshire. The tapes

were removed from the archive by a third party and were not in the possession of Twin Galaxies.

Hall based his investigation on tapes that he received from a third party and to date cannot certify

Vcn iVeZ Vh G^iX]Zaath dg^\^cVa hjWb^hh^dc WZXVjhZ ]Z ]Vh cZkZg WZZc ^c edhhZhh^dc d[ i]^h

evidence and lost the chain of custody at least a decade before.

12. Again, in September 2019, Mitchell issued a retraction demand to Twin Galaxies, and Hall

continued to support his lost chain of custody with testimonials. Hall posted numerous interviews

with former Twin Galaxies referee Robert Mruczek, who possesses personal animosity for

Mitchell. Hall also posted an interview with former Twin Galaxies referee Greg Sakundiak for

the same purpose. To sum up, the fact that Hall ignored the key eye-witnesses while embracing

testimony against Mitchell is undeniable. One may easily infer that Hall knew that the eye-

witnesses would categorically refute the allegations, and as a result, he chose to ignore them.

13. Secondly, Twin Galaxies disregarded the fact that the Senior Engineer at Nintendo verified

G^iX]Zaath ]VgYlVgZ Vh dg^\^cVa VcY jcbdY^[^ZY* Jg^dg id G^iX]Zaath -(,1,(.,, ed^ci gZXdgY* PZ

undertook the process to verify G^iX]Zaath hardware with the Senior Engineer at Nintendo,

because it ensured the veracity of his record beyond reproach. However, Hall refused to even

investigate these facts, ZaZXi^c\ id XaV^b i]Vi rMl^c AVaVm^Zh YdZh cdi XVgZps (See Jason Hall

Declaration, Exhibit A, Page 851). Similar to the eye-witnesses, Twin Galaxies refused to even

investigate it, because it clearly acted with a deliberate effort to avoid the truth.
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HIDING EVIDENCE IN FAVOR OF MITCHELL

14. In February 2018, Mr. Dwayne Richard shipped a package to Hall. The package contained

G^iX]Zaath VaaZ\ZY >dc`Zn Edc\ k^YZdiVeZh VcY a videotape of G^iX]Zaath Pac-man record. Upon

reception, Hall attributed the Donkey Kong videotapes to Mitchell; however, Hall oddly said that

]Z rY^Y cdi `cdls l]d dlcZY i]Z JVX-man videotape. Shortly after, Hall released the Donkey

Kong videotapes for public review, but chose to keep the Pac-man videotape private.

15. On March 22, 2018, on a Facebook Livestream, Hall displayed G^iX]Zaath Pac-man tape for a

short period. Prior to its display, Hall stated that rC ]VkZ V JZg[ZXi JVX-bVc h^ii^c\ ]ZgZ* C Ydcti

know if it belongs to Billy [Mitchell].s However, upon inserting the tape, the truth revealed

itself. Mitchellth e]nh^XVa egZhZcXZ VeeZVgZY on the videotape, and the audience heard Mitchellth

kd^XZ egZhZci ^c i]Z gZXdgY^c\* BVaath Zci^gZ VjY^ZcXZ ^bbZY^ViZan recognized that the tape

belonged to M^iX]Zaa( ZmegZhh^c\ hiViZbZcih hjX] Vh rThis is Billy SG^iX]Zaats] iVeZ(s VcY rRdj

can hear Billy [Mitchell] eaVn^c\*s Hall did not address these comments; to the contrary, he

quietly ended the viewing and never displayed the videotape thereafter. BVaath @acebook

broadcast occurs here:

https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=10156194515649904&ref=watch_permalink

16. Ic ;eg^a --( .,-4( G^iX]Zaa iZmiZY BVaa( Vh`^c\ r=Vc ndj eaZVhZ add` dkZg i]Z JZg[ZXi JVX-man

iVeZ i]Vi ^h hV^Y id WZ b^cZ ^c ndjg edhhZhh^dc*s BdlZkZg( BVaa gZ[jhZY G^iX]Zaath gZquest, saying

ri]Vith djih^YZ d[ i]Z hXdeZ d[ i]Z XjggZci Y^hejiZ ldg` WZ^c\ YdcZ*s (See Billy Mitchell

Declaration O Exhibit 62). Most notably, Hall does not deny to Mitchell that the tape belongs to

him. To the contrary, his texts implies acknowledgement of the fact.

17. On April 12, 2018, Twin Galaxies announced that Mitchell Y^Y cdi jhZ Vc rdg^\^cVa jcbdY^[^ZY

J=<s and removed ;FF d[ G^iX]Zaath gZXdgYs. In other words, it accused him of cheating.
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Although its investigation only encompassed his Donkey Kong records, it also removed his Pac-

man records despite the fact that no evidence existed to justify this action. Most importantly,

Twin Galaxies also requested Guinness World Records to follow its decision, and Guinness

World Records complied believing that Twin Galaxies requested proper action.

18. <ZXVjhZ BVaath @VXZWdd` WgdVYXVhi egoved that the tape belonged to Mitchell, the Twin Galaxies

community mounted pressure on Hall to publicly release Mitchelath videotape. The community

causally attributed the videotape to Mitchell, and it demanded Hall to publicly release the

videotape for transparency. However, Hall refused, and to this day, he maintains i]Vi ]Z rYdZh

cdi `cdls l]d dlch i]Z k^YZdiVeZ( \d^c\ Vh [Vg Vh id iZaa ]^h Xdbbjc^in i]Vi rVcn VcY Vaa

association of that tape with any specific person based on that [Facebook] broadcast is based on

public speculation and has not been proven by anyone as definitive.s BVaath fjdiZ dXXjgh ]ZgZ6

https://www.twingalaxies.com/jace-hall/wall/7423/how-many-still-stand-/page/5#comments

19. Through the facts incorporated in paragraphs 10 through 14, Hall clearly knew the tape belonged

to Mitchell. However, it leaves two important questions: rW]n ldjaY BVaa ]^YZ i]Z k^YZdiVeZ9s

and rW]n YdZh i]^h bViiZg9s Hall hid the Pac-man videotape for three reasons: 1) The

undisputable evidence contained within it opposeY ]^h YZX^h^dc id gZbdkZ G^iX]Zaath JVX-man

record; 2) The videotape would have provided Mitchell undisputable evidence to publicly refute

the Twin Galaxies allegations; 3) Mitchell would have utilized the videotape as evidence for

Guinness World Records to justify a reinstatement of his Pac-man record. Hall clearly wanted to

avoid any public relations nightmares for Twin Galaxies, and a result, he elected to bury the

videotape from the public eye.

20. Moreover, this evidence matters, because it provides concrete evidence that Hall possessed a

malicious state of mind [Actual Malice] toward Mitchell. In Herbert v. Lando, 441 U.S. 153
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(1979), the Supreme Court of the United States ruled that rS;Tcn XdbeZiZci Zk^YZcXZ Z^i]Zg

direct or circumstantial, can be resorted to, and all the relevant circumstances surrounding the

igVchVXi^dc bVn WZ h]dlcps id h]dl bVa^XZ* BVaath YZX^h^dc id ]^YZ Zk^YZcXZ ^c [Vkdg d[

Mitchell provides direct proof of a subjective intent to defraud Mitchell. Through the facts set

forth herein, one can clearly infer through objective evidence that Hall desired to suppress all

evidence in favor of Mitchell and deprive him of the ability to combat the Twin Galaxies

allegations on any level.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is

true and correct. Executed on this day, June 21, 2020, in Ottumwa, Iowa.

___________________

Walter Day
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EXHIBIT A
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Walter Day i Letter to Guinness World Records

Dear Craig Glenday, Guinness World Records, and other important persons,

I hope this letter finds you all in good spirits and perfect health. I have enjoyed being a

representative of Guinness World Records over the years. From the early 1980s (watching video

gamers and flagpole-sitters) up to my 2004 visit to Dreamhack in Sweden with David Hawksett

and the more recent appearances in the science fiction and pinball world. Most recently, I enjoyed

ORXcRWQObW\U AaOWOV jK`WT]`QSk B]V\a]\ma KSb`Wa 44 e]`ZR `SQ]`R ]\ ?cW\\Saa N]`ZR ISQ]`Ra

behalf. I treasure these memories and opportunities as some of my life's greatest moments. I have

felt compelled to write to you about the incident involving Billy Mitchell's legacy. I have thought

long and hard about the recent injustices regarding Billy Mitchell, and have decided to share my

thoughts.

In the early 1980s, bVS U]ZRS\ OUS ]T O`QORS UO[W\U( A T]c\RSR KeW\ ?OZOfWSa Oa bVS e]`ZRma

^`S[WS` dWRS] UO[S OcbV]`Wbg* 8a O `SacZb( A PSQO[S ?cW\\Saa N]`ZR ISQ]`Ram ^O`b\S` T]`

adjudicating 100% of their video game world records. Many of my compangma `SQ]`Ra eS`S

featured in your books; this was a great honor. I retained ownership and authority of Twin

Galaxies until February 14, 2014, when I sold it to the current administration. Though I retired

from being an active referee on June 1, 2008, I retained the status of Twin Galaxies' Chief

Evangelist, and continued to have the authority to verify and adjudicate scores and gaming

achievements any time I wished. It is important to note that in my tenure from 1981 to 2008, I was

the head of the administration, and the original adjudication source of the records provided to
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Guinness World Records. And, after 2008, I was still actively engaged in the process of supplying

records to Guinness World Records.

In my tenure, I had a lot of involvement with Billy EWbQVSZZma OQVWSdS[S\ba* A [Sb 9WZZg W\

1982 in Ottumwa, Iowa. At this meeting, also known as the Life Magazine gathering, Billy

EWbQVSZZ OQVWSdSR VWab]`gma TW`ab <]\YSg C]\U YWZZ-screen and world record in my own arcade.

This performance was witnessed by all the gaming superstars who were gathered for the LIFE

Magazine photograph, and was performed on an original Donkey Kong arcade machine (since all

my machines were original hardware as emulation did not exist at the time). Throughout the

1980s, Billy Mitchell traveled to my Twin Galaxies arcade to perform in Guinness World

ISQ]`Ram aO\QbW]\SR SdS\ba( eVS`S VS OQVWSdSR ZWdS e]`ZR `SQ]`Ra* Abma W[^]`bO\b b] \]bS bVOb W\

the 1980s, I only accepted live world record games (as Guinness demanded), so the legitimacy of

these records cannot be questioned. Although I typically cannot name them off the top of my

VSOR( 9WZZgma e]`ZR `SQ]`Ra T`][ bVS ,43+a W\QZcRS5 <]\YSg C]\U( Ea* HOQ-Man, Donkey Kong

Jr, BurgerTime, Centipede, and Pac-Man.

In 1999, Billy achieved his most well known and popular achievement, the Perfect Pac-Man.

This achievement was the culmination of years of work and dedication. This world record was

OQVWSdSR Ob ]\S ]T VWab]`gma []ab \]bOPZS O`QORSa( >c\a^]b( W\ DOQ]\WO( F@* 9WZZg OQVWSdSR bVWa

score in the company of Twin Galaxies representatives and witnesses of impeccable credibility,

O\R Wb eOa ORXcRWQObSR Oa O ZWdS e]`ZR `SQ]`R* <cS b] >c\a^]bma SfQZcaWdWbg b] ]`WUW\OZ VO`ReO`S( Wb

was a premier location for players to set world records. The credibility of these world records, and

this particular one, cannot be questioned, despite the claims made by Guinness World

Records and Twin Galaxies. As a matter of fact, there has never been any evidence to support the

claims your corporation has made that this world record was played on MAME (as stated in your
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-+,4 ?O[S`ma =RWbW]\ 9]]Y'* E]ab `WRWQcZ]ca Wa bVOb ?cW\\Saa N]`ZR ISQ]`Ra \]e OQQ`SRWba bVS

First Perfect Pac-man achievement to Rick Fothergill, who performed his score at the same venue,

on the same machine, and before the same set of authorized Twin Galaxies representatives as

9WZZg EWbQVSZZ* K] `SQ]U\WhS IWQY >]bVS`UWZZma aQ]`S( Pcb \]b 9WZZg EWbQVSZZma aQ]`S( Wa O U`SOb

injustice.

>c`bVS`[]`S( F8E;Gma W\d]ZdS[S\b eWbV bVWa e]`ZR `SQ]`R aV]uld not be ignored. Upon

`SQSWdW\U bVS \Sea ]T 9WZZgma HS`TSQb HOQ-Man achievement, NAMCO asked Billy Mitchell for the

evidence of his achievement, which he provided. After adjudication, they paid for Billy to travel

to Japan to confirm his achievement in ^S`a]\* A\ BO^O\( ]\ F8E;Gma ]e\ [OQVW\S( 9WZZg

Mitchell was asked to repeat his performance, which he impressively did. As a result,

NAMCO, on behalf of the Japanese Amusement Machine and Manufacturing Association

(JAMMA), presented Billy Mitchell on stage at the 1999 Tokyo Game Show as the "Video Game

Player of the Century." It is hard to imagine that the current Twin Galaxies administration and

Guinness World Records could declare this world record illegitimate in spite of this. Most

\]bOPZS( Wa bVOb F8E;G( b] bVWa ROg( abWZZ `SQ]U\WhSa 9WZZg EWbQVSZZma OQVWSdS[S\b( RSa^WbS bVS

actions of Twin Galaxies and Guinness World Records. This can be seen with the commemorative

plaque that honors him in their official Pac-Man Museum in Chicago, IL

(Picture below).
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A\ bVS -+++a( T]ZZ]eW\U 9WZZgma HS`TSQb HOQ-EO\ OQVWSdS[S\b( 9WZZg EWbQVSZZma ObbS\bW]\

shifted towards Donkey Kong. Billy Mitchell, being very talented, had already proven himself

one of the most capable players in the world, and continued that trend. On May 22, 2004, I

personally watched Billy Mitchell get a notable Donkey Kong high score of 933,900 at the

Midwest Classic Gaming Expo, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. In June, 2005, at Funspot, I watched

the video of Billy Mitchell achieving a Donkey Kong score of 1,047,200. During this time, Billy
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Mitchell made it very clear that this taped score was for entertainment purposes only, not for

submission, as he only submits live world records. However, I chose to input the score for The

King of Kongma S\bS`bOW\[S\b ^c`^]aSa( Pcb [ORS ac`S bVS aQ]`S eOa `S[]dSR T`][ bVS RObOPOaS

after the event was over.1 More or less, I find some of the arguments against this score very

disturbing. Specifically, the actual video tape of Billy's gameplay that is being used as the primary

evidence was supplied by someone who has openly expressed disdain for Billy, and has a track

record of attempting to ruin Billy's reputation. Twin Galaxies has tried to ignore this issue by

claiming that an independent copy supplied to them originates from me, which is the copy they

are using for their evidence. However, these copies they are using are DVDs in digital format, and

I only operated with VHS tapes, so these alleged copies are absolutely not from me. Moreover,

beyond not being submitted, people tend to target this score, as it has the least support of his

scores. Such assertions are very troubling, because a blind eye is turned to the overwhelming

evidence elsewhere.

In 2007, with the premier of The King of Kong approaching, Billy Mitchell notified me he had

begun preparations to attempt to retake the Donkey Kong world record. Billy and I expressed

RSaW`S b] Od]WR bVS aO[S \SUObWdWbg bVOb eOa ac``]c\RW\U JbSdS NWSPSma Donkey Kong score

1 Regarding the statement that Billy Mitchell didn't submit his tape for verification to Twin Galaxies. At the
time that Billy Mitchell's tape of his 1,047,200 point score on Donkey Kong was taken down by Robert
Mruczek, Billy was fine with the score not being recognized by Twin Galaxies. As the months wore on, I
witnessed Billy vacillate between "approving" O\R jRWaO^^`]dW\Uk ]T bVS aQ]`Sma `S[]dOZ. His vacillations
were greatly caused by the huge psychological pressure that the King of Kong movie were putting on him,
me, and others. The score remained unrecognized for about 240 days while Steve Wiebe continued to enjoy
recognition on the scoreboard. I recall numerous times that Billy actually would advise us not to recognize
the score, while there were different times that Billy did inquire about the score being reinstated. However,
never once, as well as I can remember, did he take cation to get it reinstated. Billy Mitchell categorically
denies Robert Mruczek's assertion that Billy sent him the videotapes via mail. I believe that Billy's
inference that he never submitted the tape for verification has truth, because I believe his assertion that he
never mailed Mruczek the videotape. I hope this explains the genesis of this.
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submissions. We wanted to take any actions necessary to make the record's validity

unquestionable. As a result, we contacted the Senior Engineer at Nintendo, Wayne Shirk. In direct

Q]\dS`aObW]\( A O``O\USR T]` 9WZZg EWbQVSZZma UO[S P]O`R hardware (PCB) to be verified as

OcbVS\bWQ Pg FW\bS\R]ma VWUVSab S\UW\SS`W\U OcbV]`Wbg* A\ bVWa ^`]QSaa( A RW`SQbSR bVS OQbW]\a bOYS\

to ensure security. I did this by excluding Billy Mitchell from the verification process, as the

board traveled from Senior Engineer Wayne Shirk to the Florida Mortgage Brokers (event hosts)

RW`SQbZg( \SdS` Ob O\g ^]W\b b]cQVW\U 9WZZg EWbQVSZZma VO\Ra* DOabZg( bVS E]`bUOUS 9`]YS`a Z]QYSR

the game board inside the machine to ensure zero possibility of tampering. There was simply no

room for this record to be illegitimate.

At the subsequent event, Billy Mitchell managed to achieve a Donkey Kong world record of

1,050,200. This record experienced live adjudication by my own staff, the Mortgage Brokers staff,

and numerous witnesses. The tape was not the method of adjudication, as asserted by Twin

Galaxies. After the performance, we arranged for Senior Engineer Wayne Shirk to reverify the

VO`ReO`Sma ZSUWbW[OQg b] S\ac`S Wb `S[OW\SR ]`WUW\OZ bV`]cUV]cb bVS ^S`T]`[O\QS* NOg\S JVW`Y

c]\TW`[SR bVS VO`ReO`Sma `SbS\bW]\ ]T ZSUWbW[OQg( O\R `Sbc`\SR Wb* KVWa W\T]`[ObW]\ O\R

accompanying evidence was available to Twin Galaxies owner and chief investigator Jace Hall,

who in totally negative spirits, maliciously disregarded all of it, even when it was presented by me

and others. It is hard for me to believe that Twin Galaxies or Guinness World Records would

think that hundreds of people could have participated in conspiring to fake this world record. It

would not only have taken my own staff, the Florida Mortgage Brokers staff, and the witnesses

eV] eS`S ^`SaS\b( Pcb SdS\ bVS JS\W]` =\UW\SS` Ob FW\bS\R]( eV] dS`WTWSR bVS VO`ReO`Sma
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legitimacy. The idea that this record was somehow faked simply is not possible with the

circumstances in which it occurred. This information is reflected in my affidavits in Billy

EWbQVSZZma SdWRS\QS ^OQYOUS*

In 2010, Billy Mitchell achieved a Donkey Kong world record of 1,062,800. Although I was

not present, I know that numerous members of Twin Galaxies staff and third parties were present.

A OZa] Y\]e bVOb 9WZZg EWbQVSZZma <]\YSg C]\U [OQVW\S eOa ^`]dWRSR Pg O\ ]TTWQWOZ RWab`WPcb]`(

who is only licensed to work with original arcade hardware. Furthermore, the affidavits show that

9WZZg EWbQVSZZma [OQVW\S eOa dS`WTWSd by several technicians, and that many witnesses saw him

achieve this score. In contrast, Twin Galaxies, to this day, does not even retain of copy of this

performance. However, they stripped it even though there was no evidence to support that

decision. I, personally, encourage Guinness World Records to evaluate the testimony associated to

bVWa aQ]`S( Oa Wb W\RWa^cbOPZg aV]ea bVS ZSUWbW[OQg ]T 9WZZgma <]\YSg C]\U `SQ]`Ra Oa O eV]ZS*

Throughout this process, some of the most trusted arcade experts have shared words about the

plausibility of the claims made against Billy Mitchell. One of them being Todd Tuckey, a notable

dinosaur in the arcade industry, who I personally trust. Tuckey, like others, pointed out a glaring

WaacS eWbV KeW\ ?OZOfWSam OaaS`bW]\a* NVOb KeW\ ?OZOfWSa OaaS`ba OP]cb 9WZZg EWbQVSZZma aQ]`S Wa

aW[^Zg \]b ^]aaWPZS* KVS`S VOa \SdS`( O\R \SdS` eWZZ PS( O\ jS[cZObW]\ P]O`Rk bVOb ^ZcUa W\b] O

Donkey Kong machine. There is no emulation hardware that plugs into original Donkey

C]\U [OQVW\Sa* Abma aW[^Zg W[^]aaWPZS T]` O\gbVW\U Pcb ZSUWbW[ObS VO`ReO`S b] VOdS PSS\ W\aWRS

9WZZg EWbQVSZZma [OQVW\S* KVWa W\T]`[ObW]\( OZ]\U eWbV bVS ^`]QSaaSa bOYS\ b] S\ac`S ZSUWbW[OQg W\

9WZZgma aQ]`Sa RSPc\Ya bVS OZZSUObW]\a [ORS Pg KeW\ ?OZOfWSa* What they claim, that somehow,

a][SeOg( a][SbVW\U ]bVS` bVO\ O\ c\[]RWTWSR H;9 eOa ^`SaS\b T]` 9WZZgma UO[Sa( Wa \]b

possible.
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Plus, the entire gaming hobby of the golden age, especially including my staff of

knowledgeable referees, will step forward to testify that no altered game hardware was ever

available for players to use for cheating. And, they will also confirm that Billy Mitchell did,

indeed, have the skillset to attain all his scores without trickery or cheating. All the top players of

that era agree that is fundamentally a baseless idea that a top player would take the dangerous

steps of trying to fabricate a score through cheating when it is so much EASIER to actually

achieve the score through their own inherent skill.

Now that I have finished bVS `SdWSe ]T 9WZZg EWbQVSZZma OQVWSdS[S\ba( A e]cZR ZWYS b] a^SOY

OP]cb [g ]PaS`dObW]\a ]T KeW\ ?OZOfWSam W\dSabWUObW]\ W\b] 9WZZg EWbQVSZZma aQ]`Sa*

1. Lack of Unbiased Third-Party Researcher.

Despite claims of objectivity, the third-party researcher for Twin Galaxies was Chris Gleed, a

devoted TG member who was publicly hostile against Billy throughout the entire examination. He

was among the loudest voices denouncing Billy in the public forums while claiming unbiased

objectivity in his analysis of Billy's gameplay. Also, Gleed is a long-time member and supporter

of the party who originally made the defamatory statements against Mitchell, Donkey Kong

>]`c[* @OZZ RSQWRSR b] QV]]aS O [S[PS` ]T EWbQVSZZma ORdS`aO`g U`]c^ b] PS O\ jc\PWOaSR bVW`R

^O`bg*k @S was unfairly pre-biased against Billy and I believe that this bias had colored his

decisions.

2. Making it Difficult to Testify.

Twin Galaxies demanded information pertaining to this inquiry should be published in a "Dispute

Thread" which was under Twin Galaxies' control. This "Dispute Thread" was placed in the Twin
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Galaxies Forums -- an environment that was "howling" for Billy's blood and anyone who posted a

statement that was even vaguely in support of Billy was attacked and publicly humiliated.

3. No Chain of Custody

Upon the current administrations reception, they failed to safeguard any of the past world record

^S`T]`[O\QSa T]` bVSW` O`QVWdSa* 8a O `SacZb( 9WZZg EWbQVSZZma ]`WUW\OZ bO^SR UO[S ^S`T]`[O\QSa

were illegally taken by a man who used to own and operate a website called

fuckbillymitchell.com* KVWa [O\ eOa bVS a]c`QS ]T 9WZZgma ^S`T]`[O\QSa caSR Oa bVSW` SdWRS\QS(

and there is serious evidence to suggest it is not fully honest. Also, many pieces of irrefutable

evidence were lost that would support the legitimacy of Billy's achievements. For example, for

9WZZg EWbQVSZZma ,(+0+(-++ <]\YSg C]\U aQ]`S( bVS ^`]QSaa ]T aSQc`W\U bVS UO[S P]O`R VO`ReO`S

in the Donkey Kong machine was videotaped. The process of it being removed was also

videotaped. This evidence, which was provided to Twin Galaxies, was lost. However, if there was

[]`S `Sa^]\aWPWZWbg T`][ bVS[( Wb e]cZRmdS ^`]dS\ bVS b`cbV ]T 9WZZg EWbQVSZZma W\\]QS\QS*

>c`bVS`[]`S( KeW\ ?OZOfWSa Wa OZa] W\ ^]aaSaaW]\ ]T 9WZZg EWbQVSZZma HS`TSQb HOQ-Man tapes.

However, they refuse to supply them, a further sign they are trying to eliminate Billy

EWbQVSZZma SdWRS\QS*

4. Biased Conduct

During the Twin Galaxies investigation, I had one phone conversation with Jace Hall. In this

^V]\S QOZZ( @OZZma PWOaSR O\R \SUObWdS \Obc`S b]eO`R 9WZZg EWbQVSZZ eOa dS`g Q]\QS`\W\U* Eg

statements based on my knowledge expressed in this letter were disregarded, and he moved

forward with no regard for any information that didn't automatically paint Billy as guilty.
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Meanwhile, he apparently accepted witness testimony from former referees to help legitimize

9WZZgma bO^S T`][ bVS _cSabW]\OPZS a]c`QS* A TW\R Wb unexplainable that my testimony as the founder

and former owner is disregarded, while others, specifically the ones against Billy, are embraced.

5. Unjust Sentencing.

Around 2007, I was faced with a decision. Steve Wiebe used an inappropriate PCB Board, a

Double Donkey Kong Board, when submitting a Donkey Kong high score. When we discovered

this, we didn't throw him out of the gaming hobby. Instead we made a temporary category and

recognized his score until he displaced it with a higher score attained with a normal, approved

board. We were kind and respectful towards Steve Wiebe despite the fact he knowingly didn't

follow the rules correctly. Somehow, Twin Galaxies has lost the original vision that was

established, a community that uplifts people and creates a culture that brings people together in

trust and supportive friendship. Billy's sentencing was the harshest imaginable, a video game

version of a public execution. This is not something that I would have allowed to happen during

my years.

My final thought is: "Why did this happen to Billy and no one else?"

Because it was a marketing opportunity for TG, and Billy is big enough to warrant treatment like

this. Because of his influence, Twin Galaxies grabbed the opportunity to create a worldwide

drama that promoted their brand name and drove traffic through their web site.

Lastly, I would like to notify Guinness World Records of something significant. I would like

b] _c]bS bVSW` a^]YSa^S`a]\ma e]`Ra b] MO`WSbg EOUOhW\S5
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jKVS ?cW\\Saa N]`ZR ISQ]`Ra bWbZSa `SZObW\U b] E`* EWbQVSZZma VWUVSab aQ]`Sa ]\ l<]\YSg

C]\Um VOdS OZZ PSen disqualified due to Twin Galaxies being our source of verification for

bVSaS OQVWSdS[S\ba*k jNS OZa] `SQ]U\WhS `SQ]`Ra T]` TW`ab ^S`TSQb aQ]`S ]\ lHOQ-EO\m O\R

@WUVSab aQ]`S ]\ lHOQ-EO\(%k bVS a^]YSa^S`a]\ ORRSR* jKeW\ ?OZOfWSa eOa bVS ]`WUW\OZ

source of verification for these record titles and in line with their decision to remove all of

E`* EWbQVSZZma `SQ]`Ra T`][ bVSW` agabS[( eS VOdS RWa_cOZWTWSR E`* EWbQVSZZ Oa bVS V]ZRS`

of these two records. Guinness World Records will look to update and find the appropriate

V]ZRS` ]T bVSaS `SQ]`Ra W\ bVS \Sfb TSe ROga*k

I would like to remind Guinness World Records that I, not the current Twin Galaxies

OR[W\Wab`ObW]\( O[ bVS ]`WUW\OZ dS`WTWQObW]\ a]c`QS ]T OZZ ]T 9WZZg EWbQVSZZma e]`ZR `SQ]`Ra(

including Donkey Kong and Pac-Man. Since this is Guinness World Records' grounds for

removing these scores, I, as the real original adjudication source and partner of 36 years, hope

9WZZg EWbQVSZZma OQVWSdS[S\ba O\R U]]R \O[S eWZZ PS `Sab]`SR ]\ bVWa POaWa*

I request that Guinness World Records retract the statements made against Billy Mitchell.

Furthermore, in a potential retraction, I ask that Guinness World Records restore all of his

records, specifically mentioning his four most significant ones: First Perfect Score on Pac-Man,

Highest Score on Pac-Man, First Kill-Screen on Donkey Kong, First Million-Point Game on

Donkey Kong.

From Guinness World Records, I have always expected the highest level of integrity and

historical accuracy, not attempts to support rewriting history, which is what Twin Galaxies has

deliberately attempted in the Billy Mitchell incident. I sincerely hope Billy Mitchell receives the
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retraction and restoration he deserves. This letter and the affidavits provided to Billy Mitchell is

my testimony, and it will be my testimony if this must go further.

Sincerely,

Walter Day
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April 22, 2019

I, Thomas Fisher, was employed by Funspot from 1994 to 2002 as the Assistant 
Operations Manager. On July 3rd. 1999 I was acting as Floor Manager (responsible for the 
whole property).

When I came on shift I was told the game had been moved to a corner and roped off. 
Billy was on the game and playing. During my shift, my patrol of the building was such that I 
would pass by Billy every twenty to thirty minutes. I was radioed by a floor attendant, that Billy 
was almost up to the first ‘isplit-screen.', I went to the game and watched him finish. 1 and other 
patrons congratulated him, and I took pictures with his camera.

I hereby certify that his Perfect Game on PacMan was fair and honest. Funspot certified 
that it was an original PacMan arcade game with the original chip.

1 have held my current position for 14 years, in 2016 I was selected as Innkeeper of the 
Year for the whole state of New I lampshire. Prior, I was at one time a Navigator on nuclear 
powered subs, and held a permanent Top Secret clearance.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of New Hampshire that the foregoing is 
true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

tA
Thomas Fisher

Cardigan Lodge 

Alexandria. NH
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Corey Sawyer Statement

I, Corey Sawyer, attest to the following:

1. In July, 1999, in Laconia, New Hampshire, at the location of Funspot, I witnessed 
Billy Mitchell achieve a Perfect Pac-man score of 3,333,360.

2. This score was performed on Funspot sown legitimate arcade machine, and was 
witnessed by others as well.

3. I was present for the majority of the run, only briefly stepping away to get food and 
come back. I was also present at the beginningof the run, through thefirstfew failed 
attempts, and well into what became his final, successful run. At no time was the 
machine swapped out or altered in anyway while I was present at the machine.

4. I remember that he taught me patterns while working on his first attempt that lea to 
me being able to achieve my first 50k score that I had not previously been able to 
even come close to accomplishing

I declare under penalty of perjury underthe laws of the states of New Hampshire and 
California that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

1 ^
Corey yer
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Ken Sweet Statement

I, Ken Sweet, attest to the following:

1. I worked in the game industry from the early 1990s, and until the mid-2000s. Throughout 
most of those years, my responsibilities included maintaining arcade games, promoting 
contests and competitive gaming at many different events and venues. I also performed 
journalistic activities such as press releases and interviews. I was also a Twin Galaxies 
employee. The majority of my time was spent at Funspot in Laconia, New Hampshire, as a 
manager.

2. During my management time at Funspot, I came to know Billy Mitchell, Walter day, and Twin 
Galaxies very well.

3. Funspot quickly became the primary travel location in the nation for players to play and 
compete for high scores, including world records, as all of our games were put on 
tournament settings in preparation for world record attempts.

4. I personally set up a lot of the games and ensured they we’re on the correct settings.

5. In the summer of 1999, a number of players traveled to Funspot to play on tournament 
settings in an effort to achieve a perfect score on Pacman. An announcement came that 
Billy Mitchell would be traveling to Funspot on the 4th of July weekend and that he would 

achieve a perfect score on Pac-man. Billy contacted us at Fun Spot, asking us to check the 
quality of the controls on Pacman. we did exactly that, and once again verified the Pac-Man 
cabinet had original hardware, and was on tournament settings.

6. Other players had attempted this before, and after Billy, none we're so cautious and 
particular, as Funspot was well known for being meticulous with these details. The game 
was in a secured area to protect Billy from the crowd, and was videotaped on a tripod over 
Billy’s shoulder, along with present referees, media, and hundreds of witnesses, as this was 
the busiest weekend of the year in the world's largest arcade.

7. Myself, Tina Gephart, and the floorwalkers were overwhelmed by the challenge of 
controlling the crowd. I was not there the exact moment the perfect score was achieved, 
however I was there before and after.

8. Although this may have been the biggest event at Funspot regarding world records, there 

have been dozens, perhaps hundreds of records, and record attempts that have taken place 

at Fun Spot. All games we're always checked for proper settings and proper hardware to 
ensure all the rules we're followed, and this Perfect Pac-man was no exception; this event 
was scrutinized to an even greater degree because of Billy's directives. I've known Billy for 
years, I have observed in, and refereed events, and many of those included Billy.
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9. As I stated before, following the fourth of July weekend, players continued to travel to 

Funspot after Billy’s performance, continuing their own quest for a perfect score as well. 
Those players achieved their perfect scores on the exact same machine, with the exact 
same settings, and with the exact same observation and verification. Nothing that happened 

on that Pacman machine could ever be brought into question, and none of the world record 

attempts, as we are speaking of thousands, could ever be questioned either. All these 

scores, all these games, face the same integrity, and the same scrutiny. I would be insulted 

if Billy was held or questioned in a manner that hundreds were not, because I participated in 

mostly all of them, and this is a false attack on my character as well.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the state of California and Florida 

that the foregoing/is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

n
Keri Sweet

m IZ 2019
Date
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I, Randy Lawton, attest to the following:

1. lam the game and service technician at Funspot and have been employed in this 
capacity for decades, including July of 1999.

2. I am extremely familiar with video games at Funspot including the Pac Man machine.
The Pac Man machine here at Fun Spot has always been an original, authentic machine. 
At no time has any machine, including Pac Man, been anything but original hardware.

3. We have never permitted the use of MAME for Pac Man or any other machine at
Funspot. I was well aware and prepared for Billy's perfect score attempt, and although I 
was not there at the moment the score was achieved, I became aware of it immediately 
after, along with the rest of the staff.

4. I remember the weekend Billy was here and the Pac Man machine was the same
machine and hardware used on prior and subsequent attempts at a perfect score. The 
operation of the machines was uneventful and usual that particular weekend.

5. I am extremely confident in my testimony regarding Pac Man. The machine is, to this 
day, still operating with original hardware.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the state of California and New Hampshire 
that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

Randy Lawton

^/Ai/zy
Date
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Funspot Press Release U July 1999.1
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The Weirs Times Press Release U July 1999
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Official Pac-man Museum

In 2018, after the Twin Galaxies and Guinness World Records statements, BANDI-

NAMCO, the successor to NAMCO (creators of Pac-man), posted the following plaque in the

official Pac-man museum. It very much worth noting that NAMCO, the creators of the game,

>I@ JMECEI>G >@FP@E?>OJMN JB /EGGT 6EO?DAGGVN 9AMBA?O 9>?-man record.
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Todd Rogers Declaration

I, Todd Rogers, declare that:

1. I am an individual over the age of 18 and I make this declaration on factual information

surrounding the Billy Mitchell high-score dispute. I make this declaration based on facts known

to me personally to be true, and if called as a witness to testify to them, I would do so.

2. My name is Todd Rogers, and I am a former Twin Galaxies referee who handled on-site

]LYPMPJH[PVU MVY 3PSS` ?P[JOLSSaZ ($','$)'' WVPU[ HUK ($'-)$/'' WVPU[ 5VURL` =VUN ^VYSK

records. I refereed these records alongside Kimberly Mahoney, another former Twin Galaxies

referee. This declaration sets forth my testimony around these records.

1,050,200 Testimony

3. In June, 2007, as Twin Galaxies Chief Referee, I was contacted by Walter Day and asked to

referee an event in Orlando, Florida& EOL L]LU[ ^HZ 3PSS` ?P[JOLSSaZ 5VURL` =VUN ^VYSK YLJVYK

attempt at the Florida Association of Mortgage Brokers Convention. I decided to handle this

routine event, along with Twin Galaxies referee Kimberly Mahoney, because it was a little more

than an hour from my home.

4. The convention occurred within the Rosen Shingle Creek Hotel and Resort in Orlando, Florida,

and the game setup sat in the center of a very large convention room. The monitor and recording

equipment rested above the Donkey Kong machine, and there was a constant presence of

attendees and Mortgage Brokers staff throughout the event. The were other games and activities

in the convention room as well.
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5. 2Z [OL NHTL WYVNYLZZLK$ ; SVNNLK LHJO ZJVYL VY KLH[O H[ [OL LUK VM LHJO IVHYK [V YLJVYK 3PSS`aZ

progress in detail. For reasons of his own, Billy purposely ended his game early. When he

achieved the score, which was 1,050,200 points, Mortgage Brokers staff and convention

attendees were present. People congratulated Billy, and phone calls to Walter Day confirmed the

achievement.

6. This was an original Nintendo Donkey Kong Arcade machine as I have known since 1981. The

gameplay was recorded via direct feed in an effort to create a higher quality viewing experience.

The machine was padlocked throughout the entire performance, and it remained so after we left

the venue. After the event, I was told that the local GameStop manager assisted the Mortgage

Brokers in retrieving the PCB for post-record verification with the Senior Engineer at Nintendo.

1,062,800 Testimony

7. In late July of 2010, I contacted Pete Bouvier, the new owner of Twin Galaxies, and told him

that I would be coming to South Florida to do some personal shopping. I wanted to spend time

with him, as we had in the past. As my plans came to fruition, it became obvious that I would be

visiting Pete during a time that he and Billy Mitchell were involved in an event at Boomers

Arcade. During my visit, Pete aUK ; ^LU[ [V 3VVTLYZ& FL ]LYPMPLK [OL 5VURL` =VUN THJOPULaZ

settings and the recording set-up. The back of the game, with the recording equipment, was

purposefully left open during the entire event for complete transparency and to facilitate the

adjudication process.

8. Kimberly Mahoney was present as a third member of Twin Galaxies staff. Originally, I was

under the impression that Pete Bouvier would officiate the world record attempt. However, he

delegated the responsibility to myself and Kimberly Mahoney, deciding to go about his daily
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business during the weekend while making frequent visits to the venue to check on the situation.

The venue was well attended by many people as it was a summer weekend. In addition to the

game recording, there was a tripod recording a view of the overall area. After many failed

attempts, Billy eventually had a very strong game in progress, garnering the attention of the

many patrons, employees, and friends at the venue. When the game finished, Billy achieved the

score of 1,062,800. I was present, as was Pete Bouvier, Kimberly Mahoney, Boomers

management, and many others, whose names I do not recall.

9. After a brief celebration, phone calls, and communications with key figures, we collectively sat

down in Boomers to eat dinner. BiSS`aZ PUP[PHS WSHU ^HZ [V ZL[ [OL [^V ^VYSK YLJVYKZ PU VUL

weekend, and his intention was to attempt the Donkey Kong Jr record the next day. However, it

was relatively early, and with some prodding, I convinced him to at least attempt the Donkey

Kong Jr record that night, because he insisted that the Donkey Kong Jr record would be easier to

achieve than the Donkey Kong record.

10. It was only after a couple of initial starts that he gained momentum on the game. Later in the

game, Billy was confident, so he asked me to contact Pete Bouvier to ask him to return to

Boomers, because his home was within a few miles of the Boomers location. I contacted Pete via

[OL WOVUL YLNHYKPUN 3PSS`aZ 5VURL` =VUN <Y WLYMVYTHUJL HUK YLZ\S[Z& EOL ZJVYL [OH[ 3PSS`

reached on Donkey Kong Jr was 1,270,000. Many of the same individuals that witnessed the

Donkey Kong record were present to witness the record achieved on Donkey Kong Jr. There

were also countless number of patrons present at Boomers during the time that both scores were

achieved.
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11. As with the Donkey Kong scores, there was the same celebratory atmosphere after the Donkey

Kong Jr record, and more Boomers staff were in attendance. We were invited to eat at the snack

bar, and afterwards we returned to the area where the game was located to retrieve our

belongings. We collected all our belongings and left for the evening. I spoke with Pete again the

next day and went over the Donkey Kong Jr details of the prior evening

12. Having done hundreds of score verifications, and with my experience and position at Twin

Galaxies, I am able to attest that these records were very routine score adjudications witnessed

closely by Twin Galaxies personnel and third-parties, such as the Mortgage Brokers staff,

Boomers Arcade staff, arcade technicians, and many casual attendees. Notably, I was not the

only Twin Galaxies referee in attendance, as Kimberly Mahoney was also present for these

records. Billy, for his own purposes, videotaped all the gameplay, and at the 1,062,800 record,

Billy included a camera that was filming the area where the game was located. However, the

current Twin Galaxies administration lost all of this evidence.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is

true and correct. Executed on this date, October 20, 2019.

___________________
Todd Rogers
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Kimberly Mahoney Declaration

I, Kimberly Mahoney, declare that:

1. I am an individual over the age of 18 and I make this declaration on factual information

surrounding the Billy Mitchell high-score dispute. I make this declaration based on facts known

to me personally to be true, and if called as a witness to testify to them, I would do so.

2. My name is Kimberly Mahoney. I worked as a Twin Galaxies referee from about 2003 to 2012.1

joined Walter Day’s administration in 2003, and I left the company under the Adler-Knucklez

administration in 2012. Over this period, I adjudicated numerous records on behalf of the

company, most of which were live on-site adjudications. Two of these on-site adjudications were

Billy Mitchell’s 1,050,200 point and 1,062,800 point Donkey Kong records. I observed the

videotape of Billy’s 1,047,200 point Donkey Kong record in June, 2005; however, I had no role

in this verification, and Brian Kuh called it an “entertainment purposes only” videotape, and said

it was “not for submission.”

3. On the weekend of July 13,2007 to July 15,2007,1 attended the Florida Association of

Mortgage Brokers Convention in Orlando, Florida. I attended on the request of the Twin

Galaxies owner Walter Day, who asked myself and Todd Rogers to perform live on-site

verification for Billy Mitchell’s Donkey Kong world record attempt. At die event, Billy played in

the center of the convention floor. The Mortgage Brokers staff set-up the machine themselves.

and Billy was not granted access inside the machine during the event There wras no opportunity'

for anyone to tamper with the machine’s integrity at any point
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4. On Saturday, July 14.2007, Billy achieved a Donkey Kong score of 1,050,200 points. As the 

assigned referee, I personally confirm that the machine was a legitimate Donkey Kong arcade

machine with original unmodified hardware. There was no emulation (i.e. MAME) used, and 

there were not even any computers in the area. I also confirm that the Mortgage Brokers staff

were present for the achievement

5. On July 31,2010, at Boomers Arcade in Ft Lauderdale, Florida, Billy achieved a Donkey Kong 

score of 1,062,800 points. Then, later on, Billy achieved a Donkey Kong Jr score of 1,270,000 

points. These two scores occurred on a legitimate Donkey Kong machine with original

unmodified hardware, and there was no emulation of any kind in use. I also remember a camera

mounted on a tripod overlooking the room. During this event the Donkey Kong machine did not

possess a backdoor, and therefore everyone within the arcade could view the machine’s inner

hardware. In addition, I remember the ger of Boomers Arcade, Joe Tortorella, from thismana

event, because he gave me tokens to entertain myself in my free time.

6. Despite my role as the former Twin Galaxies employee who performed on-site verification for

these records. Twin Galaxies never interviewed me during its investigation. In addition, upon 

adjudicating these records, Todd Rogers and I filled out official Twin Galaxies declarations

which recorded our testimony about Billy’s achievements. This was the standard for all live

adjudications. Therefore, Twin Galaxies should possess my original declarations already.

I declare under penalty of peijury under the laws of the Stales of California and Florida that the

foregoing is true and correct

? 30 ZOtfyma.
(tmoneyKimberly N- Date
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Sheila Kiniry Statement

1, Sheila Kiniry, attest to the following:

1. On or about, October 2006, the Florida Association of Mortgage Brokers began to plan 
our July 2007 convention. It was an 80’s themed convention, and as a result, one of the 
targeted guests we wanted to feature was Billy Mitchell. Having lived in South Florida 
my whole life, and being very familiar with Billy Mitchell and his accomplishments, I 
took the delegation of reaching out to him in effort to secure his participation. At first, 
Billy did not respond to the offer, after which he eventually declined it. In late January, 
Billy Mitchell agreed to the offer, and was scheduled to participate in the event in July.

2. From the beginning, Billy Mitchell notified us that he would be making a record attempt 
at the event. Along with Billy, I was contacted by Walter Day and informed that a game 
board would be shipped directly to the venue, addressed to me, from Nintendo, and a 
local Gamestop manager would be meeting me to install the board. The board was 
received and held by the hotel security. The Gamestop manager arrived, and as per 
Walter Day’s instructions, installed the board in the game cabinet, verified the settings, 
and recording equipment, pack-locked the machine closed with a master lock, and left 
with the key. The Gamestop manager did not return with the key until a few days after 
the event was concluded.

3. During the event, Billy played in a very large convention room, and interacted with and 
performed in front of thousands of people, myself included.

4. Throughout the event, and certainly during all important moments, I was within a few 
feet watching the activities. When the score was achieved, there was a lot of 
congratulations, hand-shakes, and appreciations. Along with myself and other members 
of the FMBA, there were two Twin Galaxies scoreboard referee’s present. After Billy 
was finished with the gameplay as a whole, the machine was put back into a secured 
location in the hotel.

5. At the end of the weekend, the Gamestop manager returned, opened the cabinet, removed 
the game board, and I had the responsibility of shipping the board back to Nintendo, 
where I was told they would recertify its authenticity. The installation and removal of the 
board was all videotaped and mailed to Twin Galaxies.

6. I am still a member of the FMBA, and many of the members I worked with are still 
active members now. All of this information is very available very public, and quite 
memorable.
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I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the state of California and Florida that the 
foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

Sheila Kiniry

Q</ rU r'ir/'i 
Date
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Richard Mallion Statement

I, Richard Mallion, attest to the following:

1. In July of 2007 I attended the Florida Association of Mortgage Brokers Convention in 
Orlando, Florida.

2. The convention was a 1980’s-themed event, and Billy Mitchell was invited to play video 
games. I found this of great interest, having grown up during the age of arcade video 
games.

3. During the event, Billy played in a very large convention room, and interacted with and 
performed for the entire convention. I did not watch the entire performance, but rather 
circulated around the convention and would pass by Billy's booth at various points to ask 
the referees about his progress.

4. At different points, as I passed by the game, Billy garnered more and more attention as it 
was said he was approaching his target score. As his score increased, I, along with many 
other attendees, watched Billy's score reach beyond one million points. Moments later, I 
saw him achieve his targeted score, although I do not recall the exact number. Everyone 
was excited, and the atmosphere was celebratory.

5. I remember shaking his hand and congratulating him as many other people did, as well.

1 declare'ly' 
foregoihg/i

ty of perjury under the law's of the state of California and Florida that the 
^correct to the best of my knowledge.

Richard Mallion

J I?- 1^1
Date
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Enzo Cclani Statement

I, Enzo Celani, attest to the following:

1. I have been in video game operations and distribution since 1983.1 am the local distributor in 
the South Florida area for Brady Distributing.

2. In July 2010,1 was asked to provide a Donkey Kong machine for a high score event at 
Boomers. The machine I had available was owned by myself, and had been in both my 
distribution warehouse and in my home for quite some time.

3. I never by law or contract deal with anything other than authentic hardware from games or 
game manufacturers. I do not deal with anything that’s non-licensed, this includes 60 in 1 
games, emulators, or anything of that nature. I have first-hand knowledge of the Donkey 
Kong in question and agreed to loan it for the event at Boomers.

4. Matt Furgal picked up the Donkey Kong machine at the distributorship, and later relumed it 
after the event. The machine returned in the same condition that it was loaned out. I was out 
of towm during that weekend and therefore was not at the event, although I remember the 
circumstances outlined here very well, and confirm the authenticity of the hardware provided 
for the event.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the state of California and Florida that the 
foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

--------- ^
Enzq/Celani 

Pij f)$ ZDfl
Date
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Mall Furgal Statement

I, Matt Furgal, attest to the following:

1. I have worked in the video game industry for more than 20 years. Much of my work is route 
operation pick up delivery, minor repairs, and diagnosis of arcade game cabinets.

2. I am extremely familiar with Donkey Kong cabinets, 60 in 1 cabinets, and anniversary
cabinets. I am very familiar with the boards that go in them, and the connectors that facilitate 
those boards. This is relevant because Nintendo hardware has unique connectors to other 
cabinets including emulation cabinets.

3. In July 2010, Robert Childs asked me to pick up a Donkey Kong cabinet at the local 
distributorship, and to deliver it to Boomers for a high score event. I picked the game up, 
delivered to Boomers, met with management, and placed it in the designated area. I 
proceeded to hook up the machine to see to it that it was working well. I also checked the 
settings on the game to see to it that they were the correct factory settings Twin Galaxies 
rules outline. I did this responsibility with the Boomer’s technician and management present.

4. Throughout the event, I frequently visited the situation to have reassurance that everything 
was operating correctly. The game situation, and its authenticity were consistent with what I 
delivered to Boomers days prior. During those visits, I saw Bill Mitchell, Robert Childs, Jack 
Becker, Boomer’s management and staff, and I was introduced to Twin Galaxies personnel, 
one of which was an older gentleman introduced as the owner.

5. During a visit, in the late afternoon, I witnessed the final stages of the Donkey Kong high 
score.

6. Following the conclusion of the world record game, celebrations, handshakes, hugs, and 
congratulations ensued, which I remember well.

7. After the event, I picked up the machine from Boomers, and the machine was as I delivered
it.

8. I am very knowledgeable about video games, coin-op games, authentic hardware, and 60 in 
Fs. I confirm that the machine delivered and used at the event was an authentic Donkey 
Kong machine. I also confinn the achievement, as 1 was present the moment it occurred.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the state of California and Florida that the 
foregoing is true an^ correct to itye best of my knowledge.

7 //W'V

Matt Furgal / (

i 3
Date
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Joe Tortorella Statement

I, Joe Tortorella, attest to the following:

1. I was the manager at Boomers from 2000 to 2015. Any special and unique events held at 
Boomers went through me.

2. In July 2010,1 was contacted in regards to a Billy Mitchell world record attempt. However, 
we did not have a Donkey Kong machine, so a machine from a local distributer was brought 
to Boomers for the event. The machine was delivered by Matt, who brought it from Enzo of 
Brady Distributing.

3. I, personally, directed placement of the game in Boomers. When placement was made, my 
staff and I verified the working condition of the machine, its settings, camera, and necessary 
recording equipment. Throughout my career, I’ve become very familiar with coin-op games, 
as I've been a technician for them. I personally trained most of my staff of technicians 
throughout those years.

4. It was easy to identify this as an authentic Donkey Kong machine based on the physical 
hardware inside the cabinet. During the performance, the backdoor of the machine was off, 
and all the internal hardware was viewable for anyone to check.

5. I was present the moment Billy Mitchell achieved the Donkey Kong score, and personally 
remember the celebrations.

6. Over that weekend, my staff and I regularly checked the integrity of the area during
celebratory moments, such as high scores, along with small crowds that would witness the 
perfonnance.

7. The machine remained at Boomers until Matt returned to retrieve it.

8. This event was witnessed by hundreds of customers, who viewed the event in curiosity.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the state of California and Florida that the 
foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

JoePortorelia

y 9
Date
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6/18/2020 A statement from Guinness World Records: Billy Mitchell | Guinness World Records

https://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/news/2020/6/a-statement-from-guinness-world-records-billy-mitchell-621053 1212/1414
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In the light of compelling new evidence received by Guinness World Records, the Records Management Team has unanimously decided to reverse decisions made in
April 2018 in regards to videogame high scores achieved by Billy Mitchell between 1982 and 2010.
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6/18/2020 A statement from Guinness World Records: Billy Mitchell | Guinness World Records

https://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/news/2020/6/a-statement-from-guinness-world-records-billy-mitchell-621053 1313/1414

As of 10 June 2020, the following historical records for the arcade platform have been reinstated:

3 July 1999 - First Perfect Score on PAC-Man – 3,333,360 Points
7 November 1982 – Highest score on Donkey Kong – 874,300 Points
4 June 2005 – Highest score on Donkey Kong – 1,047,200 Points
14 July 2007 – Highest score on Donkey Kong – 1,050,200 Points
31 July 2010 – Highest score on Donkey Kong – 1,062,800 Points

This reinstatement also re-recognizes Mr Mitchell as the first gamer to reach the kill screen on Donkey Kong (7 November 1982) and first gamer to score 1 million points
on Donkey Kong (4 June 2005).

Guinness World Records is always open to accepting new evidence for historical achievements, and to reviewing new and existing evidence for disputed titles.

In this case, a re-examination of the records in question and the emergence of key eyewitness and expert testimonials led to a reversal of earlier disqualifications and the
reinstating of Mr Mitchell’s original records. The records archive has been updated accordingly to reflect this.
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EXHIBIT 19 ? Nintendo Verification Brief

In January 2007, Billy Mitchell planned to attempt a world record on the arcade game

[Donkey Kong\ at the Florida Association of Mortgage Brokers Convention. Twin Galaxies

outlined that to accept 9ISCHEKK]R QECNQD& IS QEPTIQED- *% NM-site referee verification and 2)

hardware verification from the Senior Engineer at Nintendo, Mr. Wayne Shirk. Mitchell

complied with the Twin Galaxies demands, allowing Shirk to verify the PCB before and after

9ISCHEKK]R QECNQD. Lastly, Twin Galaxies independently facilitated the verification, excusing

Mitchell from the verification process to further ensure security. Twin Galaxies utilized

independent third-parties to facilitate the verification, such as the Florida Association of

Mortgage Brokers. The following provides an outline of the hardware verification events:
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2

Throughout the process, the HAQDVAQE $[PCB\ Z Printed Circuit Board) never entered

9ISCHEKK]R ONRRERRINM, as Twin Galaxies, Shirk, and the Florida Association of Mortgage Brokers

handled the process separately. Former Twin Galaxies owner, Walter Day, confirms these facts

in his sworn declaration (See Exhibit 1), and the Florida association of Mortgage Brokers do so

as well (See Exhibit 11 and Exhibit 10). In addition to the declarations of Day and the Florida

Association of Mortgage Brokers, Mitchell also retains physical evidence of box in which Shirk

returned the hardware at the end of the verification process. The box possesses the UPS shipping

label with the associated tracking number and the account number of Nintendo of America (See

Exhibit 14).
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Exhibit 20: Chain of Custody Brief

Twin Galaxies ]`de eYV TYRZ_ `W Tfde`Uj `gVc R]] `W 8Z]]j DZeTYV]]od gZUV`eRaVU h`c]U

records, including Pac-man and Donkey Kong. Today, it retains alleged copies `W DZeTYV]]od

videotapes provided by Mr. Dwayne Richard OR other individuals who fail to recall the source

of the alleged copy. Mr. Mitchell originally gave Twin Galaxies six videotapes, one for each of

his records (listed from newest to oldest): 1,062,800 points, 1,050,200 points, and 1,047,200

points, and the Perfect Pac-Man (3 videotapes).

For the 1,062,800 point record, Twin Galaxies never even found an alleged copy of the

videotape. 7d R cVdf]e& Ze _VgVc Z_gVdeZXReVU DZeTYV]]od +&*0,&2** a`Z_e h`c]U cVT`cU( ;fcZ_X eYV

Twin Galaxies investigation, Jason Hall explained that, mLV]], d`^VhYVcV Z_ eYV h`c]U eYVcVod R

gZUV`eRaV& Sfe hV U`_oe YRgV Ze& TR__ è WZ_U Ze& _` `_V TR_ XVe Ze e` fd(n1 However, it alleges that

the 1,050,200 point and 1,047,200 point videotapes in its possession represent copies of

DZeTYV]]od `cZXZ_R] gZdeotape. It never located the original videotapes themselves.

In February 2018, Twin Galaxies initiated its investigation against Mitchell without

custody of any videotapes. As a result, it contacted Mr. Dwayne Richard, requesting he mail the

alleged tapes in his possession. The Twin Galaxies investigator, Jason Hall, acknowledges

Richard as the source of the alleged copies (See Exhibit A). However, as set forth herein,

Richard possesses a historical animosity for Mitchell, and Richard historically expressed

intentions to defame Mitchell. Therefore, this brief sets forth the evidence that Richard altered

DZeTYV]]od gZUV`eRaVd e` WR]dZWj eYV RaaVRcR_TV eYRe DZeTYV]] TYVReVU(

1 See: https://youtu.be/Iirf4_jiX0Y?t=2565
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Exhibit A

Evidence of Falsification

First, HZTYRcU YZde`cZTR]]j ViacVddVU YZd cVeV_eZ`_ `W R a]R_ e` meR\V U`h_n DZeTYV]]( @_ R_

email to Mr. Robert Childs on 6 November 2011, Richard stated ml@ YRgV R ^RdeVc a]R_ e` eR\V

him down there are so much on him he will be finished j`f h`_oe SV]ZVgV hYReod X`Z_X e`

YRaaV_l [Sic] (Exhibit B).n
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Exhibit B

Second, Richard also sought out assistance to sabotage Mitchell. In another email, Mr.

Richard requested contact information of 9YZ]Udo V^a]`jVV e` m^R\V R dT`cV `_ O;`_\Vj

Kong];n also, Richard stated that he was learning to modify hardware (Exhibit C).

Exhibit C

Also, two separate times, Mr. HZTYRcU d`fXYe RddZdeR_TV Wc`^ Dc( HZTYRcU KRgcV_TV e` mWR\V R

D7D< dT`cVn $Exhibit D).
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Exhibit D

Forensic evidence of tampering exists on the videotapes in Twin Galaxies custody. On

Dc( DZeTYV]]od R]]VXVU +&*/*&,** gZUV`eRaV& eYV ]`RU-screen at 711,400 points retains an
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inexplicably excessive number of frames. Rather than the correct eight frames, it possesses 24

frames, creating a split-second pause on the tape. This issue occurs nowhere else on Mr.

DZeTYV]]od alleged performances, and Twin Galaxies provided no explanation for this evidence.

This phenomenon obviously demonstrates an editing error by Mr. Richard or anyone assisting

him.2

Moreover, Dc( DZeTYV]]od R]]VXVU +&*/*&,** gZUV`tape in Twin Galaxies custody displays

a gray border (Exhibit E). The border points to the use of editing software.

Exhibit E

2 See: https://youtu.be/Iirf4_jiX0Y?t=12575
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General Rebuttals

From the outset of its investigation, Twin Galaxies disregarded the problems with its lost

chain of custody with the following claims:

1) The tapes match The King of Kong: A Fistful of Quarters

2) Other alleged copies from unaffiliated sources match the videotapes in its possession.

3) Referees confirm these are the tapes viewed at the time of adjudication.

JhZ_ >R]RiZVdo claims against Mitchell rests in the load-screens of the alleged tapes, and it

claims that the tapes are unaltered because they match the footage in The King of Kong: A Fistful

of Quarters $JYV mDocumentaryn%( However, let there be no confusion, the documentary does

not display any load-screens. Rather, it displays anything but load-screens. This claim operates

on the assumption that because the actual gameplay matches, that the load-screens match as well,

which is an uncorroborated claim without evidence. Furthermore, to falsify DZeTYV]]od gZUV`eRaV&

only the load-screens require alteration to bypass the footage in The King of Kong: A Fistful of

Quarters. This is not an insurmountable task, because only a few frames exist within each load-

screen.

Also, Twin Galaxies argues that it possesses copies from numerous independent third-parties,

which all match the videotapes from Richard. However, it presents zero evidence to support this

claim or any other. Therefore, as a result of the Anti-IC7GG ^`eZ`_od _RefcV& UVWVcV_TV X`Vd e`

eYV a]RZ_eZWWod T`f_eVc-argument that the videotapes do not represent his performances.

Lastly, the Twin Galaxies investigator, Jason Hall, commonly cites the testimony of former

Twin Galaxies referees to support his chain of custody issues. This testimony solely occurs

through Robert Mruczek, who is a non-credible witness with personal animosity for Mitchell.
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Mruczek routinely fabricates lies about Mitchell, launching personally motivated attacks on

Mitchell through the Twin Galaxies forums. Regardless, it remains difficult to consider any

referee testimony, because the load-screens occur too quickly for the human eye. Also, if the

load-screens were indeed unaltered and a referee inspected them, these accusations against

Mitchell would have surfaced 10 years ago.
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CUHHOK @GQKSGT 9^VKXZ <GSKVRG_ 5TGR_YOY

A_ TGSK OY CUHKXZ 5RGT @GQKSGT >>' GTJ > ]GY HXU[MNZ OT GY G 8UTQK_ ?UTM K^VKXZ ZU

GTGR_`K ZNK GXM[SKTZY GMGOTYZ 6ORR_ AOZINKRRcY GRRKMKJR_ aY[YVOIOU[Y MGSKVRG_b' GTJ aK^IKYYO\K

R[IQb OT NOY +'*.1',**' GTJ +'*/*',** ]UXRJ XKIUXJ MGSKY)

> NG\K HKKT VRG_OTM ZNK MGSK 8UTQK_ ?UTM YOTIK KGXR_ ,*+,' GTJ IUTZOT[K ZU VRG_ ZNK

MGSK LUX NOMN YIUXKY' GTJ GZ RO\K K\KTZY) > NG\K GZZKTJKJ ZNK 8UTQK_ ?UTM FUXRJ

7NGSVOUTYNOVY K\KX_ _KGX' ]OZN ZNK K^IKVZOUT UL ZNK dXYZ) > GS GRYU ZNK ]OTTKX UL ZNK /ZN GTJ 0ZN

8UTQK_ ?UTM FUXRJ 7NGSVOUTYNOVY) 6KZ]KKT DKVZKSHKX ,*+. ZU AGXIN ,*+3' > NG\K NKRJ ZNK

8UTQK_ ?UTM GXIGJK ]UXRJ XKIUXJ G ZUZGR UL KOMNZ ZOSKY' GTJ UTIK ZUUQ OZ HGIQ YO^ NU[XY GLZKX

RUYOTM ZNK ZOZRK)

>T ZNK ZNXKGJY' GTJ OT JGOR_ IUT\KXYGZOUT LXUS VRG_KXY UT 8UTQK_ ?UTM ;UX[S' ZNK_

YZGZKJ ZNGZ 6ORR_ AOZINKRRcY MGSKVRG_ ]GY ZUU aXKIQRKYYb ZU dTOYN G L[RR MGSK) ENK_ GZZXOH[ZKJ

ZNUYK YZGZKSKTZY ZU YZXGZKMOKY 6ORR_ ]GY [YOTM J[XOTM ZNGZ ZOSK) ENK_ GRYU SGJK IRGOSY ZNGZ ZNK

R[IQ XKW[OXKJ ZU [YK ZNUYK YZXGZKMOKY OT G L[RR MGSK ]U[RJ HK ZUU NOMN' GTJ YG\K YZGZKY ]U[RJ

HK TKKJKJ ZU GINOK\K ZNKYK YIUXKY) > JKIOJKJ ZU YZ[J_ HUZN UL 6ORR_cY ZGVKY LUX YK\KXGR NU[XY

UTK JG_' GTJ MKZ G LKKR LUX NU] NK ]GY [YOTM ZNKYK YZXGZKMOKY OT NOY MGSKY) > K\KT ]KTZ GY LGX

GY IU[TZOTM NU] SGT_ ZOSKY KGIN YZXGZKM_ ]GY [YKJ' GTJ VRG_KJ OT GT GZZKSVZ ZU XKVROIGZK ZNK

YZXGZKMOKY' ZU YKK OL OZ IU[RJ HK JUTK)

ENK a6ORR_ DZXGZb

8[XOTM 6ORR_cY +'*.1',** GTJ +'*/*',** MGSKY' NK ]U[RJ IROSH [V ZU ZNK ZNOXJ MOXJKX UT

HGXXKR HUGXJY ZU P[SV HGXXKRY' HKLUXK IROSHOTM HGIQ JU]T ZU MXGH ZNK HUZZUS NGSSKX) ENOY

YZXGZKM_ NGY HKKT TGSKJ aENK 6ORR_ DZXGZb' YOTIK 6ORR_ ]GY ZNK UTR_ UTK ]NU [YKJ ZNGZ YZXGZKM_

OT L[RR MGSKY) ENGZ ]GY ZNK SUYZ XKIQRKYY UL ZNK YZXGZKMOKY 6ORR_ ]GY [YOTM' GTJ YUSK YGOJ OZ

]GY ZUU XOYQ_ ZU HK [YKJ IUTYOYZKTZR_) BT 5VXOR ,+YZ' ,*+3' > JKIOJKJ ZU GZZKSVZ G L[RR MGSK

[YOTM ZNK a6ORR_ DZXGZ'b GRUTM ]OZN G IU[VRK UZNKX YZXGZKMOKY [YKJ OT ZNK +'*.1',** MGSK) 5Z

;[TYVUZ 5XIGJK' > VRG_KJ UT ZNKOX 8UTQK_ ?UTM GXIGJK SGINOTK' ]NORK 6ORR_' GTJ G LK] UZNKXY
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]GZINKJ) 5Z ZNK YZGXZ UL RK\KR /' > GZZKSVZKJ ZU [YK ZNGZ YZXGZKM_ UT K\KX_ HGXXKR HUGXJ4 NKXK OY

]NGZ > LU[TJ)

>T G L[RR MGSK' > Y[IIKYYL[RR_ [YKJ aENK 6ORR_ DZXGZb G ZUZGR UL .- ZOSKY ZNXU[MNU[Z ZNK

KTZOXK MGSK' GTJ JOJ TUZ NG\K G YOTMRK JKGZN GY G XKY[RZ) > Y[IIKYYL[RR_ P[SVKJ 1. ZUZGR HGXXKRY

UT ZNK -XJ MOXJKX' HKLUXK IROSHOTM HGIQ JU]T ZU MXGH ZNK HUZZUS NGSSKX) ENK .- ZOSKY > [YKJ

ZNGZ YZXGZKM_ ]GY GIZ[GRR_ SUXK ZNGT HUZN ZNK +'*.1',** GTJ +'*/*',** MGSKY IUSHOTKJ' GTJ

ZNK 1. HGXXKRY > P[SVKJ ]GY IRUYK ZU ZNK 11 HGXXKRY 6ORR_ P[SVKJ OT NOY +'*.1',** MGSK) 9\KT

ZNU[MN > JOKJ UT RK\KR .' ]NKXK G XKYZGXZ UL ZNK MGSK ]U[RJ [Y[GRR_ HK JUTK' > YZORR VRG_KJ U[Z G

L[RR MGSK ]OZN ZNOY YZXGZKM_' GTJ K\KT NGJ G YVGXK SGT MUOTM OTZU ZNK RGYZ YZGMK) > K\KT GJJKJ

ZNK YZXGZKM_ UL MXGHHOTM ZNK V[XYK UT XO\KZ HUGXJY GZ ZNK YZGXZ UL ZNK YZGMK' GTJ JOJTcZ NG\K G

JKGZN GY G XKY[RZ UL ZNGZ KOZNKX) ENOY MGSK ]GY Y[IIKYYL[RR_ IUSVRKZKJ UT S_ ZNOXJ GZZKSVZ UL

ZNGZ JG_) > IGT KGYOR_ IUTIR[JK ZNGZ G L[RR MGSK [YOTM ZNUYK YZXGZKMOKY IGT HK Y[IIKYYL[RR_

dTOYNKJ ]OZNOT G YNUXZ ZOSK LXGSK)

a9^IKYYO\K @[IQb

ENK TK^Z GXM[SKTZ > GTGR_`KJ ]GY ZNK aGYZXUTUSOIGR R[IQb ZNK 8UTQK_ ?UTM ;UX[S

IUSS[TOZ_ VUOTZKJ U[Z OT 6ORR_cY +'*/*',** MGSK) ENK_ GTGR_`KJ NU] SGT_ VUOTZY LXUS HR[K

YSGYNKY 6ORR_ ZUZGRKJ IUSVGXKJ ZU ZNK XKYZ UL NOY YIUXK) ENK_ GRYU IU[TZKJ NU] SGT_ HR[K

YSGYNKY UT KGIN YIXKKT' GTJ NOY ZUZGR G\KXGMK VKX HR[K YSGYN) DOTIK 6ORR_ ]GY YVKIOdIGRR_

MUOTM LUX HR[K YSGYNKY OT NOY +'*/*',** MGSK' > JKIOJKJ ZU YKK OL > IU[RJ UTIK GMGOT XKVROIGZK

NOY MGSKVRG_ GZ ;[TYVUZ) ENOY OY ]NGZ > LU[TJ ]OZNOT G LK] NU[XY)

BT 5VXOR ,0ZN' UT S_ YKIUTJ GZZKSVZ' > ]GY GHRK ZU YIUXK +'*3/'0** YVKIOdIGRR_ MUOTM

LUX HR[K YSGYNKY' GTJ K\KT YGIXOdIKJ G YVGXK SGT UT RK\KR ,+(/' P[YZ ROQK 6ORR_ JOJ UT RK\KR ,+(+

OT NOY MGSK) 6ORR_cY VGIK OT NOY MGSK ]GY XU[MNR_ ++'*** VUOTZY NOMNKX ZNGT SOTK' ]NOIN ]GY

SGOTR_ GZZXOH[ZKJ ZU 6ORR_ NG\OTM G NOMNKX YIUXK GLZKX RK\KR .) ENK VGIK LUX RK\KRY GTJ G\KXGMKY

LUX KGIN YIXKKT ]KXK XKRGZO\KR_ ZNK YGSK) EU SGQK ZNK YIUXKY GY IRUYK ZU GII[XGZK GY > IU[RJ

]OZNOT G IU[VRK IXKJOZY' > ZUUQ S_ RK\KR ,+(/ YGIXOdIK' GTJ GVVROKJ OZ ZU ZNK HKMOTTOTM YIUXK UL

RK\KR ,+(+' GY OL > YGIXOdIKJ ZNK YVGXK SGT' GTJ QORRKJ ZNK MGSK U& UT RK\KR ,+(+) A_ YIUXK ]GY
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RKYY ZNGT +*'*** VUOTZY RU]KX ZNGT 6ORR_cY GZ ZNGZ VUOTZ' ]NOIN ]GY SGOTR_ LXUS HKOTM HKNOTJ GZ

ZNK KTJ UL RK\KR .) > ZGRROKJ [V GRR ZNK HR[K YSGYNKY' GTJ IUSVGXKJ ZU ZNK T[SHKXY ZNGZ ]KXK UT

8UTQK_ ?UTM ;UX[S OT ZNK JOYV[ZK ZNXKGJ)

> NGJ G ZUZGR UL -/0 HR[K YSGYNKY GLZKX ZNK RK\KR ,+(+ YGIXOdIK' GTJ 6ORR_ NGJ -2*

GIIUXJOTM ZU 8UTQK_ ?UTM ;UX[S) B[X YSGYNKY UT ZNK VOK HUGXJY ]KXK GRSUYZ OJKTZOIGR' H[Z >

YZORR NGJ Z]U RKYY YSGYNKY ZNGT 6ORR_) BT ZNK HGXXKR HUGXJY' > NGJ IRUYK ZU TU dXKHGRR YSGYNKY

]OZN ZNK ZUV NGSSKX' ]NOIN K^VRGOTY ]N_ > NGJ LK]KX HR[K YSGYNKY UT HGXXKR HUGXJY) ENK XO\KZ

HUGXJ OY ZNK UTR_ XKGR HOM JO&KXKTIK HKZ]KKT U[X MGSKY' H[Z 6ORR_ ]GY SUXK GMMXKYYO\K ]OZN NOY

YSGYNKY UT ZNK RKLZ YOJK) DOTIK ZNOY ]GY UTR_ S_ ,TJ IXKJOZ' > GS VUYOZO\K > ]U[RJ HK GHRK ZU

SGZIN ZNKYK YSGYNKY ]OZN SUXK GZZKSVZY)

ENK SGOT GXM[SKTZ > XKGRR_ ZXOKJ ZU XKYKGXIN ]GY ZNK VKXIKTZGMK ZU GIZ[GR YIUXK ZNGZ ZNK

8UTQK_ ?UTM LUX[S ]GY [YOTM GMGOTYZ 6ORR_) ENK_ IRGOSKJ ZNGZ ZNK GSU[TZ UL VUOTZY LXUS HR[K

YSGYNKY ]GY ZUU NOMN IUSVGXKJ ZU NOY GIZ[GR YIUXK) A_ ZUZGR YIUXK LUX ZNK MGSK GLZKX ZNK RK\KR

,+(+ YGI ]GY +'*.+'0**' GTJ +1.'1** VUOTZY UL ZNGZ ]GY LXUS HR[K YSGYNKY) A_ VKXIKTZGMK UL

HR[K YSGYNKY ZU ZUZGR YIUXK ]GY +0)3-&' ]NOIN OY \KX_ IUSVGXGHRK ZU 6ORR_cY +1)1& OT NOY

+'*/*',** MGSK)

7UTIR[YOUT

6GYKJ UT S_ dTJOTMY' ]OZNOT d\K ZUZGR IXKJOZY UL MGSKVRG_' > NG\K LU[TJ ZNGZ 6ORR_cY

aK^IKYYO\K R[IQb ]GY TUZ K^IKYYO\K GZ GRR) E]U UL ZNUYK d\K IXKJOZY ]KXK TKGX XKVXUJ[IZOUTY UL

HUZN 6ORR_cY +'*.1',**' GTJ +'*/*',** MGSKY) 6ORR_cY aY[YVOIOU[Y MGSKVRG_b' GTJ aXKIQRKYY

YZXGZKMOKYb JOJ TUZ YKKS ZU MU GMGOTYZ SK OT Y[IN G YSGRR ZOSKLXGSK) ENGZ OY HGYKJ UT ZNK LGIZ

ZNGZ 6ORR_ [TJKXYZUUJ NU] ZU [YK ZNKYK YZXGZKMOKY ]OZN NOY QTU]RKJMK UL dXKHGRR HKNG\OUX) 5RR >

NGJ ZU JU ]GY IRUYKR_ YZ[J_ NOY MGSKVRG_' GTJ [YK S_ QTU]RKJMK ZU XKVXUJ[IK NOY YZXGZKMOKY

HGYKJ UT ]NGZ ZNK dXKHGRRY ]KXK JUOTM) 6ORR_ NGJ HKKT VRG_OTM ZNK MGSK LUX Z]KTZ_ _KGXY

J[XOTM ZNKYK MGSKY' GTJ > NG\K P[YZ YZGXZKJ dM[XOTM U[Z YUSK UL ZNOY QTU]RKJMK GLZKX VRG_OTM

LUX YK\KT _KGXY)
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EXHIBIT 23
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Exhibit 23: Robert Mruczek Personal Animosity Examples

Example 1:

Example 2: After Guinness World Records reinstated Billy MitchellLs records, Robert Mruczek
posted the following comment to Facebook.
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Example 3: .@ (&')$ 1H<@ -3>3I<7D C757<G76 E;7 8A>>AH<@9 5A?B>3<@E 34AFE /CF5K7=LD B7CDA@3>

conduct on the website, using it as a platform to attack Billy Mitchell through the mockery of
religion.
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Exhibit 24: Former Twin Galaxies Wolff Marrow Personal Animosity

Significantly more evidence of MarrowBs personal animosity exists within the Twin

Galaxies @Dispute Thread.A
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Girder Finger Brief

During the Twin Galaxies investigation, an artifact of Donkey Kong load-screens was

(Figure 1). accusers claimed this artifact only

occurred on emulation, and utilized it in an attempt to argue the specific version of emulation

used by Mitchell.

After weeks of accusations, it was discovered that the available versions of MAME

which produced the girder finger did not exist at the time of 1,047,200 point Donkey

Kong record.

earliest appearance of the girder finger) released in 2007. Therefore, Twin Galaxies

custody footage could not be legitimate, because it was impossible for Mitchell to use something

not created at that time (Figure 2, Figure 3).

Figure 1. Picture showing the girder finger in a yellow box. MAME versions .116 to .121
produce the girder finger at default settings, while version .115 and earlier does not.
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Figure 3. Screenshot from the official MAME website showing that MAME version .116 was not created
until June 10, 2007.
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and these versions of MAME were

not invented until 2007, the Twin Galaxies videotapes seemed irrefutabley

falsified. However, as shown herein, Twin Galaxies refused to acknowledge these facts and

created frivolous arguments to continue its investigation against Mitchell.

Counter-Arguments:

To form a rebuttal, Twin Galaxies investigator Jace Hall instructed his community to tamper

with MAME emulation in order (Figure 4 & Figure 8).

Following the post, his community provided two counter-arguments, which tamper with

older versions of MAME to force the girder finger to appear. We underline force, because it does

Figure 4. Twin Galaxies Dispute Thread post #1893. Mr. Hall asks participants to produce the
girder finger in versions of MAME that existed at the time of the performance.
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not occur naturally. The arguments are as follows: change the refresh rate from 60Hz to 60.6Hz

or reset the CPU0 to 99%. However, these arguments provide frivoulous explanations, which

conflict with all other evidence.

Former Twin Galaxies community member Wes Copeland provided the first possibility,

stating to change the refresh rate from 60Hz to 60.6Hz (Figure 5).

Copeland provided his alleged reasoning that Mitchell would commit this action by

claiming therefore Mitchell matched the arcade

refresh rate on MAME to fake evidence of a legitimate arcade performance. However, Copeland

deliberately lied. The arcade machine uses a 60Hz refresh rate, not 60.6Hz (Figure 6), therefore

no reason exists for Mitchel to commit this action.
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Furthermore, the Donkey Kong arcade machine utilizes a 60Hz refresh rate, so even if

one desired to falsify evidence, they would change it to 60Hz, not 60.6Hz. In this event, the

girder finger would NOT appear.

conflicts with all witness testimony. In all testimony, witnesses

unanimously recollect Mr. Mit used hardware, not a computer.

claim requires a computer.

Figure 6. Screenshot of 1987 manual about the Sanyo Monitor via Mikes Arcade,
stating the refresh rate as 60Hz, not 60.6Hz.
See: http://mikesarcade.com/cgi-bin/store.pl
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The second counter-argument provides a weaker solution due to its obscurity. The

method forces the girder finger by resetting the CPU0 to 99%. Mr. Hall requested his community

to perform this function, so the argument directly originates from him (Figure 7).

The argument states,

game, so these tapes are not altered Twin Galaxies possesses no evidence to support this

argument. The argument provides a mere possibility, an obscure and unjustified possibility. The

CPU0 change provides no advantage for the player, so it retains no logical support.

Lastly, again, all witness testimony conflicts with this argument. The argument is unique

to a computer. Although the CPU0 has hardware equivalents, specifically the Z80 processer,

clocking the Z80 to 99% does not render the same result. All testimony surrounding Mr.

Figure 7. After dispute participants failed to reproduce the girder finger, Mr. Hall explains
how to tamper with MAME to force the girder finger appear.
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records unanimously testify to the use hardware. The games were not played on a

computer. This simply fact totally disqualifies this argument.

After the debacle, Mr. Hall responded by changing his argument and ignoring the

, circumvented the aforementioned

facts, and continued the investigation to drive his own beneficial agenda. Over the phone, Mr.

perfectly: ely manipulated in

Amended: 2/23/2019

In 2018, Testing captured the girder finger from a Donkey Kong Arcade machine. The

frame displays a partial recreation of the girder finger phenomena on a Donkey Kong Arcade

machine (Figure 8).
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The picture provides a partial recreation of the phenomena, proving the possibility of it.

This evidence infers that the girder finger can occur from the output of legitimate Donkey Kong

hardware. Therefore, either the phenomena occurred on legitimate hardware, or the Twin

Galax -ground.
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1

Dean Wenzel Declaration

I, Dean Wenzel, declare that:

1. I am an individual over the age of 18 and I make this declaration on factual information

surrounding the Billy Mitchell high-score dispute. I make this declaration based on facts known

to me personally to be true, and if called as a witness to testify to them, I would do so.

2.

with Wes Copeland via Facebook Messenger on or about April, 8, 2018. Copeland is a Twin

Galaxies community member in opposition to Mitchell, and Twin Galaxies supposedly

contracted Copeland for work at some point.

3. In my conversation with Copeland, he provided me inside information around the Twin Galaxies

investigation, specifically his conversations with the Twin Galaxies owner and investigator,

Jason Hall. In our conversation, Copeland told me that [with emphasis in bold]:

Hall

[Jason] is going to do. He asked me a very interesting question in my recent convo with

this. [Jason] has been pretending to be impartial for the last month, including

during that 4-hour + [Facebook] livestream. He made up his mind a long time ago

4. I attached the conversation displaying this quote as Exhibit A.

5. Shortly after this conversation, Copeland deleted his Facebook account. As a result, the exchange

in Exhibit A shows an

Copeland prior to deletion.
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I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the

foregoing is true and correct.

DUiyWi 16/6/2020

Dean W enzel Date
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Billy Mitchell Jace Hall Completely laughable Jace. I never said 
my dad never played those games. They were live in front of an 
audience of people. Since, you’re so up to date and want to cite 
the king of kong. you should know that 1.047m was live also, 
however people decided to skew history for a movie You 
completely dodged the question. HOW do you know those are 
the same performances because you don't have any original 
tapes Anything you claim to make it the acutal game originates 
from evidence you say you'd like to ignore word of mouth If you 
accept word of mouth from TG refs. I hope you accept all the 
other sworn statements. The completely incompetence of TG to 
lose the original tapes is abolsutefy insane Whether you want to 
say it or not, these tapes ongmate from someone who has 
proved that he's willing to go to the ends of the Earth to defame 
my dad. Like I said, you can't find the ongmal tapes, but seem to 
be absolutely joyful to accept the word of mouth of TG refs

Like Reply ly o
t*y Jace Hall Only one set of tapes originate from DWayne. We 

have a duplicate in separate digital copy that never touched 
Dwayne's hands Both of these copies match each other even 
though they have had nothing to do with each other. I m not sure 
if you understand that.

Lastly it is very easy to watch the 1047 tape and watch the king 
of Kong and it's DVD extras and match the performances That’s 
how you can personally know that the 1047 performances we 
have are exactly your dad s.

We posted the 1047 digital copy to the dispute thread so you 
can look at it for yourself and compare. There is no question that 
video is authentic.

Like Reply iy

•4-y Jace Hall We also have the internal twin galaxies distribution 
email to see which referees got valid copies of your dad's 
performances for adjudication of not only his performance but 
also Steve Weibes and cross referenced the sources so we 
know that what v/e have is correct 
Additionally, referees have confirmed that these are the 
performances that they viewed at the time of adjudication.

Like Reply ly
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The Color Brief

Background

Although nobody knows the exact capture set-

performances, we do know some of the equipment involved. The most unique piece, and hence

easy to remember, is the two-bit converter. The two-bit converter allowed for the creation of

direct capture to a monitor. Mitchell bought the device in 2003 to create a quality viewing

experience. In February, 2018, Twin Galaxies investigator Jace Hall ordered two of these

Lastly,

throughout the investigation, Twin Galaxies fabricated the perception that Mitchell reported his

specific capture set-up to them (however, it presented no evidence for the claim). However, that

claim is patently false and possess no supporting evidence.

Evidence

On March 30, 2018, Twin Galaxies released an article updating their findings in the Billy

Mitchell investigation. In summary

their technical claims against Mitchell.

Although other things are briefly mentioned, the primary accusation asserted that a two-bit

convertor could not output color to the VCR. Also, on a phone call, Twin Galaxies investigator

Jace Hall claimed that they

Moreover, as stated in the article, Twin Galaxies investigator Chris Gleed echoed these findings.

in the article,
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TWO-BIT converter has indicated that it does not output a standard NTSC signal.
In fact, the signal is so non-standard, that many devices will not recognize it fully
and only output a BLACK AND WHITE or SEMI-MONOCHROMATIC display
when they receive it. Only extremely forgiving devices seem to have any chance
of interpreting the full signal. We have confirmed this behavior with
@YesAffinity (Chris Gleed) who has been performing 3rd party confirmation
work with the other TWO-BIT converter we purchased and sent to him. We have
yet to find any VHS recorder that will recognize the signal properly and record it
in full and proper color. Every VHS recorder records it in black and white. The
only thing we have found that can correct the signal are some (not all) analog-to-
digital conversion technologies, but using them to signal stabilize would then
break the specific analog chain required to produce a VHS recording according
the claimed recording method. All testing is currently showing that it may not be
possible to create a recording that looks like Billy Mitchell's using an original
arcade machine, a TWO-BIT converter 1

Here is an example of the color Hall mentions:

https://www.twingalaxies.com/feed_details.php/875/twin-galaxies-explores-capturing-
equipment-used-in-billy-mitchell-score

Figure 1. Screenshot of the Carlos Pineiro Video referenced on the

Equipment used in Billy Mitchell Score.
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Here is an example of the color a Donkey Kong Arcade machine produces:

From here, it became obvious Twin Galaxies planned weaponize this evidence against

Mitchell. They planned

s

Donkey Kong arcade machine. However, these claims would be debunked in less than 24 hours.

After receiving the phone call from Jace Hall, Neil Hernandez suggested the solution to

produce color, which was simply replacing the two- resistors and capacitors. This

resulted in the two-bit converter producing color to a 95% match of Mitchell

What Hall and his technicians failed to do for over a month had been easily done in a few hours.

-bit convertor.

The following figure displays a two-bit convertor successfully producing color to an analog

VCR.
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Final Comments

The events in this document portray many points. Most importantly, Hall and Twin

Galaxies are incorrect in their technical claim. Hall was so confident that Twin Galaxies released

an entire article dedicated to this point, but Hernandez quickly disproved his claim.

alleged tapes, and convicted him solely on that point. However, trial and error tests do not prove

impossibility, which Hall claims. Thomas Edison, the developer of the light bulb, achieved

electrocution through tests of trial and error. Edison reportedly made 1,000 unsuccessful

attempts. However, no matter how many attempts failed, Edison continued, and eventually

succeeded, because no amount of failures in trial and error tests proved that electrocution was
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-like

transitions do not prove impossibility.

Update: 3/1/2019

Background

Emulators, like MAME, possess recent technology from newer hardware or computers.

Due to this, a direct feed recording of MAME would always produce color. Moreover, other

emulators would also always produce color. Also, emulators like MAME or bootlegs would not

require a two-bit converter for direct feed.

Evidence

In the color argument, Twin Galaxies overlooked evidence

1,062,800 performance. In the Twin Galaxies article Twin Galaxies Explores Capturing

Equipment used in Billy Mitchell Score, Hall asserts that a two-bit converter fails to produce

the proper color of a Donkey Kong arcade machine, and later on provides an example of the

failure with a video (Figure 4).
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Referencing the findings from earlier, the color produced in the image above occurs due

to dry resistors and We refer to the color as

peach-like -

(Figures 5-

6). This color output can only occur through a legitimate arcade machine.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-LRptUQwFE&t=482s
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Figure 5 and 6. External Camera recording of Billy Mitchell's 1,062,800 performance from 
the International Video Game Hall of Fame announcement in 2010. The performance 
exhibits the same peach-like color exhibited in Carlos Pineiro's testing of a two-bit 
converter and Donkey Kong Arcade Machine.
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Carlos Pineiro Statement

1, Carlos Pineiro, attest to the following:

1. During the Billy Mitchell dispute, I walked into Robert Child's showroom and offered to 

provide any knowledge I possessed about the controversy.

2. During this, I did not receive any type of compensation for my work, as I did it in my spare 

time, which was not much. As such, I did not represent Billy Mitchell in the dispute, and my 

research was not being done on his behalf. 1 was simply providing any knowledge I 

possessed about the issues.

3. After reviewing the evidence, I cannot conclude that Billy Mitchell did play, or did not play 

on an original unmodified Donkey Kong PCB. 1 cannot confirm what platfoim the game was 

played on. To me, this is inconclusive. I never saw Billy play the games, and with the entire 

body of evidence against the technical assertions, I believe there is too much doubt.

4. The basis of the dispute was one question: “did Billy Mitchell play on arcade, or did he not?** 

Scientific evidence alone cannot answer that question, especially considering the non- 

scientific evidence and the chain of custody issues. Twin Galaxies position should not be 

anything more than inconclusive.

5. Moreover, I assert that the strength Twin Galaxies* evidence did not justify the attempt to 

strip all of his records and his 35 year legacy, and I maintained that position long before thi* 

retraction.

1 declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the states of California and Florida that tbc 

foregoing is true and cgnect to the best of my knowledge.

Carlos Pineiro %•

rltlom >>f '

> * v V My Comrww GG 21«0W 
v aso*20?-Date
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Guinness Book of World Records
45 W. 45th St. New York, NY 10036

Re: In re: Billy Mitchell
Our File No.:

Dear Sirs and Madam:

The following sets forth Billy Mitchell's official demand for retraction by Guinness 
World Records and Twin Galaxies for their defamatory statements made against him.

On April 12th, 2018, Twin Galaxies issued defamatory statements against Billy 
Mitchell’s video game records and legacy, claiming he cheated to achieve his Donkey Kong 
scores. Specifically, Twin Galaxies stated that he did not achieve his scores on original,
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unmodified hardware.1 Twin Galaxies then stripped Mr. Mitchell of all his records and 
achievements. Twin Galaxies followed its statement (10 hours later) with articles such as “5 
Impressive and Legitimate Feats Involving Video Games.”2 This article, which heavily stressed 
that the records discussed were legitimate achievements, started by reallocating Mitchell’s most 
famous achievement, “The Perfect Pac-man,” implying that Mitchell cheated to achieve it. 
Moreover, Twin Galaxies never clarified that Mitchell did not cheat to achieve this record.

The following day, April 13th, 2018, Guinness World Records followed suit, stating to
Variety:

"The Guinness World Records titles relating to Mr. Mitchell’s highest 
scores on ‘Donkey Kong’ have all been disqualified due to Twin Galaxies 
being our source of verification for these achievements.” “We also 
recognize records for first perfect score on ‘Pac-Man’ and Highest score 
on ‘Pac-Man,'” the spokesperson added. “Twin Galaxies was the original 
source of verification for these record titles and in line with their decision 
to remove all of Mr. Mitchell’s records from their system, we have 
disqualified Mr. Mitchell as the holder of these two records. Guinness 
World Records will look to update and find the appropriate holder of these 
records in the next few days.3

Notably, Guinness World Records then published its 2019 Gamer’s Edition Book (see 
Figure 1). Titled “THE RECORDS THAT NEVER WERE,” Guinness World Records 
specifically cites the disqualification of Billy Mitchell’s “highest score on PAC-Man and the first 
perfect score on PAC-Man.” Following that, Guinness stated that Mitchell’s “submitted scores 
were obtained while using MAME.” In this statement, not only did Guinness World Records 
assert that Mitchell’s records, specifically his Pac-man records, “NEVER WERE,” but its use of 
the generalized phrase, “submitted scores,” also asserted that all his achievements were obtained 
while using MAME. These statements are factually false.

i https://www.twingalaxies.com/feed details.php/1047/billv-mitchells-donkev-kong-and-all-other- 
records-removed
2 https://www.twingalaxies.com/feed details.php/1053/setting-records-five-impressive-feats-ffom-the- 
world-of-video-games
3 https://varietv.com/2018/gaming/news/billv-mitchell-pac-man-world-record-1202752594/
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Figure 1. Guinness World Records statement in their 2019 Gamer’s

It is important to note that Guinness World Records never conducted an investigation into 
Billy Mitchell’s Pac-Man records. As a matter of fact, there is no evidence to support Guinness 
World Records’ assertion that Mitchell’s Pac-Man scores “NEVER WERE,” or were “obtained 
while using MAME.” Lastly, there is certainly no evidence to support the claim that all his 
“submitted scores,” from 1982 to 2018, were achieved while using MAME. This is especially 
ridiculous considering MAME was created in 1997, and the majority of Mitchell’s scores occur 
in the 1980’s.

In addition, Walter Day, founder and owner of Twin Galaxies from 1981 to 2014, stands 
behind Billy Mitchell. Mr. Day, not the current Twin Galaxies administration, is the original 
adjudication source of Billy Mitchell’s records. In line with Guinness World Records’ words to 
Variety (see the earlier quote), the linked evidence package that accompanies this letter and 
Day’s testimony warrants restoration of Billy Mitchell’s achievements and legacy. Day's own 
letter is included in this demand for retraction, which includes his sworn testimony and advice 
for Guinness World Records.

As to Twin Galaxies, its investigation did not provide Billy Mitchell fair opportunity to 
provide evidence to prove his innocence. Throughout the investigation, Twin Galaxies had a 
double standard. Specific evidence against Mitchell was accepted, while evidence of equal 
stature was rejected. Further, Twin Galaxies selected a biased third party investigator with close
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ties to Donkey Kong Forum, another group defaming Billy Mitchell. This investigator was 
openly inflammatory throughout the investigation, and expressed his support of score removal on 
the very first day of the dispute; there was nothing unbiased about him. This, along with other 
examples, displays a substantial level of constitutional malice.

This letter demands that both Twin Galaxies and Guinness World Records retract their 
claims against Billy Mitchell, and immediately restore his achievements and good name. 
Attached to this letter via link is the full evidence package, which proves that the claims of Twin 
Galaxies and Guinness World Records are false.4 This evidence includes witness affidavits, 
historical documentation, scientific evidence, gameplay analysis, expert witnesses, and Walter 
Day's letter with sworn affidavit. Due to the overwhelming evidence, neither Twin Galaxies nor 
Guinness World Records can possibly refuse this retraction request and claim to be acting 
without constitutional malice.

This request for retraction is for all of Billy Mitchell’s records; a partial retraction will 
not suffice. Both Twin Galaxies and Guinness World Records must retract their claims 
impugning Mitchell's scores publicly, so the damages done to him will finally begin to reverse. 
There was a press release against Billy Mitchell, and there must be a reciprocal release in his 
favor.

Each corporation has a 14-day deadline to review the information and issue the retraction, 
or we will resort to legal recourse, our final option. We urge Guinness World Records to 
independently evaluate the evidence, and not rely on Twin Galaxies, which did not force 
Guinness to make the defamatory statements. As such, Guinness World Records will be held 
responsible, and hiding behind its partnership with Twin Galaxies will be perceived as a refusal 
of this retraction request.

Very truly yours,

MANNING & %ASS
ELLROD, RAMIREZ, TRESTER LLP

JAMES E. GIBBONS
/

Guinness World Records Press Department: 
press@guinnessworldrecords.com 
Billy Mitchell

cc:

4https://docs.google.com/document/d/llGODhaCGZ ZLCwMHJS74ZNE0YrI5uD vixsTilYb9Ls/edit.
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This correspondence is the result of further investigation being done on the matter and is being posted for 
transparency and inclusion into the dispute claim thread for its potentially evidential content so that it 
may be considered and weighed.

from: Greg Sakundiak
Pate: Tuesday. September 10. 2019 at 8:35 PM 
To: Jac* Hal
Subject; Re: Confirmation of Wader Day Sending You Bitty Mitchell's Donkey Kong Performances

Yea. | wea a referee at the bme i do get sent 2 tape* to compare from Walter I watched them compered them 
and gave my opmion Dwayne had nothng to do wrth 1 We may be fnend* but ha kvea in Grande Prana I We 
in Sackatoon. He never touched the tapes that I was sent. I was a ret I took It aenousfy Which was why I 
removed hn fhbUer record when he told me heraett that rt wasn't legrt That sfmid ba enough proof that Cm

Anyway It you need anything otae let me know or gnre mo a cal.

Greg Sakiaidak
1

Gel OuUpoa tor Android

From: lacc Hal
Sant: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 9 OS 19 PM 
To: tetkvidtud
Subject Confirmation of waiter Day Sending You bNy MacheiTs Donkey Kong Performances

Hello Greg Sakundiak,

My name rt jace Had and I am Head Custodian of Twin Galamet

I am sorry to disturb you but I 
kerprrg purposes.

hoping that you couM confirm a lew rtems for me that can be used for public record

We are trying to ascertain and confirm that Bi Ity Milchetf i orgtnW Donkey Kong Score world record performance tapes 
were deliberately coped and distributed by Wetter Day to referees for use as reference material during an investigation 
of tuspioouf game ptav than Twin Gaiaiies aamm was conducting at the bme regarding a Donkey ung score 
submission by Steve Wkebc

The taped performances we are lookirg to conArm at copied and distnbutad by Walter Day to you and other referees 
specificalty are lor Mly i 1042 and Wlebe's 1049 Donkey Kong scores.

My understanding it that you ate a former tteferee lor Twin Galaeies and that Walter Oey tent you a copy of one or 
both these performances at the time, h this accurate and can you ptoaae confirm thn took place?

Addlbondly. can you confirm Dwayne Richard never touched the tapes that Walter Day sent to you, either before or 
after you received them?

We have correspondence suggesting that you were sent these tapes by Waiter Day. however we want to ebtofuteiy 
confirm beyond any shadow of a doubt that this was abtoiuiffy the case

i aporaciate any information that you can prondt on this matter at toon at potubte

Many thanks, 
lac* Mai
-TO

JoceMo#
Ha ad Custodian
eumjeu
£ arealr cat* (member nhofu i 17S62A1. FfiX [member nhofu ■ 331&4) thanked this post
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June 18, 2020

VIA E-MAIL AND U.S. MAIL

David Tashroudian, Esq.
Tash Law Group
5900 Canoga Ave
Suite 250
Woodland Hills, California 91367

Re: In re: Billy Mitchell
Our File No.:7643-07000

Dear David:

The following sets forth Billy Mitchell's second demand for retraction by Twin Galaxies
for its defamatory statements made against him.

On September 9, 2019, this firm sent a retraction demand to your client and Guinness
World Records (GWR), demanding retraction of the defamatory statements made by both
entities on April 12, 2019. The demand was accompanied by an overwhelming amount of
evidence demonstrating that the statements made were false.

Your client ignored the demand and the evidence -- other than attempting to organize a
“class-action suit” against Mr. Mitchell. In contrast, your client's partner of 36 years, Guinness
World Records, examined the evidence closely and in good faith, and found the evidence
alarmingly contradictory to your allegations. As a result, GWR conducted its own investigation
into the legitimacy of Mr. Mitchell’s records.
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Re: In re: Billy Mitchell
June 18, 2020
Page 2

The result? GWR has now reached a unanimous agreement to retract its statements and
reverse its statements. Today, June 18, 2020, Guinness World Records announced the full
reinstatement of Mr. Mitchell’s records, as follows:

In the light of compelling new evidence received by Guinness World
Records, the Records Management Team has unanimously decided to
reverse decisions made in April 2018 in regards to videogame high scores
achieved by Billy Mitchell between 1982 and 2010.

As of 10 June 2020, the following historical records for the arcade
platform have been reinstated:

3 July 1999 - First Perfect Score on PAC-Man – 3,333,360 Points

7 November 1982 – Highest score on Donkey Kong – 874,300 Points

4 June 2005 – Highest score on Donkey Kong – 1,047,200 Points

14 July 2007 – Highest score on Donkey Kong – 1,050,200 Points

31 July 2010 – Highest score on Donkey Kong – 1,062,800 Points

This reinstatement also re-recognizes Mr Mitchell as the first gamer to
reach the kill screen on Donkey Kong (7 November 1982) and first gamer
to score 1 million points on Donkey Kong (4 June 2005).

Guinness World Records is always open to accepting new evidence for
historical achievements, and to reviewing new and existing evidence for
disputed titles.

In this case, a re-examination of the records in question and the emergence
of key eyewitness and expert testimonials led to a reversal of earlier
disqualifications and the reinstating of Mr Mitchell’s original records. The
records archive has been updated accordingly to reflect this.

https://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/news/2020/6/a-statement-from-guinness-world-records-
billy-mitchell-621053

The facts are that, in addition to Mr. Mitchell’s evidence against the allegations, your
client’s own former owner, Mr. Walter Day, and its own 36-year partner, Guinness World
Records, have now conclusively disavowed Twin Galaxies' allegations against Mr. Mitchell.
Consequently, there can be no doubt that your client’s allegations are patently false. For that
reason, Mr. Mitchell extends another opportunity for your client to retract its defamatory
statements.
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Re: In re: Billy Mitchell
June 18, 2020
Page 3

In its editorial process, Guinness World Records evaluated the exact evidence which your
client deliberately ignored during its original investigation and which was set out in the initial
retraction demand; your client repeatedly said it “does not care.” If your client maintains that
attitude and rejects this retraction demand, this will provide incontrovertible evidence of your
client's reckless disregard for the truth and will significantly strengthen Mr. Mitchell’s legal
claims.

Although Mr. Mitchell extends another opportunity for your client to retract its
allegations, he hereby reserves all of his legal claims and actions against your client.

Very truly yours,

MANNING & KASS
ELLROD, RAMIREZ, TRESTER LLP

JAMES E. GIBBONS
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Orientation Assessment

Introduction

My name is Neil Hernandez. Billy Mitchell asked me to investigate the merit of the

orientation allegations from Twin Galaxies. I have worked in the arcade industry for many years

as a technician and arcade machine vendor. I work as a third-party contractor at dozens of

Florida arcades, bars, and other venues to buy, sell, and restore arcade machines. This area is my

area of expertise, which I work in daily. For this research, Billy Mitchell p -

convertor for me, so I could use it for testing to facilitate my research.1 I received no additional

compensation thereafter.

In my research, I spoke with other knowledgeable technicians to spark thought and

provide me ideas. However, these technicians heavily insisted upon remaining anonymous to

avoid any possible harassment. I understand and respect their concern. I speak of these

ovided possibilities not included in this document, and I intend to

explore them in the future.

In this document, I begin by explaining the issue at hand, so any reader will understand

the purpose of the document. Then, I speak about some initial observations. After, I rebut some

very weak counter-arguments that I expect to receive on the issue. I find all these counter-

arguments insignificant, and mostly important unprovable. I continue to provide my current

testing solution; keep in mind, I intend to explore even further beyond these points. Lastly, I

provide my conclusions.
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2

The Issue

When directly feeding the signal of Donkey Kong machine to a monitor, the game orients

in a sideways display. As a result, a direct feed recording requires that one physically turn the

monitor sideways to provide a normal viewing experience. The controversy revolves around

which direction the monitor must be turned if the recorded game originates from an arcade

050,200 performances, the underside

of the monitor faces the LEFT. The 1,062,800 performances displays the opposite, where the

underside of the monitor faces the RIGHT. Here is a picture for visual reference:

Twin Galaxies and its third-party researchers (i.e. Chris Gleed) assert that the equipment

involved in the video capture set-up of an arcade machine, specifically the two-bit converter, can

only output an orientation where the underside of the monitor faces the RIGHT. Therefore, they

asserted it as evidence Mr. , where the

underside of the monitor faces the LEFT, were not performed on arcade hardware. They assert

that it is impossible for a Donkey Kong machine to produce the orientation shown in Mr.

performances. In this document, I provide tested and proven
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3

solutions for how an arcade monitor can produce the orientation shown in Mr.

1,047,200 and 1,050,200 performances, nullifying this piece of Twin Galaxies evidence they

allege supports the claim Mitchell cheated to achieve his scores.

Prior to proceeding, it is important to note that Twin Galaxies chief investigator Jace

his own statements from his investigation. On a Facebook livestream about the investigation of

, Mr. Hall stated the following:

The two-bit recorder, actually will output a screen orientation, which is actually 180

well if the screen orientation is this way, it had to have not been a Donkey Kong
machine, and then of course we investigated the entire process of sometimes people
install monitors upside-down, so they change the output of the actual Donkey Kong PCB
to be flipped, so therefore it would be flipped, maybe Billy used a machine like that, yada
yada yada, so the point of the matter is the orientation of this is not a determining factor,
we cannot eliminate the possibility that an arcade machine produced it. 2

Mr. Hall provided a conclusive position on the issue, and expressed the ample consideration

applied to the issue. He specifically mentions the notable hardware (two-bit convertor), and

states W

Regardless, Mr. Hall reversed his assertion for

incongruent with his original findings.

Initial Thoughts

I received the two-bit recorder device in November 2019. Upon reception, I immediately

noticed two important points:

2 https://youtu.be/Iirf4_jiX0Y?t=3558
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1) The convertor is very old with

weak resistors and capacitors from the box.

2) It is a general purpose convertor, not made for any specific arcade machine.

clean signal. I exchanged the parts with fresh replacements of equal value, and subsequently

received a clean signal with stable color, as shown below.
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Also, this convertor was not created specifically for Donkey Kong machines. Rather, the

producer created it for a more newer generic Dynamo arcade cabinets, as stated in their manual,

so any person may slightly alter it to suit their needs.

retains significant relevance for one reason: Since the convertor requires alterations naturally,

However, I have not yet attempted to flip the image through the

convertor. In this document, I focus other parts, but I intend to explore this possibility in the

future.

Potential Counter-Arguments

1. The first possible counter-argument to some of the provided solutions is the following:

Some of these solutions flip the orientation of the actual
monitor. Therefore, this would force Billy to play the game upside-down. This is
obviously unreasonable and improbable, so this solution cannot be considered.

The aforementioned statement is false. Arcade technicians install monitors upside down

sometimes, or a technician may receive a machine with the monitor upside down. Physically

turning the monitor right-side up is a laborious task (Monitors are heavy and unpleasant to

install), so other options are more convenient. Simply flipping the monitor orientation by

provides a fast and easy solution, so t

machine possessed an upside-down monitor compensated by a reversed yoke is probable. As a

matter of fact, In the aforementioned statement, Mr. Hall stated that

monitors upside- 3 Therefore, I do

3 https://youtu.be/Iirf4_jiX0Y?t=3558
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Also, other arcade companies used this technique of flipping the yoke directly in the factory.

For example, every Terminator 2: Judgement Day made by Bally Midway possessed a flipped

yoke or flipped cables on every machine. Furthermore, ANY credible arcade technician would

echo to commonality of flipping monitor signal to fix issues quickly. Therefore, it provides a

very plausible explanation to the situation.

2. The second possible counter-argument to some of the provided solutions is the following:

The unmodified.

provided the ability to change orientation from the PCB. In other words, Mr.

orientation was proven possible. Regardless, Twin Galaxies disqualified this possibility by

4

However, Twin Galaxie

disput

Nintendo created Donkey Kong in 1982, and it meant for the hardware to last 5 years, not 35

years. As a result, not a single machine still remains totally altered from the factory. Every

machine must receive repairs, and quite frequently, as the old hardware is not reliable. Lastly,

technicians repair machine for resale, and use whatever parts remain available, as long as the

exhibit legitimate gameplay, and hence

4 https://www.twingalaxies.com/feed_details.php/1047/billy-mitchells-donkey-kong-and-all-other-records-
removed/4
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competitive advantage, or played on an emulator for no advantage.

those costs are without merit.

3. The third possible counter-argument to some of the provided solutions is the following:

Billy provided the same game board used in the 1,047,200 and 1,050,200 games to Carlos
Pineiro, and it failed to replicate the orientation from those games.

Mr. Mitchell does retain possession of the same PCB used in the 1,047,200 and 1,050,200

performance. However, the aforementioned contains glaring issues. The argument holds water if

the board traveled nowhere from the performance until the current dispute, but that is not true.

o engineer.

It is entirely possible that the engineer fixed, refurbished, replaced, added, or subtracted

something on the PCB, such as a transistor, capacitor, chip, etc.

Donkey Kong world record attempt, because Twin Galaxies executive Pete Bouvier desired a

Nintendo-certified PCB. Mr. Mitchell loaned his certified PCB, because Nintendo refused to

service Bouvier or Wiebe. Todd Roge two different pictures of

the PCB enclosed in a box.5 The board possibly underwent a change to accommodate Steve

Lastly, I personally inspected , and it certainly received repairs at

some point. Due to these three points, I find no relevance in the retention of the same PCB.

5 https://myspace.com/toddrogers64/mixes/classic-twiistup4-2008-408701
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Thoughts

around his claim that it is impossible

Donkey Kong arcade hardware. None of these the aforementioned counter-arguments deliver

that effect.

on a legitimate machine, then Mr. Hall cannot use it as evidence to support his case.

Methods

Possibility 1: Upside Down Monitor with a Flipped Yoke

This possibility never received thought from any party. As a matter of fact, I thought of this

possibility in the Summer of 2019, and I inquired to Carlos Pineiro for an opinion. However,

I decided to investigate the matter

anyway, and on 21 October 2019, I successfully produced the orientation displayed in Mr.

nces.6
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This possibility unmodified

new avenues for inquiries and tests throughout the dispute. I suspect Mr. Hall, or someone else,

will attempt to claim that recording originates from the edge connector.

Therefore, the signal bypasses the monitor,

not necessarily true.

evidence to support such a claim. This is an assumption, not a fact.

Also, during the original investigation, I personally witnessed Carlos Pineiro use the two-

bit convertor to capture directly off the monitor. As a matter of fact, I provided the specific

cables necessary for him to do it. Carlos also tested the edge connector signal; however I clearly
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saw him capture off the monitor as well.

occurred by capturing the signal from the monitor, and there is no evidence that it could not have

happened.

Possibility 2: Upside-Down Monitor with a loose S transistor

During the Twin Galaxies investigation, David Race provided an explanation for the

orientation , which involved installing a switch that allowed the PCB to

change the orientation.

using the switch, with the switch circled in red.7
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This video and method genuinely baffled me, because the switch is unnecessary to

change orientation. There is no need to install foreign hardware, and it gave me concerns about

the competence of the people accusing Mr. Mitchell. To the contrary, if specifically the S-

transistor is rusted causing no continuity or simply loose / missing, the orientation reverses 180

degrees. Also, the S-transistor possesses a yellow sleeve cover over the wire. The wire could

have been broken under the cover, making it impossible to notice.

transistor, and a citation of my video testing:8

In this situation, its possible for someone to not notice this issue, and hence not push the

transistor into the socket. However, most notably, someone may have purposely, cut or loosened

this transistor for two reasons: the monitor was installed upside-down or the yoke on the monitor

was flipped. These two possibilities would occur, because without the loose S-transistor, then the
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game would appear upside-down. Therefore, someone would cut or loosen the S transistor to

make the game right-side-up, and usable for standard play. These solutions still produce

legitimate performances

Possibility 3: Monitor with a Flipped Yoke and a Loose S-Transistor

Although mentioned on the last page, I believe it deserves re-iteration. A loose S-

transistor and a flipped yoke both flip the gameplay image. So similar to the standard state,

flipping both causes the game to appear normally. However, a direct feed capture from either the

PCB or monitor produces the orientation in Mr. Mitchell performances. This could have

happened totally unknowingly, because when installed, the machine would appear normal. It

would be as if nothing is wrong. Therefore, if someone simply set up a normal direct feed

Possibility 4: Cold Solder Joint rust, break, or cut to the S-Transistor

As explain in possibility 2, the S-transistor possesses the ability to flip orientation.

break, or cut, then the PCB will

produce flipped orientation. Most importantly, it would be very difficult to notice this issue, so

Possibility 5 (Theory): Flipped Orientation through Two-Bit Convertor

At the moment, this remains as a theory. The concept revolves around the use of the two-

bit convertor in the capture set-up. As stated earlier, the two-bit convertor is not designed for any

specific machine. It is a general purpose convertor made for Dynamo cabinets in the late 1990s,

and hence, requires customization to the scenario. As a result, quite literally ANY set-up

becomes a viable solution for this dispute. I theorize that the two-bit convertor may have been
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altered to optimize its performance, and that alteration flipped the image through the convertor. I

intend to explore this theory, and I believe there are solutions.

Conclusions

display orientation beyond the capabilities of original hardware is false. Moreover, Twin

holds a glaring hole in its argument:

(Picture 5). This supports his case that the orientation in the

1,047,200 and 1,050,200 performances occur under different circumstances, but are indeed

produced by arcade hardware.

Most importantly, by coincidence, I actually

1,062,800 world record performance. I bought it from Enzo Celani in 2014, totally unaware of its

significance. The following pictures prove it by showing the identical scar marks on my machine

and the available video of the machine from 2010 (Pictures 6 & 7).
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Upon the outbreak of allegations against Mr. Mitchell in February 2018. I inspected the

machine for evidence to confirm or deny the allegations. I found no evidence of abnormalities or

machine alterations. For the allegations against Mr. Mitchell to hold merit, there must be some

type of rig to install an emulator inside the machine. This would require a drill hole, wood chip,

etc. None of these things are present. There is no evidence of foul-play, which Enzo Celani

he machine returned in the same condition that it was
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Orientation Assessment

loaned out/’ In addition, it does not possess a flipped yoke or problematic S-transistor.

Therefore, this explains the “correct” orientation of the 1,062,800 performance.

I plan to continue researching the orientation for other solutions. Right now, I can 

personally testify that the allegations here possess no merit. It is possible for a legitimate Donkey 

Kong machine to produce the orientation present on the alleged tapes.

Additional Analysis |Added on 3/23/20201:

On March 11,2020,1 worked on a dozen Donkey Kong boards to repair them for resale. 

During the process, I connected a Donkey Kong board to the machine to begin testing for any 

possible deficiencies, and at this point, I received very unique results. On the Donkey Kong 

board with serial number C-89310, the orientation of the machine appeared exactly the same as 

Mr. MitchelTs alleged videotapes. The s-transistor was on the board, and the yoke was not 

upside-down. I retained custody of the board for future testing, and plan to use it as evidence if 

necessary, since it proves an PCB can produce the orientation without any adjustments at all.

I declare under penalty of peijury under the laws of the state of California and Florida that the

foregoing is true and correct. Executed on this day, January 1, 2020 in Ft. Lauderdale, FL.

Neil Hernandez
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<?Oq> ira n ••• 'cf s .iii 96%•10:23

<r v. ■< eJace

If/when TG renders a decision it 
will be very confident that an 
appropriate amount of due 
diligence has been conducted, 
however the whole point of the 
dispute thread being public and 
remaining public is so that others 
in the future can always review the 
presented evidence and argument 
and either reconfirm the 
assessment and decision or 
factually determine that the 
decision may be in error.

APR 13, 2018 AT 8:27 PM

Let me know when you would be 
willing to send the Two-Bit 
converter. Also, I would also be 
interested in examining the 
tapes you received from 
Dwayne, unless you have posted 
every frame from every 
transition somewhere online. 
You did not go through every 
transition of even the barrel 
boards, so I would be interested 
in examining them. Provide link 
if available. Thank you.

APR 13, 20AT 9:26 PM

9 .4tt O Q A Aa

O <
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V- ■> oJace

transition or even the barrel 
boards, so I would be interested 
in examining them. Provide link 
if available. Thank you. r

APR 13, 2018 AT 9:26 PM

I’m waiting on Chris gleed to 
return the two bit back to me

In reference to me not going 
through every transition, are you 

•-• V referring to the live stream?

I see. Well we did go through 
every transition on our own

The live stream was to allow the 
^ people watching to ask questions 
-V and to go to a specific spots

A K
I would like to examine them, so 
if you have posted them 
somewhere, the link would be 
appreciated, or you could send 
me the tapes to examine. r

Unfortunately I not send out
+ ho r»h\

:: q a # Aa
I torwso I Kolio\I Ko\/o

9 .4
o <
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<- (fH
^ people watcning to asK questions 

anc^9°t0 a specific spots

V- ■> oJace

A k
I would like to examine them, so 
if you have posted them 
somewhere, the link would be 
appreciated, or you could send 
me the tapes to examine. r

Unfortunately I cannot send out 
the physical tapes. I believe I have 
directed you to the digital copies 
correct?*1

A
Yes, but I was assured this was 
not the same as the tapes.

F

Assured by whom? And it would 
help if you better defined what you 
mean by "same"Cl

A k
I believe you were the one who 
said the digital copy was 
separate from the VMS tapes.

F

Yes they are not copies of each 
other

They are both c ^ 'S of the 
source

:: q a # Aa
It

9 .4
o <
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oci ii iu iui any pci iui 11 lai iuc

whatsoever

I could stick the tape in a VCR and 
live stream it

But that may not serve your 
purpose

%

A k
You can certainly capture each 
frame of each transition and 
post them in sequence. r

There is no need for us to do that. 
We have come to our own 
determination for her own 
purposes. There is no need to 
spend resources doing that.

Her = our

H Voice to text sorry

A
This isn't for you.

I’m not sure if I understand. Why 
would we spend resources doing 

y\' what you request for this?

AWell, if y<^Jb
ublicly amiable that is on you,

not want this

9 .4:: a a # a3
o <
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o0qi iran ••• ©s.,iii96%i10:21

<- H' V OJace

I'm not sure if I understand. Why 
would we spend resources doing 

■-Y,' what you request for this?

A
Well, if you do not want this 
publicly available that is on you, 
but it only makes sense that 
both sides should have access 
to the same evidence. I said I 
would examine the tapes myself, 
but you aren't willing to share 
them. If you could ensure 
perfect frame duplication, you 
could send me VHS copies.

I’m not sure what you mean by 
publicly available. When people 
send us a video tapes they do so 
with the trust that we’re not going 
to give them to other people.

Also I’m not sure what you mean 
by sides.

There was just a dispute claim 
that asserted a technical fact

And we had to check it

i&JSBtt
9 .4:: o q # Aa

o <
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<- # V ■< oJace

Also I'm not sure what you mean 
by sides.

There was just a dispute claim 
that asserted a technical fact

Cl And we had to check it

A
I understand, but since you are 
not willing to take the time to 
copy the frames of each 
transition, what else would I 
expect? r

You don't need the tapes to check 
the assertion that an original 
donkey Kong machine will not 
output what is seen in Billy's 
performances

A k
I see Jace. However, no one has 
seen what are on those tapes, 
except what was chosen by you 
on the livestream. w

I think that if you could show how 
it is possible for an unmodified 
donkey Kong RGB to output more 
than four hours ^ ' 80 degree 
rotated DK gamt.K.ay performance

I! O Q # Aa 9 .4
o <
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5:35 Q * <MK,il 55%■

Jace Hall
(425) 269-6144

< Q :

X I think Joel tried to 

call me earlier today. 
Was that on your 

behalf?

I've been in meetings 

all day 9:41 PM• • #

No it was not...

I will call you when I 
get to family to bed9:42 PM

Wednesday, April 11, 2018

* One sec bad 

reception 12:20 AM

Call you in a few12:21 AM

4 I fixed 12:21 AM v

a o + p

o <
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* 57% ■5:19 Q

Me<
5:34 PM, Mar 22

Understood...
I was going to explain to you the different 
individuals like Steve and Greg do not 
speak for me and do not present evidence 
for me... I was just going to bring you 
up-to-date on what I'm working on some 
of it very good that you would appreciate 
some of it just lousy information perhaps 
you will contact me afterwards I will share
it

Sl <

ShareCopy text
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* <^.,11 55% ■5:35 Q

Jace Hall
(425) 269-6144

< V* Q :

X I think Joel tried to 

call me earlier today. 
Was that on your 

behalf?

I've been in meetings 

all day... 9:41 PM

No it was not...

I will call you when I 
get to family to bed9:42 PM

Wednesday, April 11, 2018

'C One sec bad 

reception 12:20 AM

Call you in a few12:21 AM

‘ I fixed 12:21 AM N/

0 o + p

□ <
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•*   54% ■5:40 Q

Jace Hall
(425) 269-6144

< ^ Q :

alone time starting 

tomorrow11:32 PM

X I understand 11:33 PM

Thanks11:33 PM

Tuesday, April 10, 2018

Well...
You and I were 

supposed to speak 

before all the 

conversation that 

took place last night... 

Will you be available 

to speak tonight or 

today...???
Some common sense 

will be spoken... ii9:54 AM

9:08 PM

0 o + P •|i|i*

□ <
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* 57%■5:18 Q

Me<
11:28 PM, Apr8

Jace, it is difficult in my imagination 
to guess where you get some of the 
information that is being passed along to 
me...
I guess somewhere here I should have 
a conversation with you and bring some 
Enlightenment to the situation... 
Something I really don't want to do but 
with the silly words being said I believe I 
need to...
Can you tell me a time tomorrow evening 
or the next evening that would be 
convenient

Bl <

ShareCopy text

o <
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•* <^,1 54% ■5:41 Q

Jace Hall
(425) 269-6144

< V. Q :
Friday, March 30,2018

Would you have time 

for conversation 

tomorrow or 

tomorrow evening *«•

10:29 PM

Saturday, March 31, 2018

‘ Sure 7:21 AM

Sunday, April 1, 2018

I will have some film 

footage coming that 

will be able to answer 

some questions and 

be helpful...
Some of what I'm 

hearing it's so difficult 

to hear...
I hope to have a -

0 O + B?

O <
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■t K MG- .ill 58% ■5:11

Jace Hall
(425) 269-6144

< V. Q :

Friday, March 9, 2018

X̂ Are you able to send 

me the inverter board 

you found that you 

used to record your 

performances with? 1:27 PM

Saturday, March 10, 2018

I am in N.Y. visiting 

My Son @ West Point 

for Parents Week...
I am therefore a little 

handicapped...
You mentioned the 

inverter board which 

is part of the Donkey 

Kong...
I think you meant the 

converter board that 

translated the signal 
to NTSC...

0 O + P?

o <
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58% ■5:14 Q

Jace Hall
(425) 269-6144

< ^ Q :
inverter board which 

is part of the Donkey 

Kong...
I think you meant the 

converter board that 

translated the signal 
to NTSC 

with that in mind I will 
ask Rob, as it does 

belong to

^ View all

* * •

>
8:38 PM

* Cool no worries. Yes 

I meant the converter 

board. I managed to 

find the ones that you 

used from the maker 

and purchased them 

for analysis. So no 

worries if you can't 

get it from Rob. Hope 

you are well 8:49 ^

0 o + e?

o <
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* 57%■5:19 Q

Me<
5:34 PM, Mar 22

Understood...
I was going to explain to you the different 
individuals like Steve and Greg do not 
speak for me and do not present evidence 
for me... I was just going to bring you 
up-to-date on what I'm working on some 
of it very good that you would appreciate 
some of it just lousy information perhaps 
you will contact me afterwards I will share
it

Bl <

ShareCopy text

o <
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55%■5:34 Q

< v
l ) t-\J J \J I T-*

Wt*
# MMS 11:57 PM

Thursday, March 1, 2018

‘ Interesting but 

hopefully there is an 

original VHS tape 

because a digital 
copy won't help 

anything regarding 

the work I have 

to do. However 

you are under no 

obligation to supply 

anything. So all is 

fine in any regard. *12:2C ^

0 o + P

o <
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Shawn Jones Statement

I, Shawn Jones, attest to the following:

1. lam Shawn Jones, and I am Billy Mitchell’s manager. My work for Billy mostly involves 
organizing Billy’s public appearances, as w'ell as his television, movie, and sponsorship 
deals. Although I handle many, I do not handle all Billy’s work, as some is handled by 
himself or other people.

2. In the wake of the Twin Galaxies and Guinness World Record statements in 2018, many big 
retro, arcade, and pinball shows abruptly cut contact regarding Billy. These shows never 
reached back out to book Billy, even though they had previously. Some of these shows had 
even booked Billy for several consecutive years.

3. Many of these show's, such as Classic Game Fest in Austin, Texas, hosted or planned to host 
Billy for consecutive years. However, due to the statements and claims of Twin Galaxies and 
Guinness World Records, they stopped booking Billy’s appearance.

4. Some events that had booked Billy for an initial appearance, such as the Long Island Retro 
Game Fest, outright stated that they w'ould no longer bring Billy due to recent events.

5. Other opportunities, such as a sponsorship deal with Old Spice was lost, as contact was 
severed due to the controversy with Twin Galaxies and Guinness World Records.

6. Television deals were also lost. For example, I had spoken with a seriously interested
distributor regarding a series called “Chasing Games.” However, this distributor abruptly cut 
contact after the Twin Galaxies and Guinness World Records public statements.

7. In 2019, damages continued, as more events severed ties, such as Southern Fried Gaming 
Expo. Meanwhile, other events, such as Classic Game Fest, and Long Island Retro Game 
Fest, still would not book Billy due to the actions of Twin Galaxies and Guinness World 
Records.

8. Other bookings were not totally lost, however w'e w-ere forced to settle for a suboptimal fee 
due to the damages caused by Twin Galaxies and Guinness World Records.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the states of California and Florida that the 
foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

Ad .kj
Shawn Jon'

i'f
Date
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Exhibit 50: Billy Mitchell Videogame Career Special Damages

2018

Convention Appearance Losses:
Long Island Retro Game Fest $5,000
Zap Con $5,000
Christian's Show in Texas $5,000
Classic Game Fest $10,000
Free Play Florida $10,000
Southern Fried Gaming Expo $5,000
Midwest Classic Gaming Expo $5,000
Louisville Gaming Expo $5,000
Chicago Pinball Expo $5,000
Rocky Mountain Pinball Expo $3,000
Super Marketers Christmas Party $5,000
Kansas City Comic-Con $5,000
Liberty Mutual Christmas Party $5,000
Houston Arcade and Pinball Expo $5,000

Sponsorship Losses:
Old Spice 30-second ad $25,000

Television Losses:
Chasing Games 6-Episodes $30,000 (spoke with a seriously interested distributor who

handles this type of program)

Total Losses: $133,000

181



2019

Convention Appearance Losses:
Southern Fried Gaming Expo $10,000
Classic Game Fest $10,000
Free Play Florida $10,000
Zap Con $5,000
Long Island Retro Game Fest $5,000
Midwest Classic Gaming Expo $5,000
Louisville Gaming Expo $5,000
Chicago Pinball Expo $5,000
Rocky Mountain Pinball Expo $3,000
Super Marketers Christmas Party $5,000
Kansas City Comic-Con $5,000

Total Losses: $68,000
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Exhibit 51

The front cover for The King of Kong: A Fistful of Quarters showcasing Mitchell,

describing him as a Hot Sauce Mogul.
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Exhibit 52

Billy Mitchell showcases his Rickey s World Famous Hot Sauce in The King of Kong:

A Fistful of Quarters documentary.
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Exhibit 53

The King of Kong: A Fistful of Quarters the

Rickey s World Famous Hot Sauce Warehouse.
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“documentary” showcasing Mitchell inside
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Exhibit 54

The King of Kong: A Fistful of Quarters

190

“documentary” showcasing Mitchell inside his

family restaurant, called “Rickey’s World Famous Restaurant.”
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Rickey's
Sales by Customer Summary

January through December 2017
04/05/19

Jan - Dec '17

101 Ocean
2 Georges
Anglins Beach Cafe
Aruba Beach Cafe
Athena By The Sea
Bagelmania
Baja Cafe
barrio Latinos
Bobalu's Sourthern Cafe
Calypso's Restaurant and Rar Bar
Captain Rusty's Seafood
Cheney Brothers, Inc.
Chick's N Wings 
chumleys Depot 
Coastal Crab Co.
Crane Max 
Dave's Last Resort 
Dependable Foodservice 
Doc's Diner 
Doerle Food Services 
El Siboney
Five Brothers Grocery
FOOTY'S WING DING SAUCE/CHENEY
FOOTY'S WING DING SAUCE/CHENEY PG
FOOTY'S WING DING SAUCE/PUBLIX, MIAMI
FOOTY'S WING SAUCE/PUBLIX BB
Footy's/Courier Solution
Grampas Bakery and Restaurant
Green Acres Farmers Market
Guy Harvey Resort
Havana's Cuban Cuisine
Heaven 11
Henry Lee
Islamorada Shrimp Shack
Jersey Broadwalk Pizza
Jimmy T's Provision
Khoury's
King Neptune
La Pagalia
Las Vegas
Mail Order
Mickey & Mooch
Mo's Bagel & Deli
Monaco Foods
Mr. Raymondo's
Mrs. Macs Kitchen
Naked Crab
Naked Lunch
Nikki's
Pelican Harry's 
Penn Dutch, Hollywood 
Penn Dutch, Margate 
Peter Pan Diner 
Restaurant Dept 
Restaurant Dept #417 
RESTAURANT DEPT, DAVIE 
RESTAURANT DEPT, Ft Myers 
Sam's Club 4792 
Sam's Club 6274 
Sam's Club 6499 
Sam's Depot #8229 
Sarabeth's
Scrub/s Pembroke Pines 
Shula's 2 Steakhouse Ohio 
Shula's 347 Grill, Norfolk 
Shula's 347 Roanoke 
Shula's Steak House 
Shula's/Hyatt Regency 
Shula's/lntercontinental Tampa 
Shula's/Ovations Chandler, AZ 
Shula's/Richmond 
Shula's/Sheraton Chicago Hotel 
Snapper's Fish and Chicken

859.68
650.16
286.56
573.12
126.48
157.44 

1,467.78
1.814.88

601.44 
185.76
348.48 

64,877.42
348.48
369.44
477.60 
401.04

1,270.08
80,422.56

573.12
239.12 

9,855.36 
1,671.60 
1,831.68

84.80 
50,448.76
6,878.40

317.60 
1,486.08

758.88
573.12 
573.12 
100.08

54,389.16
619.20
708.48
955.20 
286.56 
960.00

1.297.12 
8,730.72

94.80 
673.35 
955.20

1,086.72
573.12

3,891.84
2.349.12 
1,332.00

286.56
3.962.88 
1,166.16

0.00
955.20

9,021.96
10,691.88
16,585.48
2,253.96

68,877.84
67,348.80
12,215.52

142,849.44
525.36
573.12
173.86
147.48
64.90

231.38
305.73
170.59
182.62
34.55

189.55
2,268.00

Page 1
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Rickey's
Sales by Customer Summary

January through December 2017
04/05/19

Jan - Dec '17

Soprano's 
Sub Cafe
Sysco Food Services of South Florida
Sysco Southeast Florida
tequila Chica's
The Butcher Shop
The Cove Restaurant
The Cuban Sandwich
the Grove Coffee House
The Naked Taco
The Rusty Anchor
The Taco Shack
Uncle ATs Sports Cafe
Uncle Joe's
Wagons West Restaurant 
Wings R Us 
Yo Taco

TOTAL

400.32
525.36

110,297.85
13,742.32
1,152.48
1,267.68

130.16
1,241.76
1,618.56
6,494.64
1,897.20

668.64
293.76
573.12
503.28

4,359.34
286.56

796,068.56

Page 2
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Rickeys
Sales by Customer Summary

January through December 2018

10:53 AM

04/05/19 
Accrual Basis

Jan - Dec 18

483.93
50,034.45
11,278.32

204.90
332.53

Antonio's Pizzeria 
Cheney Brothers, Inc. 
Dependable Foodservice 
Doerle Food Service 
Footy's Here's Help 
Footy's/Cheney Brothers 
Footys/Publix Lakeland 
Gordon Food Service 
Huh Amusements 
Las Vegas 
Latorra's 
Mail Order 
Monoco 
Penn Dutch
Peppers Unlimited Production 
Restaurant Depot Davie 
Restaurant Depot Ft Myers 
Restaurant Depot Medley 
Restaurant Depot Pom Beach 
Restaurant Depot Riv Beach 
Restaurant Depot Sarasota 
Sams Club Hattiesburg 
Sams Club Lakeland 
Sams Club Villa Rica 
Shula's Hyatt Houston 
Shula's Indianapolis 
Shula's Norfolk 
Shula's Ovations Chandler AZ 
Shula's Sheraton Chicago 
Shula's Tampa 
Sysco, Medley 
Sysco, Southeast 
The Cove 
Wings R Us

1,204.16
21,166.00
51,151.93

0.00
8,079.36

932.04
0.00

1,438.40
785.24

0.00
12.997.98 

1,140.84 
2,217.12 
5,814.88 
7,471.58 
1,782.48

34,741.44
82,826.64
14,856.48

367.98
177.20
94.75

181.53
140.71
62.25

85.392.99 
8,084.20

127.75
4,697.46

TOTAL 410,267.52
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Rickeys
Sales by Customer Summary

January through December 2019

1:35 PM

04/03/20 
Accrual Basis

Jan - Dec 19

0.00Antonio's Pizzeria 
Cheney Brothers, Inc. 
Dependable Foodservice 
Doerle Food Service 
Footy's Here's Help 
Footy's/Cheney Brothers 
Footys/Publix Lakeland 
Gordon Food Service 
Las Vegas 
Mail Order
Merchants Foodservice 
Mickey & Mooch 
Monoco 
Penn Dutch
Peppers Unlimited Production 
Restaurant Depot Davie 
Restaurant Depot Pom Beach 
Restaurant Depot Riv Beach 
Restaurant Depot Sarasota 
Sams Club Hattiesburg 
Sams Club Lakeland 
Sams Club Villa Rica 
Shula's Hyatt Houston 
Shula's Sheraton Chicago 
Sysco, Medley 
Sysco, Southeast 
The Cove 
Wings R Us

36,025.75
16,878.29

368.82
444.08

1,721.44
17,981.52
52,279.24

0.00
0.00

1,127.95
688.38

1,438.40
0.00
0.00

15,827.52
8,400.82

10,590.08
508.56

40,252.32
112,081.68
11,021.76

209.00
105.25

93,308.61
6,646.38

218.45
3,508.68

TOTAL 431,632.98
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Quote 1

Quote 2

201

© A © -Q rod.

Jace Hall %> o° O
&

*Jace Hall
I would like to put together a grand event where you 
can discuss your thoughts. People are endlessly 
fascinated by you and this.

Options v
I can make sure that it will be economically worth 
your time © -

Search in Conversation

Jace
Edit Nicknames

While i appreciate the idea, it’s not about the money, 
its about justifying an entire production based on 
some random accusation to drum up promotion for 
some guy's book. Is it really the best idea to reward 
something like this with more publicity and more 
resepct and creedance to this Omnigamer and his 
speculations?

Change Colour

Change Emoji

0 Notifications

Also i don't want to waste your money or some one 
elses money just to fall short of the expectations that 
so many have instilled in their minds for perfection 
on a game. It took me 2 years of constant training to 
achieve the 5.51 35 years ago and to be now 
expected to do it with in a few hours is a whole 
other level of expectations in it self.

Shared files v

Q kredux retail todd version.rar

I want you to think this through and completely 
understand what you are asking before making any

<Shared Photos

0*0-••Q Todd Home Create

Jace Hall ^ O
understand that in that time it has been blowing up 
into something much bigger then it probably should 
have been but here we are.

&
Jace Hall

Options vYes and ur strategy is making it so we may be able to 
find up to 25-50k to pay you to silence them © —

Search in ConversationI'm shooting for something like that

If we set a date for the attempt I can build toward it 
with mini documentaries, interviews, hype

Edit Nicknames•A
...



Quote 3

Quote 4

202

Todd O A O -• •Q Home Create

Jace Hall %> o« O
build a tremendous hype

&
It will also give me time to privately get Intel 
involved so that they can do a brute force 
computation and analysis about the game code 
which will definitively prove that a 5.51 is possible

oJace Hall

Options V
They will need to analyze this against actual Atari 
hardware and not just in EMU

Q. Search in Conversation
That way. whether or not you attain a 5.51 live we 
will have the people from Intel there to reveal that it 
absolutely is possible to be done. Which will 
completely destroy Omni gamer and others 
speculation

Edit Nicknames

•A © Change Colour

Change Emoji
50 I guess all I am waiting for is you to tell me that 
you are willing to make the attempt. Then you and I 
just need to pick a date. From there I will do all the
work and I will be seeking real money in sponsorship (2) ••• 
that can be shared with you. At the very least
51 0,000.1 wouldn't ask you to do this for less than 
that amount.

0 Notifications

11731

Shared files$
Q kredux retail todd version.rar

will be trying to get more for you obviously

ft O A Q ~• •Q Todd Home Create

Jace Hall % o« O
c* It will be glorious 5 ftJace Hall

i cant wait....i just dont want you catching shit 
because of me....

Options
ive been reading also about their speculations on 
SubScan and SKiing it almost laughable....A/B 
button.J never even knew about it until Bob 
Whitehead made a comment about in in
1982.....then i was like..OH REALLY....do you want me
to use the A/B buttons now..and really drop the 
score down....psh...the nerve that ppl always presume 
the worst

Q. Search in Conversation

Edit Nicknames

<■? Change Colour

06 Change Emoji

U should get in the and comment on those dispute 
threads. Stir the pot. It just increases ur fame and 
build anticipation for the event in general

0©••• Notifications

I don't care how much shit I catch
Shared files v

Doesn't bother me in any way

Q kredux retail todd version.rar
I'm already a public figure



Quote 5

203

O A Q ~#•a
Jace Hall % O

house....your always welcome to stay.....oh and are
there any basketball games there when we will be 
staying in LA???? maybe we can go watch. ■v oJace Hall

22/08/2017, 02:27

Options v

' it Search in Conversation

22/08/2017, 08:16
Edit Nicknames

Do you mind if I post that image of your 5.57 
without saying where it came from?

: ' Change Colour©-08:16

06 Change Emoji
. '

n Notifications

Shared files v

Q kredux retail todd version.rarStirring the pot
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s
jacc Hall
674252696144

aPM2CWeb, Apr V

Can you please 'oo^the d 

perfect Pacman tape that is s 

to be mine in your possession 

I would like to know if the 

gameplay appears okay or has 

there been any editing or changes 

to the tape or does it seem good 

all the way through ,
I would like to know this right 

away, I d like to know if I have 

any other surprises, along with 

whatever surprises coming here in 

a couple days
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i Jace Hall
674252696144 

12:39 PM
v'ltirV ALL

/

J That's outside of the 

scope of the current 

dispute work being 

done. We only look at 

actual dispute case 

assertions.
N ■

\

5:50 PM
I
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.1 «*■>3:29

<• <|? Jace Hall
Active 23m ago V.
m.

. *•

Tell Billy's camp that if he is willing 
to drop all of the lawsuits against 
everyone and work with me on an 
apology scenario we might be able 
to find our way out of the mess

I think that if he apologized and 
admitted to his various actions 
and asked for forgiveness the 
game community would actually 
get behind him

— ♦»-. * * # ^ ;

------ f 1 ^

You can also tell Billy's camp I 
believe that there may be more 
lawsuits coming for him other than 
Apollo's. Enormous success of 
Apollo's go fund me is 
encouraging others who want to 
do their own suits. He is very likely 
going to be fighting a number of 
them on many fronts. Extremely 
expensive. w

9 it© 0 Q l Aa
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7/20/2019 Dispute Decision: Billy Mitchell's Donkey Kong & All Other Records Removed

5ff« GALAXIES 
L-'LlTWIN

(https://www.twingalaxies.com)

iVLi
_

i
/

Dispute Degision; Billy htitchell's Don 

Records Removed
i

U'
II * f\S\r ers.

April 12, 2018 1:00 AM

HIGH SCORE BILLY MITCHELL RETRO & ARCADE

After many months of researching. Twin Galaxies administration 
has determined the dispute made by Jeremy Young (@xelnia) to be 
accepted. Alongside this, all of Billy Mitchell's scores have been 
removed from Twin Galaxies leaderboards.
When a dispute for one of the most prolific players out there hits, it's hard not to take notice. Sure these sort of things come up as 
players try to prove their run on any particular game as legitimate, but when a longstanding score on Donkey Kong of 1,062,800 
points from Billy Mitchell was put into question, it took an extensive research period from those at Twin Galaxies. After many months 
of debate, testing, and dredging up technology from that was reported to be used during that time, a decision has finally been 
made.

(DISCLAIMER: Note that Twin Galaxies Editorial is a different entity than Twin Galaxies Adjudication. Editorial was not involved in the 
direct investigation, results, or decision of the Billy Mitchell dispute. We are responsible only for reporting on the ongoing story. We 
have also previously covered elements of this particular dispute, as well as a similar removal of Todd Rodgers' scores.)

The official statement from Twin Galaxies Administration reads in full:

Based on the complete body of evidence presented in this official dispute thread. Twin Galaxies administrative staff has 
unanimously decided to remove all of Billy Mitchell's' scores as well as ban him from participating in our competitive leaderboards.

We have notified Guinness World Records of our decision.

On 08-28-2017 Twin Galaxies member Deremey Young ( @xelnia ) filed a dispute claim assertion against the validity of Billy Mitchell's 
historical and current original arcade Donkey Kong score performances of 1,047,200 (the King of Kong "tape"), 1,050,200 (the 
Mortgage Brokers score), and 1,062,800 (the Boomers score) on the technical basis of a demonstrated impossibility of original 
unmodified Donkey Kong arcade hardware to produce specific board transition images shown in the videotaped recordings of those 
adjudicated performances.

Jeremy's assertion concluded that not only can original Donkey Kong arcade hardware not produce the board transition images 
shown in the recordings, but that these transitions were actually generated through the use of MAME (emulation software.)

The rules for submitting scores for the original arcade Donkey Kong competitive leaderboards requires the use of original arcade 
hardware only. The use of MAME or any other emulation software for submission to these leaderboards is strictly forbidden.

Jeremy Young provided his dispute case evidence to the dispute thread for both public and Twin Galaxies scrutiny and review.

Twin Galaxies has meticulously tested and investigated the dispute case assertions as well as a number of relevant contingent 
factors, such as the veracity of the actual video performances that the dispute claim assertions rely upon.

In addition to Twin Galaxies' own investigation into the dispute case assertions, at least two different 3rd parties conducted their 
own explorations and came to identical conclusions.

https://www.twingalaxies.com/feed_details.php/1047/billy-mitchells-donkey-kong-and-all-other-records-removed 1/4
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Most notable was the 3rd party (Carlos Pineiro) that Billy Mitchell engaged to help examine the dispute case claims on his behalf, 
utilizing whatever original equipment Billy could provide, whose final finding was consistent with Twin Galaxies investigation and 
others.

Additionally, during the evidence gathering period of this dispute, numerous experts, hobbyists, and casual observers participated 
and contributed to this investigation.

Here are our specific findings:

- The taped Donkey Kong score performances of 1,047,200 (the King of Kong "tape"), 1,050,200 (the Mortgage Brokers score) that 
were historically used by Twin Galaxies to substantiate those scores and place them in the database were not produced by the 
direct feed output of an original unmodified Donkey Kong Arcade RGB.

- The 1,062,800 (the Boomers score) Donkey Kong performance does not have enough of a body of direct evidence for Twin Galaxies 
to feel comfortable to make a definitive determination on at this time.

- The 1047 and 1050 score performance videos we have in our possession (and are basing our determinations on) are in fact the 
performances that were used by previous Twin Galaxies administration as justification for those scores to be entered into the 
database and for Twin Galaxies to attribute those specific accomplishments to Billy Mitchell. We have several different and unique 
sources of these performances and access to private historical Twin Galaxies referee e-mail distribution records showing where 
these sources acquired their copies and what the purpose was.

- Of significant note is that it is very straightforward for anyone to check the authenticity of the 1047 performance source tape by 
just cross-referencing the digital capture video of the performance that has been posted in this dispute thread with the very public 
"King of Kong" movie gameplay footage along with its DVD extras.

- While we know for certain that an unmodified original DK arcade RGB did not output the display seen in the videotaped score 
performances, we cannot definitively conclude that what is on the tapes is MAME.

- To definitively conclude that MAME was used, Twin Galaxies would need to comprehensively rule out the possibility of all other 
methods that could produce what is seen on the tapes. This would mean testing all other emulators other than MAME across all 
other platforms to eliminate the possibility that a different emu was used. It would also mean testing visual effects software and 
anything else we can think of to be definitively certain. This kind of testing is beyond the scope of the dispute case needs.

From a Twin Galaxies viewpoint, the only important thing to know is whether or not the score performances are from an unmodified 
original DK arcade RGB as per the competitive rules. We now believe that they are not from an original unmodified DK arcade RGB, 
and so our investigation of the tape content ends with that conclusion and assertion.

Twin Galaxies has endeavored to provide a fair opportunity and reasonable amount of time for all sides and interests to present their 
thoughts and evidence as it has evaluated this dispute claim.

Twin Galaxies has also investigated this matter as comprehensively as reasonably possible to make sure that its findings are as 
informed as possible.

Throughout every step of this investigation, Billy Mitchell had the opportunity to answer questions and contribute to the public 
dispute thread. However, he was under no obligation to participate in this dispute thread and as such he chose not to do so.

Twin Galaxies is only looking at the dispute claim assertions about score performances and either validating or refuting those claims 
specifically - it is not evaluating people.

Twin Galaxies would like to give a huge thank you to all involved in this dispute from all sides. Our community, the DKF community, 
@xelnia and ©YesAffinity specifically and many many others have contributed tremendously and deserve proper and full 
recognition.

Hopefully it is becoming more and more obvious that we care very much about our scoreboard integrity and will continue to improve 
it step-by-step, no matter how painful or public it might occasionally be.

This has been said before, but it is important to repeat that Twin Galaxies is dedicated to absolutely rooting out invalid scores from 
our historic database wherever we find them.

Twin Galaxies' recent efforts to build a dispute system for the purpose of allowing scores to be questioned in a centralized and 
documented manner have enabled all of the available evidence regarding Billy Mitchell's score performances to finally, after many 
years, be concentrated, examined and discussed by non-anonymous members of the gaming community and Twin Galaxies 
administration. This system has created a permanent body of evidence for examination.

Anyone looking into their own past with honesty and a desire to improve will likely find things potentially messy and uncomfortable. 
Twin Galaxies has experienced a nice big dose of that again with this dispute. However, Twin Galaxies understands that this is 
required for it to continue its commitment to accuracy. As we all have learned, this cannot occur overnight and must be a step-by- 
step process.

Gust as in other disputes, we definitely know that many in the gaming community operate with a general urgency and would have 
preferred to see this matter resolved more swiftly.

https://www.twingalaxies.com/feed_details.php/1047/billy-mitchells-donkey-kong-and-all-other-records-removed 2/4
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However, Twin Galaxies, as part of a comprehensive process and in its position of authority, must ensure due diligence. Our public 
documentation of our processes and conclusions are intended to satisfy scrutiny for the long term, so in instances where 
warranted our comprehensiveness must go above and beyond what would normally satisfy.

Our methodic approach has allowed many things to surface, not only related to this specific score, but other scores as well as some 
previously never-before-discussed video game related history.

We must repeat, the truth is the priority. That is the concern. Whatever it takes.

Twin Galaxies continues to strive to earn and maintain trust over time by making supportable decisions and taking sensible actions.

With this ruling Twin Galaxies can no longer recognize Billy Mitchell as the 1st million point Donkey Kong record holder. According to 
our findings, Steve Wiebe would be the official 1st million point record holder.

Thanks again to all who contributed time, effort and expertise to this case.mmi f

m
G.

b<r
<7^ d O

0 I
V

Donkey Kong was a legendary achievement from Nintendo at the time of release.
While there are a lot of challenges when it comes to verifying video game scores, due to the many factors that each game holds, 
this decision sets a statement of only having the most conclusive evidence for video game achievement. While this goal is hard to 
attain, when it is possible, it must be strived for in the eyes of Twin Galaxies.

That said, Donkey Kong remains one of the most entertaining arcade games to see played at the highest level. While Mitchell wasn't 
the top score for the last eight years, each score on that leaderboard has a story behind it. With Mitchell's score removed, there is 
more room for more stories, while also creating more credibility to the overall board. As said in the statement, with this dispute 
accepted, Steve Wiebe is now the official first Million Point record holder for Donkey Kong. For those cheering for the underdog all 
these years, that's a huge deal!

At the end of the day, Twin Galaxies is striving for certainty on their leaderboards. This process was just a step on that journey that 
will likely have many tribulations ahead, but is still a path worth taking.

(A previous version of this article had spelled the name of Carlos Pineiro incorrectly, which has now been fixed)

DISCUSSION

You need to be logged in to post a comment. Login or Register

https://www.twingalaxies.com/feed_details.php/1047/billy-mitchells-donkey-kong-and-all-other-records-removed 3/4
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

At the time of service, I was over 18 years of age and not a party to this action.  I am 
employed in the County of Los Angeles, State of California.  My business address is 801 S. 
Figueroa St, 15th Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90017-3012. 

On June 22, 2020, I served true copies of the following document(s) described as 
DECLARATION OF WILLIAM "BILLY" MITCHELL  on the interested parties in this action as 
follows: 

David A. Tashroudian, Esq. 
Mona Tashroudian, Esq. 
TASHROUDIAN LAW GROUP, APC 
5900 Canoga Ave., Suite 250 
Woodland Hills, California 91367 
Telephone: (818) 561-7381 
Facsimile: (818) 561-7381 
Email: david@tashlawgroup.com 
Email: mona@tashlawgroup.com 

Attorney for Defendants 
Twin Galaxies 

BY E-MAIL OR ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION:  I caused a copy of the 
document(s) to be sent from e-mail address mma@manningllp.com to the persons at the e-mail 
addresses listed in the Service List.  I did not receive, within a reasonable time after the 
transmission, any electronic message or other indication that the transmission was unsuccessful. 

ONLY BY ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION:  Only by emailing the document(s) to the 
persons at the e-mail address(es).  This is necessitated during the declared National Emergency 
due to the Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic because this office will be working remotely, not 
able to send physical mail as usual, and is therefore using only electronic mail.  No electronic 
message or other indication that the transmission was unsuccessful was received within a 
reasonable time after the transmission. We will provide a physical copy, upon request only, when 
we return to the office at the conclusion of the National Emergency. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on June 22, 2020, at Los Angeles, California. 

 /s/ Martha Alfaro 
 Martha Alfaro 
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